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Schematic capture, Autorouting &1117n Checking for just S149*
<`111-

3.6 Designer

£149*

Take a look at Quickroute 3.6 Designer and you might be surprised! For just
£.149* you get easy to use schematic design (automatic junction
placement, parts -bin, etc), "one click" schematic capture, autorouting on
1 or 2 layers, design rule & connectivity checking and a starter pack of
over 260 symbols.

NEW PLUG IN AUTOROUTER
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SMARTRoute is a new 32 -bit autorouter from Quickroute
Systems rated in ' category A' by Electronics World (Nov
96). SMARTRoute plugs straight into Quickroute 3.6.

For those needing more power & more features there is Quickroute 3.6
PRO+. For just 5399 you get multi -sheet schematic capture, 1 to 8 layer
autorouting, net -list import/export, links to simulators, CAD/CAM file export,
Gerber import/viewing, DXF WMF & SPICE file export, copper fill, advanced
connectivity checking with automatic updating of a PCB from a schematic,
the basic set of over 260 symbols and library pack 1 which includes a
further 184 symbols. More symbols are available in additional library packs
available separately

automatically updating Quickroute' s menus with new
features and tools.
SMARTRoute 1.0 uses on iterative goal seeking algorithm
which works hard to find the best route even on single
sided PCB' s. SMARTRoute allows you to assign different
algorithms, design rules, track & via sites, layers used, etc
to groups of nets for total flexibility. SMARTRoute 1.0 costs
just £149'.

Prices are Quickroute 3.6 Designer £149, Quickroute 3.6 PRO+ £399,
SMARTRoute 1.0 £149.00, Library Packs £39 each. 'Post & Packing per
item is £6 (UK). £8 (Europe) and £12 (World). V.A.T must be added to the total.

RECOMMENDED

Tel 0161 476 0202 Fax 0161 476 0505
QUICKROWE

SYSTEMS

Quickroute Systems Ltd. Regent House Heaton Lane Stockport SK4 1 BS U.K.
WWW: www.quickroute.co.uk EMail: info@quicksys.demon.co.uk

Prices and specittcol)ons subject to change without notice. All trode marks are ocknowledged & respected. Alt products soid subject to our standard terms & conditions(available on request).
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New low-cost
PIC training

can also generate timer and 'change on port B' interrupts).
Changing the switch values will immediately change the
port register values, and pressing interrupt will make the
code jump to the interrupt vector address. The output is
displayed on either LEDs (arranged in the familiar traffic
light pattern) or on a seven -segment display. The reference
manual explains the functions of the PIC family in plain
English, and the training (based around the GNVQ
Microelectronics syllabus) allows you to understand how
to use the device, from binary numbering through to
complex interrupt functions.
Operation is either by single-step (where you see the
effect of each line of code being reflected in both the
hardware the on the Explorer screen) or run, which runs
the code in real time (processor dependent) so that you
can see exactly how your code runs at speed.
Designed as a dedicated introduction to the PIC
processor family (and processors in general), the PIC
Explorer costs £99 plus VAT and is available now.
Contact Kanda Systems Ltd. for more details. Tel
01974 282670 Fax 01974 282356 email Info@KandaSystems.com

Kanda Systems - who are also the sponsors of the
Kanda/ETI Design Competition (see last month) - have
added a new, low cost PIC training system to their
catalogue, the Kanda PIC Explorer. "Imagine being able to
lift the lid off the processor and see what happens inside
as it responds to your code", is how they describe the
new package. "The system contains everything you need
to fully explore the workings of the chip, you just need to
add a PC and a bit of grey matter."
The software includes a full -function editor, an
assembler (which links to the editor to highlight errors)
and the Explorer screen. The Explorer screen allows you
to see exactly what is happening inside the processor as
it shows all the register values and the code as it is being
run.

The hardware features switches for setting input bits,
plus a push-button switch for creating interrupts (the unit

Turn your PC into a

digital oscilloscope
Pico Technology's new ADC 200 converter plugs into the
parallel port of a PC laptop or desktop, to operate the
computer as a 50 MSPS dual channel storage oscilloscope, a
25 MHz spectrum analyser or a multimeter for less than £500.
The PicoScope software has recently gone into a Windows
version, with full on-line help, and offers advanced features
such as the simul-taneous display of multiple views of the
same signal. Data such as the waveform itself, its frequency
components, AC voltage and frequency can be displayed onscreen at the same time. As well as oscilloscope features, the
ADC 200 provides FFT spectrum analysis, wave tom) storage
and printing facilities normally found on Dual Storage
Oscilloscopes costing well into four figures. There is also an
advanced triggering mode that mkes it possible to capture
infrequent one-off events.
The 50 MSPS ADC 200 is prices at £459. There is a 20
MSPS unit available at £359.
For information and sales contact Pico Technology Ltd..
Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Road, Hardwick,
Cambridge CB3 70J Tel 01954 211716 Fax 01954 2118,80
email post@picotech.co.uk

10 GHz amateur band to go in April '97
The Radiocommunications Agency has announced the
date for the withdrawal of part of the represent 10GHz
amateur band from amateur use. The frequency
allocation 10.15 to 10.30 GHz will be withdrawn from the
1st April 1997.
The reason given for the withdrawal, which was
announced some time ago, Is the continuing demands on
the radio spectrum for existing and new radio services.
The allocation of new amateur bands in spectrum under
less pressure of demand is being explored constantly,
with the recent introduction of a new Low Frequency
amateur band allocation as an example of this shift.
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BULL
ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX .
13N3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.50 P&P PLUS VAT.
24 HOUR SERVICE 14.50 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST P LL'S 13.50
PLEASE ALLC:W 7-10 DAYS FOR DELIVERYFTIONE ORDERS
AMERECAN EXPRESS)

WV -CONS (ACCESS:115A.

TEL: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077
E-mail b ull@ pavilio n.co. u k
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ELECTRONIC ACC UPUNCTUFtE KIT 9,,Aos s-M3.102CITMC
:ars= fW,.yd d r. asp good Is eroacnare war £9 ref 7730

SHOCKING COIL KIT "S,:d 0761b,_.1-yoperescle.e.=.not.
as sous ct T. ups siva gel *tuns n4 d the gm...4, i9 re 7P36

HIGH POWER CATAPULTS firged err,.
tscrcered

surer wergr1 te:a power be -4s Cepates
elzess 0,233 rale. Decatur' Raged ass'

2121 metnsl £659 re R.S.

COMPAQ POWER SUPPLIES WITH 12V DC FANS 5
ecsaornera Ids;; 5. S=et be 3.7,e 904 b.c

prassay arum 300 vett PC unt MItti

,Act -21

a for re tan acne

met £3 Su eaon ref C01

BALLON MANUFACTURING KIT Ercsn mid*. array Wo
taws 're] a Woe krvicrg halm.. taus of fall £399 ref 0..UGR
9.0 -By 4A TRANSFORMERS. chassis count £7 ref LOT
MEGA LED DISPLAYS 9...id 'curse' a Peek or sorer.. -1g *Ir
rese rage seg assays 55.... Ink alnanvorte 5 oda peb tarps
:14 99 ref LOT16 ex a Pumper pack ce 50 dee:keys for ym £29 ref
LOT17

SOLID STATE RELAYS
CatPCC-2£0? 3-32'7c 1p esi 0-2£0.4: IA £250
SMT2903£13

operate.% Z--293eat 3A £450

SAE FOR FREE
COLOUR CATALOGUE
WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH
SURPLUS STOCK LINE 0802 66037'

RUSSiAt. BORDER GUARD BINOCULARS £1799
-

-

-

VEGA RUSSIAN MU LTIB A ND Alorlateerdsncabons reyner
Cl sae bees 15e01 t.
1MW)C s-nal ferret ed. externe
telescope mats mens or battery Large. typosly Rissan ram:
£45 ref '.EGA

NEW LASER POINTERS < -rr,v. 75 metre rarge rand red wrt
on rwo 1A beneres (sopped) 670rrn £29 ref DEC49

TAL-1, 1101. N-EV,TONIAN REFLECTOR TELESCCFE
a.,,,c-:,-,c.s4 'stove
Sam 0a211-41.4) to 1694 trairdoston Serd ce fax lot fettle
-.,amazon ref TAL-1. £249

SOLAR ENERGY/GENERATOR PLANS For yas Mena
taraS CE glom designing Systems etc E7 re PV t
SOUR COOKERS
gum to os:crng sderormered

=ekes. egzs.onota,:s =-ces

et: £1 's 5E01

MULTIBAND RADIO Compact Were purpose rado mere:
voxecro ar, 70

WOLVERIL4N1PTON

cb et: Speen vol and berm £24 ref 1:191

DIVINING RODS E3.99 a pair! ref EF111
MOONSHINE BIBLE 270 oage book coarmg the Grodezton of

ex.- 0 from poems r.x, vans etc Creengs of sere* home
ale eta note thrown to tonne:cat syslacs £12 ref 1153
NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG Wan a rare ci SCO metres Of
rem and up to 170 hoes use 7,-ren a 993 ths we be power! Bee

-e-ES Sass don r
E26 Ref L07102
BUILD YOU OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP new
gin step try se: geed to tutted vend -ner-ects
trted wtn ins peecaton and a goal local suer lard cCult
se4 VAGent m eacfredyl £12 ref LOT61

PC KEYBOARDS 932 onrecay. top amity errAtrefor elf 2851
286J496 etc £10 ref PCK8 70 for £65

TRACKING TRANSMITTER range 1 5-5 awes. 5 0003a us on
AA taxemes zee tractunts s -So on car Orecton and moat:WA/nes

arty Fm ratio 15' square £65 ref LOT101
ELECTRIC DOOR LOCKS
vier bcdc win tat Yee heir
aro 13r opeeect oeseock (keys rektted) £10 ref LOT93

SURVEILLANCE TELESCOPE Superb Ronan zoom
ramcrryw at, -exrxe tram 15: to 63te compete wet meal Mod
rohcsrie to as setraa the on the richer settees} 66,411 tense
Mhescanying case £149 ref BARe9

WIRELESS VIDEO BUG KIT Transfres video and Bodo
sows from a mrrense CCTV camera (ancluded) to any Mareara

tMeaenl AI tre componerts ectweig a PP3 Caneyail f1 teo a
:grebe packet vett tie tens requog a hoe Moe 3mm o.ameser
Succeed *25 terestoopc aerie but a Mee awe nevi h* karg wu
sril one a serge Otto to 100 metres. A urge PP3 wa crotch', save
teas Sari 1 noes Ise 699 REF EFTS (preoatey rot
+)

GPS SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEM made by Gamren
reGFS38 rs hard red cockte exert 255g cos:on:at:we. gratere
...e:_eas. map 01:0er et: £179 re GPSI

ELECTRONICS STORE
NOW OPEN IN WORCESTER ST
TEL 01902 22039
rata checker. rreorry ca terser. oar: cpterser. he cowmen
law level formeleg. beekup se Buser. disk dewreler, tetteete
4 cakmealtre Obese. traced:re. oar 40 textees remote mr0O-4
ease.o-t1 patection. erre-tocn corcrenearee marraar suotsect
etz ZS ref lot 97 3 5' Mut

COLOUR CCTV
VIDEO CAMERAS,
BRAND NEW AND,
CASED, £119.
PERFECT FOR SURVEILLANCE,
INTERNET,VIDEOCONFERENCING,
SECURITY, DOMESTIC VIDEO
Works with most modern video's, TV's,
Composite monitors, video grabber cards etc

CCTV CAMERA MODULES 4E71009rnm. 30 gars. 12,/
10G1..4. ado Marone Manes. 3 Scorn F2 lens. CC7R 51492
coma video *Apt a Iv p -p (75 ohm) Woks ditly red a stn
Weed east on a tv u video tR seesaw_ £79E5 ref EF137

500x582, 12vdc, mounting bracket, auto shutter.
100x50x180nun, 3 months warranty, 10 or more £99 ea
MICRO RADIO
bny X32 mew meo to-nro comoete emit

IR LAMP KIT Q-0.14.br. de shore cared erases tre mere

tea -X:0 -es Fin E9 59 ref E935

to be used n total darlmset £6 ref EF136

HANDHELD SCANNERS 10 shame: Ow: r Cns-je LCD

MONO VGA MONITORS. Perko to-dtto Compaq 14'. 3
77e:re.rs warranty £29 ref AIWA

atteut 25 rroe-s ....se

totem Lees Ot-ried Loft tithe out tame of a MSc.
-as ;we sea cordeyor lasers and motor area tees for el:Ferrer.:
mrers--v.. n Om: diagrams due to1.1C0 rew Pee s50.000'7 s'
£199 Each urut has tao galarn Arsenide exeztort ;ems 1 :9 wan
I x3satt 903nm vrevelergda. 254:C.600'dcursefreQuertry. Thetoes
3..`sb oCeaA an eleCt/Ce.C. rameer to Med reacted sonars horn

tatixte £ErS Ay one Ref LOT4
TWO WAY MIRROR KIT Ince rnes specee w.xft.r.e fan to rraie
two way morals) up 10 67'520' (grass ,tit g-GS.Zed) re:Wes Au
nanny:bora £1? ref 1V.11

NEW LOW PRICED COMPUTERAVORKSHOP/HI-FI RC B
UNITS Ccmoate protelew from to ay eraioner: ace etemybah
ire:extra fesnstanclani IEC Seal (remes Chi 751rrn).feed n tess
man 10 sewn:S. resetest botton 101 rating £699 each ref LOTS
Or a reeks !Oat £49 93 ref LOTS if you vent a box of 1CO you can
rave ore We

WIND UP FLYING PARROT? Genre carrot tradfspsts carte
Siltfm for so to 50 rr'rerS £6 ref U2

RADIO CONTROLLED CARS FROM £6 EACH!!!! AS
from famous manufacturer. smote Channel
kelt nOnt. towards backwarM ES ref LOT1. Two chime wart more

returns

feanses £12 ref LOT2

ref G=AA

Check out our

WEB SITE

gates may be regal to use 1 1'4 r146-(149 re RD2
Co

1.401 er a NI:3(0120kt Et995reIJD2
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get IWO 938' 6v 133421
sae%
4 LEOs wee tamer, wen Pus 1 reay a n
Sept:
va-..te

S_ALE PRICE JUST £4.99 REF S427

13.9V 1 9A PS U :aseo yen rews AtIg E9 WRr UAGICP3
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Desgred try us kr
The c5
pe
fy an, 13. more so to 334_ Corr0ete wen 12DE:
etc A nee: klxlc may be reomed £17 03 REF: MA017

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 IL A.4 sae £999 ref EP476. 2
C see
99 re 5:1477

VIEWDATA SYSTEMS made by Preops =roles waft rterre
129Y75 modern keltes-1. psu etc RG8 ard comeste ouratr-

full colour interactive
1997 catalogue

http.//www.pavilion.00.uk/Eull-eleotrical
107.1 PS2 MODEL 150Z CASE AND POWER SUPPLY

z-:

wtn fan etc and 292 wart power sway. £9.95 ref EP6T
1.44 DISC DRIVES Ste. -4.1.-0 PC 3 5' Odes but retard. SO they vM
r.
anenton SALE PRICE 1.4.99 ref EPsa

1.2 DISC DRIVES Staved 5 25' Ones bar neons so they wIB
reed Merton SALE PRICE NOPf ONLY E330 re/ £039
PP3 NICADS
rxt scree storage mans £435 re 6962
GAS HOBS AND OVENS Brand rew gas ecotarees. oefect for
sr& State etc Ease 3 barer A/0CM ref BAR316 9
seta; Pit
t me. SALE PRICE £59 ref EP73

ENERGY BANK KIT 17,3 S16- By 170mA ores 100 doles
oxnecrefl (e.t.a.'s et: EN ref EF112
PASTEL ACCOUNTS SOFT1NARE, does everryduro We a,
sees d tweesee- s. filcitLiesworitcOMSWieVertvitter.wnoarerc
networked* Lto to 10 eaters roJapie cash Woes Mc 220 page
men.at 93 toys free techrmate0Porl (07342-399X9

THOUSANDS AVAILABLE FLING/FAX FOR DETAILS!
MAGNETIC CARD READERS (Swoes) £995 Cased well

try tefore you buyi) SALE PRICE £995 tea SA12 SAVE £120111

fanews dewed to read S.Wklara cred4 canal they have 3 wires

V:ran2 at c/ tre head so they may wise es wet, oondlete wet
contra ettonos PC8 red f9 95 ref 13.1031

a base VGA screen Comple.e wan Get hn pail, sad and SAide Adesl
We lagcce or a eleaO uOCeat Seeded n ktfora We home aver ay
SALE PRICE £25 REF SA34

WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES Two saes

PC PAL VGA TO TV CONVERTER C.c.-warts a there TV too

totAwr etc SALE PRICE E12.119 RPr SA15

MEGA POWER BINOCULARS wade by News 20

t

rnnnfizeon creosen you fart cooed totes. Mute cerxectves

at'lcctimala

citnl Parra case and ore* strap £99 ref re-Aii

GIANT HOT AIR BALLOON KIT Bata a 4 5m correrrtren
6-n/-41 tun forMenno Moor, can be durereo wan race toe: burner etc Re-sehe (trIl you Case :II £12 50 ref FA t
AIR RIFLES 12 As used by the Ceres am 7y sot trained cuposes
50 there s. a to atox EN% Ref EF76 533 r4ets £4 53 ref U'EC

VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Trater,.ts bete aide
s
tom etre a voeo camera adeoreorxm TV ce Corrooterez tom.
steward TV seta, a 107 ranger (ture TV to a scare oranne) 1:se
op Price is £25 REF: MA015 12+ pea as
extra REF: MAGSP2

'MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A per of weer taste'
rem a range up to 2 ton stapes malty Untsrreastee2.155trm
moroarg cases and metes 2/PP3 reed £37 120 cr REF: MA=
TM TRANSMITTER KIT housed n a standard %Wong 131
wagon the beg Ma erectly off the mews so lads Wean Why
£700''tr price 6 £18 Rs 18932 (lot) Traramts homy Fla rade
Sual and tested swoon row araable re Me abo.e urn: at £45 ref
EXM34

TM BUG BUILT AND TESTED s_oeree cesgn to
Supple:
to devare agences Ere %vier,. rco I.' 14 REF MAG14
GAT AIR PISTOL PACK Cant se
pea cans and pellets
Era 95 Ref EF828 calla ce,e3. (5701 £450 ref 1930

6"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v IMZI0rr4130rA SALE PRICE E4.99 REF S424

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metes for £49?
re 1AG5513 Gee for egenmentaral 30 m We El2 99 ref 1AG13P'

MIXED GOODIES BOX OF
MIXED COMPONENTS
WEIGHING 2 KILOS
YOURS FOR JUST £5.99

Msoray £119 re 131103 103 charm model E229 ref 8110E

SMOKE MACHINE 42.3 cube metres a man from bas mans
werveo rotate ENS ref G0328 smoke bud £25 (5 fires) Byes

SUPER WIDEBAND RADAR DETECTOR Ceects :en racar
lase- X K and KA bath 363 degree cchera;e front are mr were

9 WATT C H I EFTAN TANK LASERS

tots elt.eetU geodes irck.ewa a scw case 12OXIS3X5Ornmven fee
ez and Os ci componerrs 3ALE PRICE JUST EIO FOR FWE RE=

rrerJ Omen,

CENTRAL POINT PC TOOLS Awe -a awing software. 1.333

Pal. 1v P -P, composite, 75ohm, 113" CCD, 4mm F2.8,

INFRA RED POWERBEAM Keened battery powered arct 4
rch redeo, icrypon cab. owes at coberfAl eranelgral4 D
Toured CS ref PSI.

metre lead few veth a over pkg 12v 2weet 61299 REF 11931:
PROJECT STRIPPERS eras cam LA1175 dear We sr:met;

4X29 TELESCOPIC SIGHTS Sulatie ,or as ad rises ps...to:veto, good ogre garnerng propertes £24 95 ref R(7

GYROSCOPES Renee -ter tt ese? we: we rave herd a coma- .
rat e.7 men,faOtres these smear sclanerc toys ceded oft or 1:
ecrumeorat s
£5 ref £970

HYPOTHERMIA SPACE BLANKET 215:1570n aXermee:
Sat bianke reaM more than 90% of body nee Ajso s.urxrAbfy Ira
construction cf two way trercest

each ref 01.041.

NICAD CHARGERS AND BATTERIES &dream unnerS3
mans ceereed crerget. tats 4 toms 1 P93. £10 ref P011C
7.-.4s- AA sae (4 pain
see (4 pack) £9 re 9P12

ref 4944 C we (2 Mk) £4 ref 4973

LENSTATIC RANGER COMPASS ea filed :capsule, Won;
mete case. large luminous poets ST:. :re *In megreing Yews*
5Ceen cre 66gn £1095 ref 07103:4

RECHARGE ORDINARY BATTERIES UP TO 10 TIMES!
Wth the eatery Wizard' Uses the West peae was Berge systreIt/charge ai poputar brands clot:Mary Lotteries AAA AA C D.
eta UM lerolsydern snows Wen beffe-es arecharged FLACCrXr-.i
rejects unsucatre COS. Corroles wit mars Wet°, ES
Price is £21.95 ref EP31.

TALKING WATCH Yeses:they 'e'' you the ii,reat the press ca txdon Aso feat res a tore warm twat wakes you rap artd te6s

wet tne brre sl Lantern cal a/Mded £7 99 ref EPM

RUBBER COATED HEUOSEIncos, 10

tag coer.,-.
discs £45 ref RP!: sme spa b.a rdogen feed and waist:oaf CC
ref

RP2

PHOTOGRAPHIC RADAR TRAPS CAN COST YOU
YOUR LICENCE! fie raw moterre 2E03 rrere Cetmtcr ca payee even the mod rescens-Ne d dowers from tare tree loence
Az1?AtAore metre- arann will 8tasting secs gees instant warned cf
rasa. zoom Detects X K. are Ka bards. 3 mSe range. 'wet' the h
'around Weer ma 'rem trap faMes moo Vier -at 4 25`.2_5': 75
Can pay for Esee irr pst croe Oa?' ES& re EP3

3" DISCS As used w oderAmsdal tract.nn Speerurn cas-Te es:
E3 east ref 354400

eurertly zea4".N.MS moon 12e 15AN at £16 W1078 aid Se134/4

STEREO MICROSOPES BACK IN STOCK Ri.ssart, 220,

e iortratert en setting 1.9 den -et busnesses. you peruse these at

at lust E6 re! LOT7

oompiee veldt lo-sses. deals, faers etc etc vary cornorenensve

yos leave tonne Ufa test seor on your PC Salo reksded is the
cedieeeetlabsna yeki to remade (and se) the rent:ibises much
as you eke £14 re EP74

ELECTRIC CAR WINDOW DE-ICERS Corplee veJlcatre,

maretecope trot would min* 1* mond the Lilt mark or pncs-

e.g etc SALE PRICE JUST E4.99 REF 5428

s ).at £299 Null money back gm-ararae) LB details in caeacgta

AUTO SUNCHARGER 15&300nre War owe with diode and 3

SECOND GENERATION NIGHT SIGHTS FROM £748

IDEA? We nee Mated 140 Orsness names the gee you

COIN OPERATED TIMER KIT Complete arm coulee
AN1005 tare dear. ,Fay MIPUi. Put a =Mot cn
anythrag you del N.S. x-deos
credo adobe/Me 141F1
talon 50;la a -d £1 cars CC cube Pyreore yet £7.99 ref BAM7

ZENITH 900 X MAGNIFICATION MICROSCOPE Zoexn
meal tonstructen. but in lore Wire farm grod xneeng screen
tots a mcessorom £29 ref ANAYLT

AA NICAD PACK Peck of 4 tagget AA made £299 ref E4334
NIGHTSIGHTS Woe TZS4 wan eta red etrre-ador. vews up to
-etres n ful Careless a rtrareci moos, 153m range. 45rm tens,
Zso a ups d.iew. ftwesseg range 1 5n to bendy 2Aos esteems
963. g were: £199 ref BARS1 1 yews werwri

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,
16 character 2 Ime. 99x24mm £2.99 ref SM1623A
20 character 2 line. 83(19mm £399 ref SM2020A
16 crt3.7,:fe- 4 lire, Venom £5.99 ref SMC1640A

BULL
ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX .
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS f3.50 P&P PLUS VAT.
24 HOUR SERVICE £4.50 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS EI.50
PLEASE ALLOW 7-10 DAYS FOR DELIMERY PHONE ORDERS
WELCOME (ACCESS,%1SA, SWITCH. AMERICAN EXPRESS)

TEL: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

E-mail bullOpavilion.co.uk

RETRON Russian melt We 16x. nfra red /amp. 1 Orn-er.
1442 lens, 1 1 Ica £349 ref 5E1'1

LOW COST CORDLESS MIC 507 range. 93 - 105rrex 1160
193 x 2.6 x 39mm. 9. 993Maly rwerea £17 ref MAWS,. I

SAE FOR FREE
COLOUR CATALOGUE
'SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNUCENSABLE IN THE UK

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK
FOR CASH
SURPLUS STOCK LINE 0802 66031'

Edwin NC professional EDA
software for non-commercial use
Visionics UK have announced the launch of EDWin NC, a new non-commercial licenced version of their Windows -based
electronic design software, EDWin. The con -commercial version is available at a fraction of the cost of the professional system,
but includes all the features that have made EDWin a success worldwide.
EDWin's easy -to -use structure. running on Windows 3.1x, '95 or NT, along with its
versatile, completely integrated datahase, have attracted engineers since it
superceded Visionics' original EE Designer system.
MD Jonathan Hewer explained: 'We've been led by the demands of potential
customers. For years our EDA systems have been used not only in industry but in the
educational sector. Students and hobby users have requested the change to buy
EDWin, but the cost, which is easily justifiable to a company which will profit from
productivity gains, has been prohibitive for the amateur user. Now non-commercial
users can enjoy the benefits of a professional system?
Visionics recently launched EDWin NC in Belgium and Holland. where EDWin was
previously little known, to test user reaction. The result, which surprised even Visionics,
was over 800 systems sold within the first three weeks.
Prices now range from £49 including VAT for the basic version, which included schematics, PCB layout, 500 -device library,
basic autorouter, full post -processing facilities and a limit of 100 components (normal price £1163) to the de luxe 3 version at
£115, which includes unlimited database, professional libraries, mixed -mode simulation and the Arizona autorouter (normal price
£3513). The system comes on CD-ROM, including comprehensive manuals. Visionics EDSpice simulator, and a thermal analysis
module, are also available as plug -ins.
EDWin NC can be purchased from Visionics' UK dealer, Swift Designs of Stevenage, Tel 01438 310133 Fax 01438 722751.

Overseas Readers
To call UK telephone numbers, replace the initial 0 with your local overseas access code plus the digits 44.

Shorts
Hitachi has doubled its production capacity of insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) in Japan to 50,000 per month. This
follows increasing demand for power components, particularly in Europe. The devices are used for high -power switching in
applications such as large power supplies and motor drives and are a comparatively new breed of transistor. The newest devices
have lower power dissipation arid more compact packaging, and the Hitachi devices range from 600V to 1200V and from 50A to
400A load currents... IBM is investing S380 million in advances in disk drive technology, centring on magnetoresistive (MR) read
heads. MR heads use changes in resistance to read magnetic data from the disk platter, instead of more conventional current change, and have the potential to resolve smaller magnetic domains. IBM expects this innovation to make disk drives more reliable
and less expensive to build, and hope to make further inroads into the commercial mass storage market... Quantum Corporation
has announced 1,280 MB -per -disk versions of its Quantum Fireball TM series of 3.5 -in high-performance disk drives. Offering
capacities of 1.2GB (1 disk) 2.5GB (2 disks) and 3.2GB (3 disks), the drives are targeted at information -intensive commercial
desktop applications. Quantum already offer Fireball drives in three 1080MB -per-disk format. The drives are designed to operate
fast and provide a high level of error correction. Standard prices for the new line vary at time of writing from US S277 for the 1.2GB
set-up to US $415 for the 3.8GB set-up. Enquiries 0171 835 1001.
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You can't get enough....

...of a good thing!

Now you can have even more of your favounte magazine. As from this issue, Electronics
Today International will be published on a four weekly cycle - which means that you get 13
instead of 12 in the calendar year.

iieetth
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tsiii
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This does mean that our normal 1st Friday publication date cannot apply throughout the
year - so you will need to keep a close eye on the 'Next Month' column where the date
will be prominently displayed. Furthermore, issues will not carry the 'month' of issue, but
will display our Volume and issue Number. This is Volume 26 No.1. The next issue,
Volume 26 No.2 will publish on 31 January. Volume 26 No.3 will be on sale 28
February. Subscriptions continue to be for twelve issues.
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TRANSISTORS
PART
BU105
BU103

BUMS
BU110
BUSH

8U124
81.1125
B11126

BU133
BU137

80180
BURR

PRICE
BOP

100P
80P
90P
100P
60P
100P
65P
125P
150P
100P
100P

65P
70P

BLI204

80205
8U206
8U207
80208

100P
150P

BU2OBA
B1J208AT
BU2081)

75P
200P

7012

B0209
BU225

130P

90P

81.1226

BU312
BU325
BL1326A

80406

120P
120P
90P
55P
75P
60P

1304060

8513

80407

55P
75P
60P

130407D

80408

PART
BU4080
BU409
BU426A
BU506DF
BU508APH
BU508AF
BU508APH

115P
1301?

BU508V

110P

13U508VF
811801

100P
70P
70P

80807

60?

EU25213AF

BU25200F
BU2525AF
BU'r1315

BUR515
501-1517

BUH715
BUT11AF
BUT12
BUT13
BUT18

BUT56A
RF450
RFS2O

RF540
RF610
RFo30
RF640
RF730
RF740

90P

13U806

50250813F

BUT3OV

BOP

8U50313R

8025060

BUTIBAF

9513

505080
B05080F

B112508A
13112508AAF

PART

PRICE
75P
85P
70P
120P
80P

RF1320

RF830
RF640
RF9530
R19540
RF9610
RF9520
RF9630
RF9540
RFBC30
RFC40

130P
130P
130?
150P
225P
225P
325V

200P
200P
275P

02501
,1J2955

55P

015003
015004
U15015

BOP

M.115016

310P

W15072
W15023

4aP

BOP

.11.1

FUSES
PRICE
80P
1700P
100P
650P
150P
303P
XIDP
150P
150P

400P
175P
400P
150P
225P
200?
400?
309P
200P
225?
325P
375P
200P

400?
100P

55P

PART

PRICE

CURRENT RATING
100mA
166mA
250mA
315mA

403?
700?

P.L.I15024

W15025
WE13004

100P

MJE13005

60P

WE13007
WE13009
WE15028
WE15029

1COP
1COP

500rnA

2NP

63ninA

200?

MJE15030
MIE15031

25CP

WE18004
0C26
0C29
0C35

125P

400P
350P
250P
350P
250P

OC36
S2000A3
S2003AF
S2055A
S2055AF
2N3053
2N3054

250P
350?
250P

2143442

859

2N3771

400?

2143772

85P
90P

2N3773

100P

CURRENT RATING

75M1

75 ML
25 GRAMMES
200ML
200 ML
400 ML
400 ML

60P
60?
601.

60P
60P
60P
SOP

60P

FUS.E25

FUSE26

60P
sciF

FUSF_27

60P

FUSFUSE29E2EI

SOP
SOP
SOP
SOP
SOP

FUSE30
FUSE31

FUSEK

ORDER CODE
FUSE33
FUSE34
FUSE35

ORDER
CODE

I

FuSE38

LOOP

FuSalg

10Cip
1DDP

315A

FUSE41
FUSE42
Ft:SE47.

FuSE.:0

SA

.

ORDER
CODE

PRICE

8A

F113E44

ICA
IE.!.

Fli5E45
arSE40

183?
155?

KA

FUSE47

SPI5
SPO3
SP O4

SP16
SPO5
SPO6
SPO7
SPO8

SP09
SPIO
SP13
SP18
SP19
SP20
SP21

Sell

SF22
SP23
SP12
SP24
SP25
SP2ii
SP28
SP29

150P

214?

ESP

65P
ESP

38mm CERAMIC TIME LAG
CURRENT RATING

ORDER CODE

I

PRICE

"ALL THE ABOVE PRICES ARE ARE FOR PACKS OF 10 FUSES"
NB. ALL FUSES ARE MADE IN THE UK AND FULLY MEET BS4265 & BS1362 SAFETY
STANDARDS AND SHOULD NOT BE COMPARED WITH CHEAP IMPORTED TYPES.

SOLDERING ACCESORIES
ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS
DESCRIPTION
25 WATT 240 VAC (XS25W 240V)
15 WATT 240 VAC (XS 151N 240V)
25 WATT SPARE ELEMENT
15 WATT SPARE ELEMENT

CODE
S101
5102
S103
S104

SOLDER
DESCRIPTION
18 SWG 500 GRAMMES
20 SWG 500 GRAMMES
22 SWG 500 GRAMMES

PRICE

SPO2

PRICE
100P
1009
100P

CURRENT RATING

SOLDERING STAND & SPONGES
DESCRIPTION
SOLDERING STAND (MADE BY ANTEX)
SPARE SPONGE

SP27

I

32mm CERAMIC SLOW BLOW

PRICE

53.A
8A
10A

4A

SERVICE AIDS

SP17

FUSE15
FUSE16

20mm CERAMIC TIME LAG

PACE 9000 SWITCH MODE TRANSFORMER
ORDER CODE; PACE9000 PRICE 800p

400 ML
200 ML
250 ML
250 ML
250 ML
400 Mt.
200 ML
400ML
50 GRAMMES

FUSEI4

3A
5A
13A

ml .1.1.11.11,4ra.!

SPO1

FUSE11
FUSE12
FUSE13

(20mm)
PRICE

CERAMIC PLUG TOP

5013

45P
175P

75 ML
200 ML
176 ML
400 ML
200 ML
170 ML
400 ML
400 ML
150 ML
200 ML
150 ML

Fusaa

CURRENT RATING

Experience shows that 50% of all receiver power supplies 'bounce' unless the
correct precautionary measures are taken when being serviced. A kit of all the
recommended parts is supplied for the most popular models, which when fitted
should overcome this.
MAKE & MODELS
ORDER CODE
PRICE
PACE PRDEOO, PRD900
SATPSU1
650P
PACE SS900, 9200. 9010.9210, 9020. 9220 SATPSU2
650P
AMSTRAD SRD510. SRD520
SATPSU3
650P
AMSTRAD SRD500
SATPSU4
650P
AMSTRAD SRX340. SRX345. SRX350
SATPSU5
650P
PACE 01001150
SATPSU6
650P
CHURCHILL D2MAC
SATPSU7
650P
PACE MSS100
SATPSU5
730P
PACE MS52001300 APPOLLO
SATSPU9
650P
PACE MSS500/1000
SATPSU10
1230P
FERGUSON SRD4
SATPSUll
835P
ECHOSTAR SR5500
SATPSU12
1735P
ECHOSTAR 65007700/8700
SARPSU13
3125P
AMSTRAD SRD600
SATPSUI4
3125P
1.IIMTEC (Surensen)
SATPSUI5
775P
AMSTRAD SRD700ISR950/SRX1001302
SR X50115021100222001,SRD2000 SAT250
SATPSU16
730P

VIDEO HEAD CLEANER
SWITCH CLEANER
SUPER 40
SILICONE CEASE
FREEZE IT
FREEZE IT
FOAM CLEANER
ANTI STATIC
AEROKLEANE
AERO DOS i crt
AERO DUSTER
PLASTIC SEAL
GLASS CLEANER
COLDKLENE
EXCEL POLISH 60
ADHESIVE 120
LABEL REMOVER 130
REFURB 140
TUBE SILICON GREASE
TUBE SILICON SEALANT WHITE
TUBE SILICON SEALANT CLEAR
TUBE HEAT SINK COMPOUND
DRIVE CLEANER
SCREEN CLEANER
COMPUTER CARE KIT
ANTI STATIC FOAM CLEANER
AIR DUSTER

FUSE09
FUSEIO

3813

2143441

131DE-0 HEAD CLEANER

FUSEO7

I8P

2N3440

CODE

75P
75P
75P
75P
75P
75P
60P
60P
60P
60P
50P
50P
55P
55P
60P
60P

FUSE02
FUSE 03
FUSE04
FUSE05
FUSE06

1 25A
1.6A
2A
2.5A
3.15A
4A
5A

4013

250P
300?

VOLUME

FUSE01

QUICK BLOW
ORDER CODE
FUSE37
FUSE17
FUSEtB
FUSE19
FUSE20
FUSE21
FUSE22
FUSE23
FUSE24

200.0?

2143055
2N30551-1

DESCRIPTION

(20mm)
PRICE
75F

FUEE3C-

8OWnA
1A

63A

175P
175P
175P

TIME LAG
ORDER CODE

160?
250P
170P
250P
210P
300P
603P
180P
193P
220P

CODE
S103
5109

PRICE
350p
55p

CODE

PRICE
500P

S110

Sill
5112

DESOLDERING AIDS
DESCRIPTION
(..41_DEI-t MOP SIANUAH GUAUE 1.2mm x 1.5 ME IRE
SOLDER MOP 1.2mm x 10 METRE
DESOLDERING PUMP

310?
550P
250P
160P
MOP

SPARE 140771 F

8 way PREPROGRAMMED

220?
280?

15013

2100P
175p
450P

ALL THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE MANUFACTURED BY SERVISOL
IF YOU PURCHASE MORE THAN ONE SERVISOL PRODUCT POSTAGE & PACKAGE WILL BE
CHARGED AS FOLLOWS: 300p FOR S CANS
450p FOR MORE THAN 5 CANS

Order Code: 8 WAY Price: 145013 . VAT

CODE

PRICE

5107
S113
SI05

8013

SI06

6013

400P
320P

The Optimum 8 .r.ay urtriersa rernote ccs-acr
preprogrammed to operate t to 8 other
remote controls for Televisions. Videos and
Satetrth Receivers. Plus Aur..?Iary Optione

pre.pragarnmed with learning capabtly

' Simple (digit setup routine
Controls 1000's of models
Teletext functions with Fastext
Clear (large key) layout
' Code Search Facility
Stylish and easy too perate
' Replace broken or lost remotes
Original Remote not required

280P
150p
150p

700P

Universal remote Control

A single remote control to operate
Televisions, Videos and Satellite
Receivers. Plus Auxilary Options!!
' Replaces up to 8 remotes with one

240P

650r

8 way PREPROGRAMMED

Universal remote Control

150P
190P
240P

PRICE
900P
900P
450p
450p

Reptaces up 10 8 remotes with one
JogeStiuttIe tra.mb control
II:Laminated key pad
Clear key layout
Easy access secondary keypad
Teletext & Fast text tunctiOn.
easy to operate
Replace brolmn or lost remotes
Original Remote not required

Freeme Hefri-rie (UK Oily)

1

!Order Code: OPT1UU6I 8 Prim 2100P. VAT)

PLEASE PHONE US FOR TYPE NOT LISTED HERE AS WE ARE
HOLDING 30,000 ITEMS AND QUOTATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR
LARGE QUANTITIES

GRANDATA LTD

K.P. HOUSE, UNIT 15, POP IN COMMERCIAL CENTRE,
SOUTHWAY, WEMBLY, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND HA9 OHB
Telephone: 0181-900 2329 Fax: 0181-903 6126

Please send £1 P&P and VAT at 173%. Govt. Colleges, etc.
Orders accepted. Please allow 7 days for delivery. Prices quoted are subject
to stock availability and may be changed without notice.
TV and video parts sold are replacement parts.

OPEN Monday to Saturday.
Times: Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30 Sat 9.00-2.00

Access & Visa Card accepted
WE STOCK TV AND VIDEO SPARES, JAPANESE TRANSISTORS AND TDA
SERIES. PLEASE RING US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
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Electronics Industry
survey confirms
Engineering shortage
The Federation of the Electronics Industry (1 -El) set up a task force
in 1996 to addrebb the issues of education and training in the
electronics industry, from the pail of view of those businesses that
employ school leavers, graduates and indeed anyone with
Electronics qualifications and/or experience.
The FEI, in consultation with the D11 (which provided some of
the financing) commissioned a survey of 250 FEI member
companies with two main objectives:
- to gather information on the education, training and skills
perspectives of FEI members and other employers within the UK
electronics industry, and
- to clarify FEI members' priorities in this area, in order to refine the
focus of attention of the Federation's Education and Training Task
Force.

In order to do this, a questionnaire was sent to FE1 members. The
findings were then analysed, and also compared with other recent
surveys.

Tne questionnaire covered three main subject areas: information
about the main activities of each company, and the money they
allocate to training; how aware the companies are of government
schemes available to help with training, and what problems the
companies had with obtaining trained staff and extra training for
their staff. A fourth section, requested by the DT1, asked for
information on how many engineers the companies needed, and
what specific clases of engineer were needed.
The questionnaire was refined in consultation with the D11, as
well as other interested bodes and a leading market research
company, before bang sent out to 250 member companies.
In the event, replies were received from 39 companies by the
deadfine. This response, of only 15%. caused a certain amount of
concern, so much so that a section of the report was dedicated to
examining the possible reasons.
Notwithstanding the Gated statistical value of the survey's
findings, the responses of genuine companies active in the
electronics industry cannot fail to be of some interest to anyone
working in electronics.
Firstly, ready all the respondents are provicfing some training or
re-training to their employees. Whether this is representative across
the industry, or whether this appties only to businesses most
concerned with staff training, is not known. The other side of this
coin is that the majority of training seems to be either "induction
training" (getting new recruits "up to speed" on the job) or product
knowledge training (specific to the individual busine, and not
readily transferable). 21 of the 39 companies offer management
training (although there is no detailed analysis of this), and 17 of the
39 offer technical training (again, without a dear distinction between
"technical" and "induction/product' rating, which is of necessity
technical in this
P4I companies were reluctant to estimate their
financial input to training.
tt was intcrmling to read that, for new recruits (including school
and coilege leavers), the greatest need for better skills was in the
area of literacy and communications. doe* followed by initiative.
problem solving, teamwork and "improving performance". There
was far less dissatisfaction with numeracy and calculating, despite
the rew it publicity about poor maths results in UK schools, and
concern about "other core slas" are almost non-existent.

None of these concerns is new to the 1990s, but it is significant
to see them coming so squarety from within the electronics
industry. There is no doubt that a sound basis in maths is
important to engineering competence. There has long been a
perception that technicians and engineers are to be kept in the
nchnk room and not required to commucicate. Whether the new
attention to literacy and communication means that managements
are genuinely endeavouring to improve teamwork, or whether they
are simply wishing that engineers should be easier to extract
reports from is not reported by the survey. Historically, of course,
engineers have always felt that it is Management needs to improve
its communication and listening skills.
There is also more concern about the shortfall in non -technical
skills than there is in technical skis (although only by a narroh
margin), despite the fact that the most serious need for personnel

is for engin=s.
In recruitment, the real difficutty emerges: finding technical
employees is top of the list of employers' main concerns. The
industry shortfall of trained engineers and technicians is clearty
re%cted in the survey's results. In the category of "hard -to -fill
vacancies", "Engineas" - Sates, Design, Electrical, Field, etc. (*cited 29 responses, around 75 per cent. The next category test technicians - doled only seven responses, and the next one
after that - sales reps - only five.
In the category of Engineers, the need for Design engineers engineers actually able to devise new equipment and new means
of carrying out operations - is paramount.
"Technical Recruitment Difficulties represent the greatest need"
is the conclusion of this section. In plain terms, this should mean
II rot there are jobs there, wailing for people to fill them, at this time
when there is still high unemployment throughout the UK
The replies to many other sections are presented as comments
rather than statistics, as they were felt to be to individual to
analyses into classes. The unclertying themes, though, are pretty
dear. "Providing design and applications training that bridges the
gap between graduation and being effective in a commercial
environment" "More vocational courses with transferabe skills"
"Support on development projects" "More trained engineers" "More
if training" "Higher basic educational standards' "Higher status to
technical disciplines" "Competence development" 'Tax incentives
for individuals funding their own education" and so on.
"
Basically, industry is looking for people who know how to do
the job, and those who understand it well enough to furthe
develop their own skills on the job. it is felt that schools and
coJiws should provide basic skills, especially the "three Rs", and
that government should provide more incentive to peon trying to
improve and extend the skill -base, whether their own of then
employees'. They want more understanding of industry passed on
to students in schools and universities, and more access to
management skills as well as technical skills, as teamwork, time and resource -management is necessary for everyone above the
level of junior technician.

MODSMODSMODSMODSMODSMODS
Phoney Phone (November 1996)
1C1 appeared as a 7555. It should be the dual 7556, also
available from Maplin.

Camplight (October 1996)
Tne correct wire width for winding the custom transformer is
0.20 mm insulated copper wire. This information and some
extra part suggestions also appeared on page 20 of the
December issue of Ell.
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THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.

1.at my. ..U. Nw er:.E a amold-4.da rapclat..

rsuseus, amt parlarmanca at a rca:+5
Faar
v. ars.labia Is sat ewe needs of Re prololl.ORM ad bobby martial l a. lrehrErry. Ulu,* aittnersa .441 aid 14,-A
et When compr.eg plop, NOTE Mal all InG4lela le. -.60 va4al power supply. ImPorat Mats -n.1 pate r
PCB.
drtx breany to power a coop -Me -In Wilmot. AB ...Pie are op. Lad stsrat ca.** Proof.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 10p Moe-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor > 300, Slew Rate 4511/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.

PRICE C40.85 - £3..50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Moe-Fet Output power 200 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W - 100W) MXF400 (200W
MXF600 (300W -,- 300W) MXF900 (450W - 450W)

-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 501/1uS.

200W)

T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

PRICE £64.35

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: *I -dependent pcieer supplies with lino toroidal tranOorrners
Twin LED. IN meters a

£4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fat Output power 300 watts

Level =Mete a liharenaled onion switch a XLR connectors * Standard 775rnV inputs * Open arid short circuit
proof a Latest laos-Fete fcr stress tree power delivery Into virtually any load High slew rate * Very low
distorton * Aluminium cases a MXF600 a LIXF503 fan coofed with D.C.loudspeaker and Mermal mote:lion

R.M.S. Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB. Damping Factor

300, Stew Rate 60V/u5,

T.H.D. typical 0.001'.. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

IS ED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

SIZES:- LIXF203 W 19' 1H31." (RU)UD 11"

PRICE C81.75 - C5.00 P&P

15XF400W19":115' s" (3U):012"
MXT600W19'1H5' (3L1).C113"
15XF900W19'1145.." (3U)z014.."

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts

PRICES:-MXF200 C175.00 MXF400 C233.85
MXF600 0329.00 MXF900 C449.15

R.M.S. Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3413. Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 75V/uS,
T.H.D.4ypical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

SPECIALS[ CARRER DEL El 2_50 EACH

-1.10413, Fan Coated, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 it 105mm.

PRICE C132.85 - C5.00 P&P
OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3d8, Damping
Factor
300, Slew Rate 75VIuS, T.H.D. typical
0.002' e. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan
Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo ktre Cross -Over. housed In a IS' a 1U case. Each channel has three level controls:
best mId & Lip The removable front fascia allows iciness to the prograzrznable OIL switches to adjust the
dott-over frequency Bass -414 2:51`500400111. Mid -Top 1 IIIIJ5Kfiz, all at 24dB per octave Bass Invert switches
on each Cass channel Nominal Thirty Ina...L.04./4;ot_ Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier end modules -

Price £117.44

PRICE C259.00 - C12.00 P&P

C5.00 P&P

NOTE 6105-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERS40/fik

* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*

STANDARD - INPUT SENS SOOrnV, BAND WIDTH 1 DO)Ofs.
REG (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COSIRATISLE) INPUT SENS
77 SrnV, BAND WIDTH SCAN. ORDER STANDARD OR REC.

STIFtE0 DISCO MIXER vet 2 s 7 band
OraPhi: fru, shiers vet car graPh
LF_D W moan
MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- Including Echo with repast
speed control, DJ Ilk with talk -over

(4"

switch, 6 Channels with indnidual faders
plus crow fade, Cu. Headphone Monitor. 0
Sound Effects. Useful contbirsation of the

following Inputs, 3 turntables (meg), 3
nines, 5 Unit for CD, Tape, Video et:.

Price £144.99 - £5.00 P&P

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(80p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

AU. EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
Jc:n the Pomo revel:Meal The low dynamic mass (no yoke coil) of a Piero tweeter produces an itllarOr44 El' 100 WATT R.M.S. M E8.1 00 GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID. DISCO.
PRICE 032.71 - C2.00 PAP
a, rent response win a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As a crossover Is not required RES. FREQ. 72Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 4K.Hz. SENS 97dB.
t -t se units can be added to talsr.nq speaker systems of up to 100 wets (more if two are put in series FREE 10" 100 WATT R.M.S. 15E10-100 GUITAR. VOCAL KEYBOARD. DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREQ. 71Hz, FREO. RESP- TO 7KHz., SENS97d13.
PRICE 03.1.74 - C2.50 PAP
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
200 WATT RAI-S.15E10-200 GUITAR, KEYBIL DISCO, VOCAL EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
TYPE 'A' (KIIN1035A) 3' round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for 10'
RES. FREO. 65Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB.
PRICE C43.47 C2-50 PAP
bookshelf and medium sized Hi -Fl speakers. Price C4.90 - 50p P&P.
12' 100 WATT R.M.S. MEI 2.100LE GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO, STAGE MONITOR.
TYPE 'B' (KSH1005A) 3'/,-* super horn for general purpose speakers, RES.FREO. 49Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 100dB.
PRICE 035.64 C3.50 PAP

disco and P.A. systems etc. Prize £5.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (K5N1015A) 2"15" wide dispersion horn for quality Hit sys.
terns and quality discos etc. Price C5.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2"x6" wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency
response retained extending down to mid -range (MHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi -Fl systems and quality discos. Price C9.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 3V horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.
Suitable for Hi -F1 monitor systems etc. Price C5.99 - 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines. on a recessed mounting plate, level control
and cabinet Input lack socket 55155mm. Price C4.10 - 50p P&P.

12' 100 WATT R.MS. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE, PA., VOCAL. STAGE

MONITOR. RES. FREO 42Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 10KHz. SENS 95dB.

PRICE 036.67 - C3.150 PAP

12' 200 WATT R.M.S. 05E12.200 GEN. PURPOSE. GUITAR. DISCO. VOCAL EXCELLENT MID.
PRICE C46.71 - C3.50 PAP
12' 300 WATT R.M.S 15E12400CP HIGH POWER BASS, LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD. DISCO ETC.
RES. FRED. 47Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO EKHz, SENS 103dB.
PRICE 070.19 - C3.50 PAP
15' 200 WATT R.M.S. MEI 5-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREO. 4Ettz. FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 99d8.
PRICE 050.72 - C4.00 PAP
15' 300 WATT FLM.S. AlE1 5-3 00 HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREO. 39Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 103dB.
PRICE 073.34 - C4.00 PEP
RES. FREO. SEHz. FREO. RESP. TO 6KHz. SENS 96dB.

ALL EARB END ER UNITS 8 OHMS (Emra ESSE: a EBISSO ...lab Aro OJAI L,34.33` rt./ tsopwa a 4 a a awn)
.

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND

5.

A new rage of qui.t.4 tc...olgtakers. oes, red to tas e advansagea the latest
&sealer w_nncioyy and enclmuredevorts. Both models utilize static quality
12' cast alumrrium leudspeakers aim factory tmecIgrilles. nide dispersion

constant dire:firer horns. esouded asianinium corner protection and sal
ball corners, complunented with heavy duty btack centring. The enclosures -

are Tried as standard antri top rats for cotonal low Baser soh
POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 4 5141 - 20KHz

ibl FC 1 2-1 00WATTS (100dB) PRICE C159.00 PER PAIR
lb I FC 1 2.2 00WATTS (100dB) PRICE C1 7 5.00 PER PAIR
SPECIALIST CARRER DEL E12.50 PER PAIR

PRICE £13.65 - £2.50 P&P

10' 100 WATT EB1 0-100 BASS. HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES. FREO. 3514, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 95d8.
12" 1 OOWATT E131 2-1 00 BASS, STUDIO. HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES. FREO. 25Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3 KHz. SENS 93dB.

PRICE C30.39 - C3-50 PAP

PRICE C42.12 - C3.30 PAP
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5'.' 60WATT EB 5.60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FR SO. 63Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 20104z. SENS 92dB.
£1.50 PIP
6' a" 60WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -FL MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC. PRICE £9.99
RES. FR EO. 38Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 94d13.
PRICE £10.99 - 1.50 PEP
ET 60WATT EBB-4OTC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
P. FUCE 012.59 - E1.50 PIP
60WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
PRICE C16.49 - C2.00 PEP

Delivery E6.00 per pair

RES. FRED. 35Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 1210iz, SENS 95d13.

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 - 75) Stereo. 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 - 125) Stereo. 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 Stereo. 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

400W C109.95 PAP £2.00 EACH

RES. FREO. 40Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO SKID, SENS. 99c113.

RES. FREQ. 40Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 18ICHz, SENS 69dB.

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR C49.00

PRICE& 150W C49.49 260W 099.99

B " 50watt EB8.50 DUAL I M P ED ENCE. TAPPED 4/S OHM BASS. HI -Fl.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB.
PRICE 08.90 - C2.00 PAP
10- 50WATT EB 0-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/5 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.

Feature':
* Stereo, bridgable mono a Choi:e al
high & low level Inputs * L & R level
controls a Remote on.off a Speaker
theirtnelAtOttcllorL

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS SERE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRANSMITTER 51-1121111a MVP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PErVORILINCE. RANGE LP TO) lila 9,2131073em SUPPLY 12v
'sum.
PRICE t14.55 - CLOO PIP
F1I MICRO TRANSMITTER 10[-11/4ffit VAIOCAP 115140. COMPLETE MTN
ART SENS FET MC, RANGE I 00-331m. SEM 54 s Rees. SUPPLY IV EATTIRY.

PRICE CE.60 - CLOCIPAP

PHOTO: 3W FM TRANSMITTER

Smart Cards
y the Million
Nick Hampshire takes a look at how smart cards are developing and examines
some of the problems facing this technology in the future.
In the holographic cards the value was stored as an optical
f you open the Sunday pap-ers, or one of the more
bar with a length equal to the number of units, as each unit
heavyweight dailies, you can almost guarantee to
was used the bar was shortened by one unit length by fusing
find an article about some new application for
the plastic at that point with a heater. In the smart card version,
smart cards, those credit card sized plastic cards
the PROM chip in the card had a fusible link blown for each
containing an embedded integrated circuit. They
unit used. Both card technologies performed the same
are rapidly becoming another one of those technological
function, both were used once and then disposed of, so why is
products that we all accept as being a part of everyday life.
the smart card replacing the holographic card in phone boxes
We use them to make phone calls, to access restricted
across the UK?
areas, to pay for goods and services, to travel on a bus or
The answer is that smart card technology has advanced to
train, and in the near future we will even be using them to
a point where it can be used for much more than simply
prove that we are who we claim to be. Not bad for a concept
paying for phone usage. They are no longer nece-ssarily a
which. however obvious it may seem today, is only a little over
disposable one -function item, but as a key part of the financial
ten years old and encountered much scepticism in its early
system of the future.
days. It is one of those products which was conceived by
several people in different parts of the world at around the
Smart card technology
same time, in the early 1980s. However, most of the pioneering
Tnere are three common types of smart card currently in use.
work. including nearly all the early commercial applications
The simplest is the preset stored value card such as phone
took place in France.
cards. These cards are simply thrown away when all the stored
It was the adoption of smart card technology by French
value is used up. Then there is the rechargeable stored value
Telecom as the basis of their phone card technology which
card, such as those used as utility
gave smart cards the initial boost. British Telecom opted for
payment cards, where the card
what they regarded as the more reliable, and
can be reused by putting new
cheaper. holographic card
value into it using a special
technology which is only
terminal. Finally there is the
just being obsolesced.
intelligent card, such as those
Other users opted for the
being used in some advanced
magnetic stripe backed
electronic purse systems, where
card. like the familiar
a microprocessor built into the
credit card.
card is used to give added
Both mag strip and
security and additional features.
smart card technologies
There are two types of card
were at that time also being
design, those with contacts
used for applications such
and those without. The
as access control, and of
commonest types of
course magnetic stripe
smartcard simply consist of an
cards were widely used in
ic mounted in a credit card sized
finance in the form of credit
piece
of
plastic
sheet with a set of gold plated
cards and charge cards. Both
British Telecom phone smartcard
contacts in a fixed position on one side of the
of the widely used phone card
card. In most such cards the ic is basically a one-time
technologies performed the same function. They stored a
programmable Read Only Memory, which can either be preprcoot number relating to phone units which could be used;
programmed to output a particular numeric value or can have
this number was then decremented as the card was used.
the stored value decremented by the card reader as is the
Wien it reached zero the card was simply thrown away and a
case with phone cards. Simple rechargeable, or
new one bought.
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A Modex smart card

reprogrammable, cards cannot
use fusible link -type rom technology, and
thus either contain some form of battery or
other charge storage device capable of
keeping the data in a ram chip for a reasonable
period, or in an eeprom. Such cards are
commonly used in access control systems to contain
additional data about the authorised user and permitted
access areas.
The intelligent cards may look no different, but they are infinitely
more sophisticated and the reason why there is a current
explosion in applications for smart card technology. Intelligent
cards usually contain a fast embedded microprocessor and
large memory capacity as well as some form of charge storage
to ensure continuing functioning of the processor over very
long periods. The embedded processor means that such cards
can use advanced encryption techniques which allow them to
be used in financial applications, such as the new electronic
purse systems, that must be secure against fraudulent use.
The smart cards of the future will be even more sophisticated.
In the high tech battle against fraud they will have sufficient
embedded intelligence to recognise the owneris retinal pattern
or palm print. Within the next couple of years we will see the
development of smart cards containing several Mbytes of
memory and high speed 64bit RISC processors.

Contactless cards are favoured by the utilities, in particular
the transport companies, since the card does not need to
be inserted into the card reader, but only come close to it.
This is important for two main reasons; firstly it allows the
card checking time to be reduced to an absolute minimum,
very important when faced with large numbers of commuters
eager to get home. Secondly, it is more reliable, since there is
no problem with contact wear on the card reader due to
heavy usage.
Mitsubishi are a major designer of contactless smartcards.
Those seen so far employ electromagnetic coupling to transfer
data between the card and a transceiver unit at up to
25.6kbps and at a distance of up to 80cms, and an updated
design is expected in 1997. The cards incorporate an 8 -bit
microcontroller with on -chip rom and ram, and have bgen
designed to form part of an integrated system with transceiver
units linked via a network to a host controller. Contactless
cards tend to be much thicker:since they incorporate a
transmitter and receiver with aerial coil, in addition to a charge
storage device. Most contactless cards are of the rechargeable
intelligent variety; this is because the card's extra electronics
makes them too expensive to be disposable.

Smart card applications
The development of the smart phone card over ten years ago
demonstrated that the technology could be economically used
as a replacement for cash. Not only does it demonstrate that
the technology could be used, but it also showed that there
was widespread public acceptance for the idea. The
development of the smart phone card also had the effect of
developing all the techniques for very low cost mass
production of such cards, together with the reader technology.
This in turn has led to on -going research into smart cards,
research which has resulted in both the advanced card
technology now in use and the multitude of applications which
we see around us today.
Rather than look at all the enormous number of different
applications for smart cards we will examine just three types of
application in some greater depth. These are: smart cards for
access control; smart cards as a ticketing system in public
transport; and
smart cards as
a means of
transferring
cash between
individuals,
retailers,- banks,
etc. These three

types of
application are
perhaps the
most important,
because they
will affect the
lives of all of us
within the next
few years.
Anyone who
works in a job
where there is
restricted
access to
certain areas,
for safety or
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security reasons, will be familiar with the badge type systems
which have been in use for many years. These credit-card
sized plastic badges usually bear a photo of the individual, and
some text giving name, job title, access authorisation etc.
These cards usually carry a mag stripe on the back which us
used together with a PIN number to gain access to restricted
areas by means of a card reader and keypad controlled door
lock.
The smart card version is essentially exactly the same,

except that there is no mag stripe. Instead the card is a
contactiess smart card which can be read by the door lock
system without the owner having to swipe it through a reader.
So, what is the advantage of the smart card system over the
mag stripe system?
One advantage is that it is more robust. mag stripes are
easily damaged, and the data can be destroyed by coming in
contact with a magnetic field. It is also easier to use because
there is no need to physically swipe the card through the
reader. However, perhaps the biggest advantage is the one
that is least obvious to any user. A contactless smart card with
a reasonable sensitivity across a range of several metres
cannot only be used to open doors, it can also be used to
track the location of the person carrying the card. In fact, card
readers can be placed anywhere to provide virtually unlimited
security control.
Smart card ticketing systems are basically another type of
access control system, and once again basically replace the
widely used mag stripe cards that are used for season tickets.
The public transport operators, such as the railways,
underground, and bus companies see smart cards as a
replacement for the existing paper tickets which can offer the
operators greater flexibility and information feedback than is
otherwise possible.

Probably the biggest smart card ticketing scheme in Europe
is about to be launched by London Transport. It will involve
contactiess cards being issued to all London Transport season
ticket holders. The cards will be read by terminals on every
underground station access gate, and on every bus. All
terminals will be linked to a central computer systems that will
give the operators an instant picture of passenger movement
across the city.
The use of smart cards gives LT an increased number of
ticketing options in addition to the existing one day and season
travel cards. For example it will allow travellers to have pre -paid
cards which will be decremented in value as they are used, in
much the same way as a phone card. The LT cards will be
rechargeable and passengers will be able to recharge their
cards as required at terminals located in underground stations,
as well as local shops, post offices, etc. London Transport ceP
enormous advantages in such a smart card ticketing system.
advantages which well outweigh the enormous cost of
implementing it.
The main advantage is that will allow them to build up a
very detailed analysis of exactly how passengers use the public
transport network. This data will allow them to optimise
scheduling to cater for the changing pattern of usage. Smart
fare cards also have the advantage of reducing the need to
handle large quantities of cash, something which will both
reduce the enormous expenses involved. Smart cards will also
help reduce ticket fraud and theft. Because the system will be
able to track the position of any smart card carrying passenger
on the network, it will be possible to automatically notify the
police of the illegal use of a card and have the illegal user
apprehended at the next stop. Also, because all records will be
stored on the central control computer it will be possible to
compensate the owner for any illegal use.

A Mondex smart card operated unlocking device
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The electronic purse

a street news -vendor, to a drink in the local pub. The test has
now come to an end, and Mondex are planning a UK national
launch of some time in the next six months.
The survey associated with the test has shown that over
21% of the member bank's customers have taken up Mondex,
this equates to a UK national figure of 2.5million people. The
average user has been loading between L25 and L30 into the
Mondex card, and the majority of purchases are for less than
L5, with fast food, newspapers, bus fares, confectionery, and
car parking tickets, being the most frequently purchased items.
Supermarkets accounted for the largest value purchases and
were the biggest users in terms of value, followed by
department stores and petrol stations.
According to the survey, cash was previously the preferred
payment method for 98% of sales in a newsagent, with
Mondex card holders this has dropped to 32%, with 66%
using their cards as the preferred payment method.
Interestingly, 77% of users felt that the Mondex card was safer
than cash, and 90% found it very easy to use. The great
advantage of the Mondex system, unlike the competing
VisaCash system, is its complete anonymity. It has been
designed to be exactly like cash; the transactions are not
logged on some central computer, the card value is "Simply
incremented or decremented. C' sh can be loaded into the
card from another card, via the wallet, or from a bank ATM
machine, and even a phone box can be used to transfer cash
between individuals, and between an individual and the bank.
The 'electronic purse' technology is seen by the major
banks of over 26 countries, including most EU member states,
as the key component in a long term goal to abolish 'cash'.
The abolition of rash is cccn by both banks and retailers as a
very important goal. Handling cash is expensive, and in the UK
alone is estimated to add over £4.5billion per annum to overall

It is the ability to securely store monetary value within a smart
card which has attracted the most interest in the last few
years, and led to the development of what are known as
'electronic purse' systems. The development of this technology
will according to many analysts revolutionise the way that
money is handled and will have an enormous impact on
individuals, businesses, and governments in the early part of
the next century.
The 'electronic purse' system is based around a smart card
that has stored within it a diaital value representing the amount
of money which has been put in the electronic purse. The card,
the size of a standard credit card, locks into a special
electronic wallet which makes it useless to anyone but the
owner. The wallet, which looks.like a small calculator with
keypad and display, is accessed by a security PIN code.
Probably the most advanced 'electronic purse' system in
the world is run by Mondex, a consortium of National
Westminster Bank, Midland Bank, British Telecom, plus 17
other banks, and now 51% owned by the Mastercard
international credit card consortium. A rival system is Visacash,
from Visa, the other main international credit card consortium.
This card, which was given a test launch at the Atlanta
Olympics this year, is expected to be in operation in Leeds and
a couple of other UK cities within the next year. Since the
middle of 1995 the Mondex system has been undergoing a
large scale public test in Swindon (population 190,000). In this
trial over 12,000 people were issued with Mondex cards, and
over 700 retailers supplied with terminals capable of taking
Mondex cards. In addition, the Mondex card can be used in
many Swindon telephone boxes and via bank ATM machines.
The test has proved very successful, with customers able to
use the card for buying everything from an evening paper from
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Number One Systems
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EASY -PC Professional: Schematic
From $245
Capture and PCB CAD. Links directly to
ANALYSER III, LAYAN and PULSAR.
MultiRouter: 32bit Multi -pass Autorouter
$475
LAYAN: Electro-Magnetic PCB Layout
$950
Simulator. Include the board parasitics in
your Analogue simulations. Links with
and requires EASY -PC Professional XM
and ANALYSER III Professional
PULSAR: Digital Circuit Simulator
From 5175
ANALYSER III: Analogue Linear Circuit From $175
Simulator
FILTECH: Active and Passive Filter
From S245
Design program
STOCKIT: New comprehensive Stock
$245
control program for the small or medium
sized business
EASY-PCi Entry level PCB and
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Schematic CAD.
Z -MATCH : Windows based
From $245
Smith -Chart program for RF Engineers.
We operate a no penalty upgrade policy.
USS prices include Post and Packing
Sterling Prices exclude P&P and VAT.
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Too many cards and not
enough standards

business costs. Currently about 90% of all transactions in the
world are made using cash. Mondex have set a goal of taking
over 40% of these.
The credit card companies are also becoming involved in
the use of smart cards which they see as a technology which
will allow them to beat card fraud as well as offering additional
services. As part of the EMV and APACS projects both Visa
and Mastercard have developed smart card versions of their
credit cards. Starting next year the banks involved will be
converting all credit cards and credit card terminals to use
smart cards as opposed to conventional mag stripe cards, a
process which they estimate will take between five and ten
years, with hybrid cards being used in the transition period.
Uniquely in the UK, debit cards are also being converted to
smart cards. This move is being paralleled by big retailers
rapidly expanding their loyalty card schemes into the financial
services sector, such as Tesco's Club Card scheme and
Sainsbury's recent acquisition of a banking licence. As yet
none of the big supermarket chains have come up with a
smart loyalty card, although Shell have produced a multi
vendor smart loyalty card which may well be a pointer to the
future in this area.

The rush to use smart card
technology for a wide range of
different applications is good from the
standpoint of the technology
developers and suppliers, but for the
end user it spells chaos. This potential
chaos will arise from the lack of any
degree of standardisation apart from
the actual card size. Take a half dozen
different smart cards and you will find
the contacts positioned in slightly
different places, and the contact
layout slightly different.
In many ways this is probably a
deliberate policy. Card issuers do not,
for example, want users to try using a
Shell loyalty card in a BT phone box.
However, do we, the users, want to
end up with a wallet or purse stuffed
with assorted smart cards? The
trouble is that too many incompatible
smart cards could end up destroying
the potential offered by smart card
technology, particularly as a means of
electronic cash payment. If they are to
replace old fashioned money as the
preferred means of paying for low
cost items then they need to be
universally acceptable, just as
conventional cash is within a specified
country's borders.
For the technology to be of any value,
the user of, say, a Mondex electronic
purse card needs to be able to use it
in the same terminals as a VisaCash
card, or use it in a BT phone box, or
even use it to pay for a ticket on
London Transport. Otherwise we end
up with the same infuriating situation
that exists with credit cards - to be sure of being able to pay
for something wherever you are you need to carry a card from
all three big card groups, Mastercard, Visa, and American
Express. If you do not then the odds are that you will be
greeted with am sorry but we do not take that card'.

This page shows two types of Mondex keyfob smartcard reader
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easier, they could also be used
to give back to the individual
control over the data relating to
that individual.
Smart cards could in the
future be used. for example, to
store an individual's complete
medical records, data which
could only be accessed via
some form of security
technique such as retinal
scanning. A use of the
technology which would be far
preferable to storing all such
data on a centraliseqcomputer
system that could potentially
be accessed by any inquisitive
individual.

.The future for smart
' cards

A Mondex telephone terminal

The fact that all the main credit card groups are independently
developing smart card based electronic cash technology
means that we can look forward to a perpetuation of the
existing credit card system. Retailers will be forced to have two
or three terminals, one for each type of smart card, in addition
to terminals for their own loyalty cards. It is difficult to see a
street newspaper vendor investing in the means of accepting
payment from two or three different electronic purse systems,
and if someone like that does not accept all the competing
cards then electronic cash will not be a reality. Some sort of
standardisation will probably evolve over time but only after
some very expensive 'terminal wars' have been fought by the
main electronic purse providers.

The spectre of Big Brother?
Like a great deal of information technology the smart card has
the potential to be extremely beneficial to society in general,
but at the same time could also be perverted to the detriment
of both individuals and society as a whole. Smart card
technology gives both governments and big companies the
ability to pry into our everyday lives, to check what we buy in
the shops, to see where we go, to know exactly what we
spend our money on, what papers we buy, what meals we eat,
what films we see.
The spectre of Big Brother can easily be conjured up by the
improper use of smart cards. However, we must accept that
gathering data on customers is now a key element in both
marketing and management. Such data allows companies to
tailor their services to the needs of the customer, while at the
same time maximising profitability. Indeed such data is rapidly
becoming the most important asset of many companies, and it
is thus hardly surprising that they are prepared to invest heavily
in any technology which will increase the value of that asset.
Smart cards fall into this category, since they will allow the
information gathered on each customer to be drawn from a
much wider area. Although it is important that as a society we
carefully look at how new technologies such as smart cards
are both applied and used, so as to prevent any usage which
will have a negative impact on us as individuals and the
community in general, it is also important that we look at the
positive side. While smart cards may make gathering data

All around the world there are now groups of engineers
developing the smart card technologies of tomorrow. They are
working at building more and more intelligence into a card as
well as increasing the memory capacity of cards. Indeed it is
probably fair to assume that by the end of the century we will
see smart cards that have a processing power equal to that of
a mid range PC of today, and come complete with a megabyte
or two of memory.
One of the principle security related aims for all this extra
processing power is to allow smart cards to both carry and
analyse biornetric data. This means being able to recognise
voice commands, palm prints, or retinal patterns, in addition to
a conventional signature. The extra memory capacity will also
be used to allow smart cards to act as personal information
storage ysterns, containing perhaps, the owner's complete
medical records.
However, as smart cards become more intelligent so the
concept of a smart card as a credit card sized piece of plastic
may start to give way to the increasingly talked about concept
of the 'wearable computer' - rather than carrying a smart card
In a wallet or purse it may become something we wear, like a
watch, and in the light of recent IBM research we will then
communicate with each other via subcutaneous signals
transferred by a handshake.
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A Mitsubishi contactless Melcard
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£9.95 INC P&P

TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT OF TESTING FUSES, LIGHT BULBS, CABLES, SOCKETS, MICROWAVE OVENS AND MANY MORE
ELECTRICAL ITEMS WITH THE TERMINATOR 10

Electrical faults are a major cause of domestic fires and accidents - take a few minutes to check out your appliances for
safety with Terminator. You could save on repair bills or prevent an accident

.

Order by

The Terminator complies with BS2559 port 3 and is manufactured in accordance with VD06130 Part 6

This truly indispensable tool is supplied with easy, clear instructions and is surely one of the most versatile
electrical testing devices you'll come across

Tel: 01442 66551
Fax: 01442 66998

ROET49 @ £9.95 each (includes P&P).
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Are smart cards really secure?
The smart card. a credit card sized plastic card which
contains electronic circuitry capable of storing several
kilobytes of data, are increasingly being viewed by banks and
other financial institutions as the solution to credit card fraud.
They also see smart cards as a means of generating new
forms of revenue from applications such as electronic cash.
Smart cards are viewed as being immune to fraud. This is
because the large memory capacity plus the incorporation of
a small processor in the card's circuitry means that it can
have an unique identity, an individual and totally unique
electronic signature. Unfortunately, however, recent research
at France Telecom. a world leader in smart card
development, has shown that this may not necessarily be
true.
The common card specification drawn up by the major
credit card companies and known as EMV uses the RSA
encryption algorithm. This algorithm relies on two keys
consisting of 155 digit numbers, one public, and the other
hidden in the card's memory. These keys are used to
generate another number which is then used to code and
decode the data stored on the card. The flaw lies in the fact
that in order to either create or verify such an electronic
signature requires a lot of processing, and thus a long time.
According to security experts it takes about 30 seconds
for the card's RSA keys to be generated, this is deemed too
long for both everyday use and card manufacture. In both
cases between 1 and 2 seconds is the target. The result of
this time problem is that card manufacturers are considering
replacing the unique signature with one of 10.000 preset

signatures. This will of course mean that no card will be
unique, indeed, there could be thousands of identical cards
in circulation, a situation which lays smart cards wide open to
fraudulent use.
However good the encryption techniques may be, yet
further questions about smart card security have been raised
by a group working at the University of Cambridge. Using a
variety of different techniques these researchers claim to have
broken the security of every smart card they have seen, a
claim which is causing some serious redesign work to be
done by smart card developers across the world.
The research group, led by Dr Ross Anderson, a lecturer
at the university's computer laboratory and an expert on
computer security, were able to penetrate even the most
secure chips and have shown how fraud could be committed
on an industrial scale. In a paper recently published on the
Internet the aroup have outlined the techniques for cracking
one of the most widely used microprocessor chips, the Dallas
Semiconductor's 5002, a device which is used in about
1million POS terminals.
The manufacturers of equipment incorporating the Dallas.
Semiconductror device, as well as Dallas themselves, are
now working on measures to overcome the weakness
identified by Dr Anderson. However, what Dr Anderson's
team have shown is that any security technique can be
broken, and that the developers of secure smart card
systems will have to continually develop new and better
security techniques if they are to stay one-step ahead of the
fraudsters.
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RF Connectors
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BNC Plug 750 Solder
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UHF Hag Nom Cable
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Stamped Pin
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40 Pin DIL

Turned Pin
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II
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£012

0.13
10.13

0.19
£011

017
10.31103.5

/0_39
LO
£0.4146
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Solder Bucket

-Mon

9 Way Male Plug
9 Wei Female &wcke
15 Way Male Phu
15 Way Female Sackett

15 Way RD Flue

1019
1030
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£039

15 Way H_D Socket

LOIS

23 Way Male Flat

10.49
£0.49
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25 Way
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LDC Ribbon Mounting
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£1 20
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£0.54
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250mA 125V 28 x iharo
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0 25

Green PIM
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White KM

LO 25
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£0 36
25 Way I) Cover- Black 1036
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Audio Connectors

White PIM
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£0 60
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Rocker Switches

DC Plug 070, 2 350D 1.0 JD
DC Plug 1310, 3.40D £0.32
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DC Plug 1.710, 4 7500 10.46
DC Floe 2110.5.0013 1.034
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10 So
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Computer Accessories
Adaptors
51 1393
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,
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3 Pm lam Plug 364E
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6 Pm Lira
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Pm Ltre Mug

An Chassis Soct
Phono Series

1-
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026
£0.30
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10 34
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LI 14

Black
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£0 20

Plug
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10 10

0020
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Wav DLL
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24 Waie
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9
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Translation Reader%
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£0 66

SPDT 5x lOrna
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Miniature
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se 56
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SPDT C0ff 8 x 131mn 10 64
SPOT C/0 Bused 2 way 11.04
SPDT CO Biased 1 way £1 .04
DPDT 12 x d 3mrn
0 72

MET COLf12 x 13mm 10

3 An Chase; Sake.

11 70

17- 71

L2 80
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13

E2 55
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Testers / Patch Boxes

lo o8
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Leads & Cables
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New series

Experimenting
THE SYNC SEPARATOR
In the first part of his new series, Robin Abbott introduces video signals and
constructs a sync separator module that can be incorporated into other circuits,
for example a multi -function fader -wiper..
n recent years, with the increasing affordability of
camcorders and other video sources, the
operation and construction of electronic projects
involving video signals has been of greater interest
to electronics constructors.
Virtually all video recorders. camcorders and increasingly
computer systems and video games are equipped with
composite video outputs. and sometimes input connectors. In
this series we shall look at the operation of the composite
video signal and how it may be manipulated. We will look at
some techniques for manipulating the signal, some typical
video building blocks, and how to construct faders, wipers.
mixers, and test equipment.

The composite video signal
The composite video signal s so named because it is a single
analogue signal which contains the brightness (known as
luminosity), colour, and synchronisation information necessary
to display a complete colour picture. On a TV broadcast it also
contains teletext signals, which are not normally visible. It is
sometimes described as a baseband video signal. The signal
has a bandwidth of approximately 4MHz for black and white
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FRAME 2 USES
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314
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Figure 1: frame displayed on CRT

(monochrome), and approximately 6MHz for colour. The signal
has a DC content which, as we will see, can cause us some
problems.
A frame is a complete picture displayed on a monitor or a
television receiver. In this series we will look only at standard
TV frames in the UK video system (although foreign systems
are similar, but with differing details such as number of lines,
frame rate, and method of colour encoding). A complete frame
is included in the composite video signal once in every 40
milliseconds, resulting in 25 frames (or cycles) per second. If
we were to view a TV picture at this frame rate. however. it
would flicker unpleasantly. To overcome this problem the
picture frame is split into two halves, and one half is sent every
20ms to result in a 50Hz display rate.
The two frame halves are split such that one half displays
odd lines of the frame, and one the even lines of the frame.
The persistence of the cathode ray tube (CRT) is such that the
two halves appear to come together to make a single frame at
the 50Hz rate. A frame half is referred to as a field.
The frame is made up of 625 lines, and each field includes
312.5 lines. Figure 1 shows the composition of a single frame
on a CRT. Each line takes 64us.
The composite video signal must include information to
signal to the monitor the start of each line, the start of each
field, and whether a field forms the odd or even half of the
frame. These signals are the synchronising (or sync) signals.
The lowest level of the signal defines the black signal, and a
signal level below the black level can be used to define the
start of each line, and the start of each field. The level of the
signal droils to -0.3V to indicate sync information. We will
consider the black level to be OV (in practice as we shall see
this is usually not the case, although in the designs that follow
the video signal is adjusted to ensure this). Figure 2 shows two
complete lines of video information.
Note that the signal drops to the black level (OV) at the end
of each line for 1us. This is called the front porch. It then drops
to -0.3V for a period of 4us to allow the monitor circuits to
return the electron beam to the start of the next line. There
then follows a period when the signal is at the black level,
defining black for the following line for the receiver. This period
(called the back porch) lasts for 7us, and then the line
information starts. During the back porch, for a 2us period a
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With Video

PART

Figure 2: lines of picture information
BRIGHTNESS
OV(BLACK) TO--0.7V(WHITE)
LINE DATA

0.34

4-

COLOUR BURST WIDTH 2.4uS
FRONT PORCH 1.6u5

-111

;4-SYNC PULSE WIDTH 4.8uS
SYNC TO BURST DELAY 5.6uS

4- HORIZONTAL BLANKING WIDTH 12uS

the CRT to the right, so the information sent immediately after
the back porch is the information on the left of the screen. If
you have an oscilloscope and a camcorder it is possible to test
this, and careful adjustment of the trigger level can allow a
reasonable display of a line. Point the camcorder at a piece of
white paper and place a black card half way across the lens.
The difference in the signal should be clearly visible.
Colour information is sent as a subcarrier at 4.33MHz. The
composition and use of the colour signal is beyond the scope
of this first article, but it is important to note its presence, and
in particular it is very important to maintain the amplitude and
phase of the colour burst during the back porch to ensure a
stable colour picture.

burst of the colour subcarrier is sent, which is used to lock the
internal oscillator of the monitor to the colour signal and to
allow the colour signals to be demodulated.
Thus the 64us line time contains video information, and
then 12us to define the end of line, the black level, and to send
the colour synchronising signal. This 12us period is described
as the line blarkng interval - no information is displayed on the
screen during this period.
The video information is carried as a simple brightness (or
luminosity) signal, with colour modulated onto this basic signal.
The luminosity signal varies from OV (which is black), to 0.7V
which represents white, with shades of grey in between. The
electron beam in the receiver sweeps from the left hand side of
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Figure 3: field synchronisation signals (for clarity, equalisation
pulses are not shown)
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Frame synchronisation
Frame synchronisation is complex. A full understanding of
frame synchronisation is not essential to experiment with video,
but an explanation is presented here for completeness. Figure
3 shows the end of a frame. For a period of 25 lines the field
information is blanked to allow the monitor to return the
electron beam to the top of the CRT. During the latter part of
this period (when there is no opportunity for the monitor to
display any information) the TV transmission authorities
superimpose teletext data on the signal during the line.
At the end of each field a field sync pulse is sent which lasts
2.5 lines (160us). As for the line synchronisation signals this
pulse is at a level of -0.3V. However the monitor must still
detect the start of each line during this period to start the lines
correctly when the field sync pulse is complete. For this reason
the field sync pulse is temporarily removed just before the line
sync pulse so that the signal level is OV instead of -0.3V just
preceding the line sync pulse. This means that the falling edge
of the sync pulse is in the same place as before, and that there
is what looks like an inverted line sync pulse before the line
sync period. Monitors and TVs operate on the falling edge of
the pulse, so that they continue to detect line pulses correctly.
TVs and monitors usually generate the timing signals for
lines using analogue circuitry. One field ends half way through a
line, while the other field ends at the normal end of a line. Thus
the field sync pulse arrives in one field closer to the last line

sync pulse than in the other. The analogue circuitry for the
frame sync detection is upset by this disparity, so "equalising
pulses" are included in the lines before, during and after the
frame sync pulse. These pulses sent halfway through each line,
they ensure that prior to the field blanking interval there are the
same number of transitions below the black level, and correct
the frame sync problem. It is necessary to be aware of these
signals when counting lines as some line sync detectors will
trigger on the equalising pulses as well as line sync pulses.
Driving a composite video signal is straightforward. Virtually
all devices with a composite video signal input terminate it with
a 75ohm resistor, so any device driving a video input should
provide an output of double amplitude with a 75ohm resistor in
series with the output. Similarly inputs should be terminated
with a 75 ohm resistor (unless they are intended to be used in
parallel with other devices).
Video signals are quite frequently provided on phono
sockets, and phono leads can be used to connect devices
together. Most recent equipment also includes a SCART
socket. This type of socket is rykitti-function and amongst other
signals carries composite video signal inputs and outputs, as
well as stereo and mono audio information. All the projects that
we will look at can make use of the SCART socket or phono
sockets. The latest high band video equipment (Hi -8 and
SVHS) provides output on an S -Video connector. These are
described below.
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Figure 4: circuit diagram: sync separator, video buffer and
variable gain sync regenerator
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Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram of the sync separator
and regenerator. IC1a and IC1b provide unity gain buffering for
the input signals. These are wide band op -amps which have a
unity gain bandwidth which extends into tens of megahertz.
The inputs are terminated with 75ohril resistors. If there is no
signal on the B input then fading and wiping to channel B will
fade and wipe to black.
From the output of IC1b (which is the buffered output from
channel A), the sync circuit determines the line and frame
synchronisation signals. This is achieved by IC3. This universal
sync separator chip derives 4 output signals which are logic
compatible. The burst signal goes low during the colour burst
on each line. The vent signal goes low during the vertical sync
period, and is generated on the first serration during the
vertical sync period. The ODD output is high during odd fields
and low in even fields. The composite sync output reproduces
all the video input pulses.
.

Figure 5a waveforms from different parts of the sync
separator circuit

ATE MOM IN
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The sync separator
In this article we shall look at the design and construction of a
general purpose video buffer, sync separator and regenerator.
This is an essential building block of any project which is to
modify the composite video signal. The sync separator
provides the following functions:
Input buffer for two video signals.
DC restoration for each signal (Gcc below).
Voltage controlled mixer to control gain of each channel and
mix the channels to a common output channel. This provides
fading or mixing.
Output buffer.
Synchronisation signal detection.
Line and frame valid signals which may be used to control
mixing and wiping - however we manipulate the video signal
we must ensure that the line and frame sync pulses are
maintained because any operation which affected these sync
signals would destroy the ability of a monitor to display the
frames, and this function is provided on this board.
Fast switch'to restore original sync signals.
We shall algo look at how the circuit may be used at the heart
of a fairly sophisticated multi function fader/wiper. In the next
article we shall extend this to a full video mixer/fader/wiper
which is digitally controlled and, apart from keyboard
operation, may be controlled over a serial link from a PC or
other computer to provide pre-programmed effects.

The circuit
Fortunately many useful video functions have been provided in
integrated form. In this project we will be using the ELANTEC
series of video buffers and control blocks.

Monostables
IC6 and IC7 are monostablep used to derive useful signals for
the rest of the circuit. IC6a is driven by the rising edge of the
burst signal. It is timed to produce a pulse of about 4us which
is active during the period of the back porch following the
colour burst. This is used in DC restoration (see below). The
falling edge of this pulse defines the beginning of the line. IC6b
is triggered by the falling edge of IC6b and is set to produce a
pulse of about 50us which is the same length as the data in
the line. Thus the output of IC6b is a signal which is high
during the line data, and low for the entire line blanking period.
This is used to switch the input signal directly to the output
signal during line sync data.
In similar fashion IC7 provides a signal which is high for the
entire period of the field when there is no synchronisation data
in the input signal. This is used to switch the input signal
directly to the output signal during field sync data.
Figure 5 shows the timing of signals around this circuit.
C19 and C20 provide ac coupling from the input buffers
into the next stage. Here we find the DC restoration circuit. The
biggest problem with fading a video signal is that the average
DC value of the composite video signal varies with the
brightness of the signal. A white -field will produce a video
signal which has a DC level which is several hundred Millivolts
above the DC level of a black field. The result of this is that the
black level varies with the type of picture being displayed. Any
attempt to fade or wipe this signal to black (or white) will result
in a blank field which will vary in shade of grey depending on
the signal which is being faded. To overcome this it is

Figure 5b: waveforms from different parts of the sync
separator circuit
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necessary to bring the DC value of the black level
back to a fixed level, in this case we choose
ground so that an unused input appears as black.
DC restoration is traditionally accomplished
using a diode clamp, however this does not
guarantee restoration to ground. during the back
porch (recall that the back porch defines the black
level). The post burst pulse from IC6 is used to
define this period and an analogue switch is used
to short the signal to ground. R16 -and R17 serve
to pull up the signal during the period when the
signal is not being clamped, and serve to make the
black "blacker' which gives a better fade or wipe.
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1C2 is an integrated 2 -channel fader/mixer IC. It has
two inputs, A and B, and a gain control which
defines the gain on each channel. The gain control
should vary from -0.5V to +0.5V. When it is at the
lowest voltage then channel B has full gain. and
channel A has zero gain. When at the highest
voltage then channel B has zero gain, and channel
A has full gain. Thus the gain input may be used to
fade the signal between channels, or when there is
only one channel, to fade to black. Please note that
the input impedance of the gain control is very low
within IC2 (about 5K), and therefore should always
be driven from a buffer.
IC2 also has an output amplifier, this is set to
have a gain of +2 by R3,R4, R5 and R6 so that the
output signal level (which is driven by a 75 ohm
resistor) is at the right level when it is terminated
correctly.
IC2 also has two inputs which force the gain to
full gain on one channel and zero gain on the other.
These are the force A and force B inputs. These
inputs are used to force the output to channel A
during sync periods by the line data valid and frame data valid
signals. Whenever these signals are low (during sync periods)
channel A is forced to full gain, so that sync signals are passed
directly through without modification.
To achieve wiping functions, channel A is turned off and full
gain is given to channel B. This is achieved by IC8. Whenever
the Select B input (pin 10 of IC8) is grounded then channel B is
placed to full gain, and with no input signal to channel B. the
output of the circuit will be at the black level. However IC8 also
ensures that during sync periods the output of the circuit is
forced back to channel A.
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Figure 6: the component layout

There is a 16 way control connector provided on the board.
This provides the following sionals:
Burst, vertical, odd and composite sync outputs from IC3.
Line data valid from IC6.
Field data valid from IC6.
Input to force the output to take its input from input A or input
B directly.
The gain input to fade between channels A and B.
Power supplies at -5V and +5V at about 50mA drive capacity.

Construction and setting up
A PCB has been designed for this project. However, layout is
not critical as most of the signals are at a high level and low
impedance,. and stripboard techniques could be used for the
construction of this circuit. Close deccupling of the power
supplies to the video chips IC1 and IC2 is very important
whatever technique is used for construction. Figure 6 shows
the component layout for the board.
Fit the 11 wire links first - some of these run under other
components, so stripped hook up wire is recommended. Next,
in order, fit the is sockets, the resistors, the capacitors (watch
for polarity here), and the remaining components. The board
mounted phono sockets are sold by Maplin, other phono
sockets may require a different board layout. Do not fit the ics
into their sockets yet.
The board requires a power supply at 41- 9V. Figure 8
shows a suitable circuit. To set the board up, connect the

Figure 7: simple power supply circuit

BRIDGE RECTIFIER IA
1000u 16V

ov

9-0-9V 20CmA
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240VAC
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power supply and check the power supply pins of the IC
sockets which should be at +/-5V as shown on the circuit
diagram. Power down, insert the IC into their sockets, and
power up again. Connect a composite video signal to PL2 (the
A input), and monitor the output from PL3. The output can be
connected directly into a TV set via a phono or SCART socket,
or through a video recorder or modulator. At this point the
display will be at half brightness, and will probably be rolling.
If you have a dual trace oscilloscope, trigger it from IC5 pin
7, connect channel 1 to the input on one.end of R2, and
channel 2 to pin 13 of IC6. Finally set the trigger delay to
examine a line about 5ms into the field. Now adjust VR1 so
that the output on pin 13 ends just before the line data, connect
channel 2 on pin 5 of 106, and adjust VR2 so that the signal
ends just before the front porch. Now increase the timebase
and monitor the outputs of IC7 to adjust VR3 and VR4.
If you do not have an oscilloscope then connect pin 10 of
108 to +5v (connect to one end of R9 - make sure it is the
signal end !). Now the display on the monitor should be blank.
although the picture may show around the edges. Adjust VR1
to bring the picture onto the left of the display slowly, back off
until the picture disappears and is stable. Now adjust VR2 so
that the picture just disappears on the right hand side. In
similar fashion use VR3 to adjust the top of the picture,
followed by VR4 to make the entire screen black, and stable.

The SCART socket
The SCART socket (also known as a Peritel socket), is now
widely supported on video equipment, particularly in Europe.
The diagram shows the layout looking clown into the socket.
The socket is normally 21 -pin, although the final pin is
usually formed from the body of the connector which forms
a safety ground. All the projects in this series can be
interfaced via a SCART connector, although for convenience
they are all shown with phono sockets.
The pinout depends on the specific functions
implemented, however certain pins such as audio and
composite video are present in all implementations. For any
project in this series with most videos and 1V sets pins
1,2,3,4 and 6 will provide audio in and out, and pins 1Z,19,
and 20 will provide video input and output.
The table below shows the SCART. pinouts, note that
where a pin is not designated as input or output (eg Blue)
then it is usually an output on one device, and an input on
another. Where a pin has more than one function dependant
on function then these are shown in the description column.
The most common function is shown first in each case
SCART connector pinout

Using the sync board for a multi -function
fader/wiper
In this section we will look briefly at a simple application of the
sync circuit. With just two further ics and a handful of other
components we can make a fader/wiper with the following
functions:
Fade picture out
Wipe picture to left or right of screen
Wipe picture to top or bottom of screen
Direct switch of picture to black
Fade, switch or wipe (effects 1-4) to black, white or any shade
of grey

Any of these functions may be combined, for example the
picture can be wiped off to any corner of the screen by
combining the two wipe effects.
In addition any of the fade or wipe functions can fade or
wipe to the picture on input B. Note that this input must be
synchronised with the input on Input A. Typically this may be
the output of a character or caption generator, although these
devices often include their own viper/fader functions.
Figure 8 shows the extra components needed to make the
fader/wiper. This circuit can be constructed on strip board. Do
not fit PL4 on the sync board, simply wire the circuits of figure
8 directly to the holes for PL4. As much or as little of this
circuit can be constructed depending which functions are
required. The potentiometer controls in this circuit should be
slide devices.

Signal level Impedance
0.5V
less than 1K

2

0.5V

3

0.5V

4
5
6

OV

7
8

0.7V
Digital

9
10
12

Ground
Digital
0.7V
Digital

13

OV

14

OV

15

0.7V

16

Digital

17
18
19

OV'

20

1V

21

OV

11

Fade input A
Figure 8a shows the circuit for the variable gain control which
can be used to fade the video input to black, white or any
shade between. The potentiometer and resistors are chosen to
provide a voltage from -0.6V to +0.6V to control the gain input
of 1C2. The unity gain buffer matches the to the low input
impedance of the gain input of IC2.

Description
Audio mono out
Audio right out
more than 10K Audio mono in
Audio right in
less than 1K
Audio mono out
Audio left out
more than 10K Audio ground
Blue ground
more than 10K Audio mono in
Audio left in
75R
Blue in/out
Function select
HD status in/out
Green ground

1

Pin

OV

0.5V

Data (2)

75R

Data (1)

75R

OV

1V

Green in/out

75R
75R

HD vsync in/out
Red ground
Data ground
Red in/out
Chrominance video in/out
RGB Control
(High=RGB
Low=Composite)
HD hsync in/out
Video ground
RGB control ground
Composite video out
Composite video in
Luminance video in/out
Safety ground

111111111111181H101

OCIOCIODJOBEE

Figure 9: the SCART socket
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The S -Video Connector

the Y signal to have a higher bandwidth than in a composite
video signal, and more detail is available. It is notable that the
eye can detect detail in the brightness domain with greater
detail than colour, therefore increasing andwidth of the Y
signal only give the illusion of overall increase in bandwidth.

This type of connector is a 4 pin mini DIN plug. The
composite video signal comprises the brightness signal
(luminance) with the colour signals (chrominance) modulated
on a 4.33 MHz sub carrier. The operation of modulating the
colour signal onto the composite video signal, and then
demodulating introduces noise. In addition to this high
frequency variations in the brightness signal can create false
colour signals (the effect can commonly be seen on small
checked jackets on TV pictures).
To carry high quality video signals such as those recorded
on hi -band camcorders the S video connector is used. On
this type of connector the Y signal contains the brightness
information with no colour burst, and no colour information.
the C signal contains the colour information. This also allows

The pinout of the S -Video connector:
Pin

Function
Luminance Ground
Chrominance Ground
Luminance (Y)
Chrominance (C)

1

2
3
4

Figure 10: the Video connector

Fade/wipe shade control

An interesting effect is to set the fade control to half, and
the shade to white. this gives the -effect of peering through fog,
although the usefulness of this function may be questioned.

Figure 8b shows a simple control to force the wipe or fade
shade to any brightness between black and white. The
potentiometer and resistor are chosen to produce a luminosity
voltage between OV and +0.7V which is buffered by the op amp. As the B input is AC coupled this DC voltage cannot be
directly used into input B, but must be connected to a point
where DC restoration has been used, in this case the junction
of R17 and IC2/1. Note that if fading or wiping to input B is to
be used, then this circuit cannot be used.

Sideways wipe
Figure 8c is a sideways wiper. This operates by using a
monostable triggered from the rising edge of the line data valid
signal to produce a pulse which switches off the video signal
during the line. The period of the monostable is controlled by
the potentiometer, and the output of the monostable drives the

+5V

100k

WIPE

agk
1k

8a FADE PICTURE OUT
10k

1n2

8c WIPE LEFT/RIGHT

114

15

PL4:10
VGAIN

RC

FADE FROM LEFT

A

39k

-5V

.\O

IC6

PL4-2
LINE
DATA
VALID

B

0

CLR

FADE FROM RIGHT

V

-5V

+5V

100k

56k

8b FADE SHADE
10k
1k
BLACK

8d WIPE UP/DOWN

JUNCTION OF
1317 AND IC211

RC

C

FADE FROM TOP

A

PLA1

FRAME 0
DATA
VALID

IC6
0

B

12

ciR

NO
FADE FROM BOTTOM

11

8e VIDEO ON OFF

VIDEO OFF

0
VIDEO ON

Figure 8: using the sync separator board in a multi -function
fader/wiper
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PL419

OFORCE B

470n

force B input of the sync board. By using either the true or
inverted output the wipe can be forced from the left or the right
of the screen.
Note that the functions of figure 8c, 8d and 8e all drive the
force B input to switch the video sianal. To achieve this a
simple diode OR circuit is used.

Video on/off

Up/down wipe
Figure 8d is the up/down wiper control which operates in the
same way as Figure 8c, however it operates from the field data
valid signal. and has a time constant which is much longer
than the sideways wiper of frame length. Note that the ortioff
signal may occur during a line. and therefore the vertical fader
may switch during a line causing a partial line to be displayed
at the boundary of the wiped area. This is very unlikely to be

R3,4,5,6

R16,17
VR1,2,3,4

Next month
In the next article we will look at using the sync board in a full
function digitally controlled fader/wiper which can be controlled
from a RC. or from a keypad.

IC2
IC3
IC4

56K
39K
680K
430K
22K horizontal preset

IC5

C3,5
C6,7,12,13

74HC123
74HCOO
74HC4066

IC6.7

IC8
IC9

Miscellaneous

Capacitors
C1,8-10,14-16,18-20
C2,4

14,70

EL2244
EL4095
EL4581
78L05
79L05

IC1

75R
1K

R8,9,1010K

R12
R14
R15

This simple switch function provides a direct on/off control for
the video.

Semiconductors

Resistors All 1% 0.25 watt
R1,2,7

noticed, but if it is thought to be a problem then the output
should be retimed by a flip flop (eg HC74) triggered by the line
data valid signal to ensure that switching only occurs at the
beginning of a line. The full function digitally controlled mixer to
be presented in the next article uses this.technique.

0.1uF

mounted phono sockets
16 way 0.1in IDC header
Veropins, 2 x DIL 8 pin ic sockets, 3 x DIL 4 pin ic sockets, 2
x DIL 16 pin ic sockets
All parts are available from Maplin and other regular
suppliers.
PL1,2,3 PCB
PL4

disc ceramic

inF disc ceramic
1uF 10V radial electro
10uF 25V radial electro
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There is nothing so relaxing as the sound of surf on faraway sands.
With a bit of imagination, and Robert Penfold's biofeedback monitor,
you too could drift away from it all
n many ways Harold Macmillan was nght when he
said that most of us have "never had it so good',
but modem life does have its down -side. Stress
levels certainly seem to be on the rise, and means
of combatting stress are not only of interest to
high-powered executives. High tension (not the electrical kind)
and anxiety now seem to trouble a substantial percentage of
the population. This subject may seem to be outside the realm
of electronics, but an electronic means of easing tension has
been in existence for many years. The process is known as
biofeedback.

Strain gauges
At one time biofeedback was not taken entirely seriously, and
had a slightly zany image. However, over the years it has
proved to be beneficial to most of the people that have tried it.
and it can often be very effective indeed. Biofeedback is
certainly taken more seriously theca days, aided by the fact
that it does not involve the use of any drugs which could be
addictive or potentially
harmful.

The basic idea is to
have an electronic
monitoring device that
indicates how relaxed
or stressed you are.
You then try to relax
while looking for any
changes from the
monitoring device. If you
do something that
relaxes you, the
reduction in stress will
be indicated by the
biofeedback monitor,
and you continue to do
whatever it was that
produced the improvement. If you lapse, and do something
that causes an increaea in stress, such as thinking about
problems at work, the increased tension will be indicated by
the monitor. You then act on the information from the
biofeedback monitor, and think about something more relaxing
again.

The feedback comes in the form of a signal (the type of
signal that is displayed is decided by the biofeedback unit - it

could be sound, or light, or a trace signal, for example) derived
from the user's state of tension by -the unit. The monitor relays
the signal, and as the user responds to the information on the
monitor, it is to be hoped that the signal will change in the
direction of showing greater relaxation. The user is then part of
a negative feedback circuit, steadily reducing tension, if the
system has the desired effect.
A biofeedback monitor can be surprisingly basic. There are
three common methods of monitoring the subject's state of
relaxation. These are heart rate, skin resistance, and skin
temperature. Heart rate tends to reduce if someone becomes
more relaxed, or increase if they become more stressed. Skin
resistance varies with the degree of perspiration, and we tend
to perspire more when stressed. The more the subject sweats,
the lower his or her skin resistance becomes. Therefore, the
higher the user's skin resistance, the greater the degree of
relaxation.
There may seem to be no obvious link between skin
temperature and tension, but stress can cause reduced blood
flow to the extremities,
and reduced skin
temperature. This is the
opposite of what one
might expect, since
tension also causes
increased heart rate.
Apparently, stress results
in less efficient circulation
despite the increased
heart rate. Hence
someone under a lot of
tension usually ends up
with cold but sweaty
palms.
The heart rate
monitoring method is
perhaps the best,
because heart rate changes relatively rapidly with changes in
stress level. Its drawback is that it is relatively difficult to
produce a heart rate monitor that is inexpensive, easy to use,
and gives reliable results. Monitoring skin resistance is usually
quite effective, has a reasonably rapid response time, and
requires only the most basic of circuitry. The skin temperature
method is also very simple and inexpensive, since it is only
relative temperature that is of interest. A very basic temperature
.
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The modem trend is to use a more sophisticated form of
signal to the user. This makes the system more interesting to
use, and can actually aid relaxation. At its most advanced the
system can have computer sound and graphics, with the
onscreen action getting more pleasant if the user becomes
more relaxed, or more unpleasant if th6 stress level increases.
To some of us this seems more threatening than promising! At
a less sophisticated level, the feedback could be in the form of
a change in the colour of the room lighting, or via a more
complex audio signal than a simple tone generator.
I suppose there is a potential flaw in any system which uses
complex feedback. This is simply that the feedback which aids
relaxation when things are going well could increase stress if
things start to go wrong. In practice this does not seem to be
a significant problem, provided a bit of common senses used
when designing the exact form of the feedback. This simply
means that the feedback must not provide any sudden noises.
flashing lights, or include anything whiCh is seriously
unpleasant.

Figure 1: the circuit diagram for a minimalist biofeedback
monitor which responds to changes such as skin resistance.
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sensor such as a thermistor is perfectly satisfactory. In my
experience the skin temperature method has the drawback of
a relatively stow response time, and it is perhaps a little less
reliable than the other two systems.

Wave goodbye to stress

Toning it down
A biofeedback unit can be extremely basic, and anything that
indicates the user's stress level can be used. Most units use a
meter or some form of audio signal to indicate the user's stress
level. The circuit of figure 1 is for a minimalist biofeedback
monitor which can be built for a few pounds, and uses the skin
resistance method. It is basically a CMOS 4046BE (IC1) used
as a low frequency vco (voltage controlled oscillator). Tne
output of the oscillator drives a ceramic resonator which
produces a low frequency audio tone. The control voltage for
IC1 is generated by a potential divider which has the resistance
across the electrodes (in effect, the user's skin resistance) as
for the upper arm, and the series resistance of R1 and VR1 as
for the lower arm. Cl filters out any mains hum or other
electrical noise which could otherwise produce erratic results
from the circuit.
VR1 is adjusted for an output frequency that is somewhere
in the middle of IC1's frequalcy range. If the user's skin resistance

reduces, the control voltage to IC1 also reduces, and the pitch
of the audio tone becomes lower. A decrease in the user's skin
resistance has the opposite effect, with a higher control voltage
and audio tone being produced. The user therefore tries to
obtain the lowest possible audio tone from the monitor.

Will111111111111111111110mr

My experiments with various forms of feedback signal
produced quite good results, and they were more fun to use
than simple tone generators and meters. In general their
effectiveness was not substantially better than more simple
forms of feedback, but there were one or two exceptions.
Some forms of sound feedback certainly seem to be above
average in their efficacy. This unit, as finally developed, uses
filtered noise which gives a synthesised breaking wave sound.
The more relaxed the user becomes, the slower and more
gentle the wave sound becomes. The sound of waves
splashing onto the beach seems to have a relaxing effect on its
own without any feedback element, and it is presumably this
factor which aids the efficiency of the system. Sounds based
on white noise tend to mask noises in the environment, and
cut you off from the outside world. This possibly further
accounts for the effectiveness of noise based sounds in this
application.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram for the biofeedback unit,
which can respond to skin temperature or skin resistance. A
noise generator produces the basic 'white- noise 'hiss" signal.
A substantial amount of signal processing is needed in order to
mould this into the required breaking wave sound. Envelope
shaping is needed in order to give suitable variations in the
volume of the signal. The sound must build up quite rapidly in
volume as the synthesised wave crashes down onto the
beach, and then fall back in volume much more slowly. The
pitch of the sound falls as the volume increases, and then rises
again as the volume gradually falls away.
The first stage of signal processing is a simple low pass
filter. 'White" noise has a much stronger content at high
frequencies than at low frequencies. This is the opposite of
what we require in the final output signal, where the sianal
must be weak when it is high in pitch. The lowpass filtering
reduces the high frequency content of the signal, so that it is
easier for the envelope shaper to give the desired effect. The
output signal from the noise aenerator is quite low, and it is
reduced still further by the lowpass filtering. A high gain
amplifier is used to boost the signal to a more useful level.
A vcf (voltage controlled filter) provides the changes in pitch,
and a vca. (voltage controlled amplifier) gives the required
changes in the signal's volume. Both are controlled by a low
frequency oscillator which provides a form of sawtooth
waveform. The signal rises quite rapidly on its leading edge,
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Figure 2: the block diagram for the biofeedback unit
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and decays much more slowly on the trailing edge. It therefore
provides the required volume shaping if it is fed direct to the
control input of the vca. An inverted version of the waveform is
fed to the control input of the vcf. This gives the desired effect
with the pitch of the noise falling rapidly as the volume quickly
reaches a peak, and then rising more slowly as the volume
steadily dies away.
The low frequency oscillator is voltage controlled, and the
rate at which the "waves" occur is governed by the input
voltage to this stage. The mode switch enables the user to
select either a skin temperature or a skin resistance sensor.
The skin resistance sensor uses what is essentially the same
setup as the one used in figure 1, and described previously.
Tne skin temperature sensor uses a thermistor connected in a
potential divider, but the small changes in temperature involved
in this application produce only minute changes in the output
voltage from the potential divider. A d.c. amplifier is used to
boost the voltage changes to a high enough level to drive the
low frequency vco properly.

V.C.F.

V.C.A

PC- ER
A.MPURER

ourPur

converts the circuit from voltagt tb current control.
102 is used in the v.c.a., and this is another dual transconductance amplifier Only one section of IC2 is required. and no
connections are made to the other c-tion. R22 is used in
series with the control input of IC2 so that voltage rather than
current control is obtained. The output from IC2 is coupled to a
small audio power amplifier (103) via the volume control (VR1).
IC3 provides a certain amount of voltage gain, but it is included
primarily as a buffer amplifier to provide the relatively high
output currents required by some headphones. The circuit was
designed for use with personal stereo style headphones with
the two earphones wired in series. The circuit will drive
practically any headphones though, and it will even give
reasonable volume if used with an eight ohm impedance
loudspeaker.

The circuit
Figure 3 shows the full circuit diagram for the biofeedback
monitor. The noise generator is based on TR1, which has its
base -emitter junction reverse biased by Rl. This results in the
junction breaking down in zener diode fashion. Also like a
zener diode, TR1 generates a useful amount of "white" noise.
The noise level is substantially higher than that from a zener
diode, but it is produced over a much narrower bandwidth.
However, in this case it is only audio frequency noise that is
required, and the noise bandwidth is more than adequate for
this application. Note that no connection is made to the
collector terminal of TR1. TR2 operates as a common emitter
amplifier which boosts the noise signal. C3 provides the

Under no circumstances should the output of
the unit be coupled to a mains powered audio
amplifier or any mains powered equipment.

lowpas_c filtering.

The vcf is based on IC1, which is a dual transconductance
amplifier. It is used in a form of state -variable filter, giving a
bandpass output from ICI a, and a luArpass output from IC1b.
In this case it is bandpass filtering that gives the best results.
and it is therefore the output from !Cie that is utilised. R4, R5.
and C4 provide a mid -supply bias voltage for the vcf and vca
circuits. The disparate values of R4 and R5 take into account
the loading on the bias circuit. Strictly speaking, the filter circuit
is current rather than voltage controlled. R17 has been added
in series with the control inputs of 101, and this effectively

A completely different and more stringent set of
safety rules apply to a device such as this, which
connects to the user via electrodes. A severe
electric shock could be delivered via the
electrodes if a fault should occur, and it would
be very difficult for the user to remove the
electrodes. It is only acceptable to use the unit
with mains powered equipment if there is an
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extra stage of isolation somewhere in the
system (for example, to connect the audio
output of the biofeedback unit to a hi-fi amplifier
via a suitable opto-isolator circuit). Using battery
power and headphones gives excellent results,
and avoids complications.

squarewave output from IC5b, and a triangular waveform from
lC5a. The ratios of the resistors at the input of the circuit have
been deliberately distorted from their normal figures in order to
produce a suitable sawtooth waveform at the output of tC5a.
S2 enables the user to select either the skin resistance or
the skin temperature sensor. The skin resistance sensor is a
potential divider circuit, as used in the simple biofeedback circuit

The inverter stage uses IC6 as a standard inverting mode
voltage follower circuit. VR4 enables the bias level at the non inverting input of IC6 to be adjusted, and this provides control
over the pitch range of the vcf It is Sall* set for the pitch
range that gives the most convincing wave effect. IC5 is used
in a simple vco circuit which would normally provide a

of Figure 1. Tne temperature sensor has therrnistor Th1 connected

in a potential divider circuit, and IC4 as the dc amplifier. IC4 is
used as a non -inverting amplifier which has a closed -loop
voltage gain of around ten times. VR2 provides an adjustable
bias level to IC4, and it is adjusted to give a roughly mid -supply
output voltage. 010 provides filtering of any mains hum or

Figure 4: the stripboard layout. The board measures 64 holes
by 39 strips
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other electrical noise picked up in Tn1's
connecting cable.
The quiescent current consumption of the
circuit is approximately 25 milliamps, but the
current drain can be substantially higher than this
if the unit is used at high volume levels. A high
capacity nine volt battery is required, such as six
HP7 size cells in a plastic holder. For the reasons
explained previously, this unit must not be
powered from a mains power supply.

Figure 5: the underside of the component panel showing strip cuts

00
()

Construction

0

Details of the stripboard component layout are
provided in figure 4, and the underside view of
the board is shown in figure 5. A board having 64
holes by 39 copper strips is required, and this
can conveniently be a piece cut from a standard
300mm x 100mm board. After trimming the
board to size, drill the three mounting holes and
make the necessary breaks in the copper strips.
The breaks can be made using the special tool,
or a hand-held twist drill bit of about five
millimetres in diameter will do the job quite well.
The CA3140E and CA3240E integrated
circuits have PMOS input stages, and require the
normal anti -static handling precautions. Both
devices are operational amplifiers that will operate
properly in single supply dc amplifier circuits.
Most other operational amplifiers (741C, LF351N,
TL071CP. etc.) will not work properly in this
circuit. The circuit will work using either
LM13700Ns or LM13600Ns for IC1 and 102, or a
mixture of the two. TR1 can be virtually any
silicon npn transistor. There is a slight problem in
that the reverse base -emitter breakdown voltage
of some transistors might be a little high. This
could result in the noise signal cutting off as soon
as the battery voltage drops slightly due to
ageing. It is probably worth experimenting with a
few devices from the spares box to find one that
has a low breakdown voltage.
With a large stripboard such as this I generally
find things easier if the integrated circuit holders
are fitted first, as they then act as markers which make it easier
to navigate your way around the board. I then work my way
across the board from left to right, adding the components and
link -wires. I would certainly urge the use of methodical working,
and not simply adding components here and there at random,
which is usually a recipe for disaster. Be careful to fit the
electrolytic capacitor with the correct polarity. To complete the
board, fit single -sided solder pins at the points where
connections to the controls, sockets. etc. will be made.
An instrument case about 200mm wide and 150mm deep
will accommodate the circuit board and battery. Mount the
board on the base panel of the case using 6BA or metric M3
fixings, including spacers about six to 12mm long. Position the
board towards the rear of the case, and well over to the left
(as viewed from the front). This keeps the board clear of the
front panel mounted components, and leaves sufficient space
for the battery pack to the right of the board. The front panel
layout is not critical, but try to avoid long wires from the board
to volume control VR1, and output socket JK1.
The hard wiring is shown in figure 6, which must be used in
conjunction with fgiure 4. 3.5mm stereo jack sockets seem to

0

0

to

4)4

vary considerably in shape and size. On the prototype JK1 is a
switched type, and it is this type of socket that is shown in
figure 6. If you use a different type the wiring must be changed
to suit. The earth tag is left unconnected, and the connections
are made to the other two tags so that the phones are driven
in series.
Thermistor Th1 and the skin electrodes can be wired direct
to the circuit board, but on the prototype these connections
are via standard jack plugs and sockets. It is not essential to
use screened leads to make the connections to Th1 and the
electrodes, since the circuit has built-in 'hum" filtering., No
problems were experienced when using non -screened leads
about two metres or so in length. I used a VA1056S thermistor
for Th1, but the circuit should work equally well using a 47k
bead thermistor.

In use
Start with S2 set to the temperature mode. With Th1 in free air,
adjust VR2 for a plausible wave rate, and then adjust VR4 for
the best effect. The best wave sound is produced with VR4 set
for a low sweep range, but not so low that the filter actually.
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Figure 6: details of the hard wiring (use in conjunction with
figure 4)
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cuts off at the low frequency end of the sweep. If the
temperature sensor is functioning correctly, touching Thl
should reduce the wave rate. and may bring it to a halt (a
permanent wave?). In use the thermistor is simply taped to a
finger, making sure that the user does not come into electrical
contact with the thermistors leads.
The skin resistance electrodes can be virtually any small pieces
of sheet metal. A size of about 10mm square will suffice. It is
difficult to make reliable soldered connections direct to
aluminium and some other metals, but where necessary the
connections can be made via solder tags bolted to the
electrodes. This tends to produce rather chunky electrodes
that can be difficult to use, so the direct connection method is
of
the better one to use where
copper peeled from a scrap of copper laminate board are quite
effective, and can be connected direct to the leads. Whatever

you use for the electrodes, they must be kept reasonably clean
and free from corrosion.
Good results seem to be obtained with the electrodes
taped to finger tips or the palms of the hands. Another
possibility is to have one electrode on the palm of a hand, and
the other on the back of the same hand. Use the smallest
amount of tape that will suffice. as there is otherwise a
likelihood that the user will sweat a lot under the tape,
rendering the results invalid. A fabric tape is the best type to
use as it enables sweat to evaporate. Clipping the electrodes
in place might be a better way of handling things. Simply
holding the electrodes is ineffective, because the resistance
between the electrodes varies enormously depending on how
had they are gripped.
The unit will usually respond quite rapidly if the user
becomes more tense, but it takes longer to respond to as
reduction in stress - just like reality, in effect. This is simply
because you tend to sweat almost immediately when tension
increases, but it takes time for skin moisture to evaporate. With
any biofeedback system you should not be in any hurry, and
must be prepared to give things tirrre to work. Also, it is not
just a matter of connecting everything up. switching on, and
waiting to become more relaxed. You the user are an active
part of the system, and must try to relax. This sounds like a
contradiction, but it is the whole point of the exercise - once
you have learned how to "become" more relaxed with the help
of biofeedback, and learned what it feels like, you should be
able to do it anywhere. Some things which, people find help
them are breathing deeply - not straining to breathe more
deeply, but slowly and gently: or thinking of a place where you
had a relaxing holiday and imagining how it felt to be there not doing anything too exciting. of course. Perhaps of more
importance, you must try not to think about things that
produce increased stress. Biofeedback seems to work for
most people, if it is given a fair chance. .

Capacitors

Resistors (all 0.25 watt 5%
carbon film)

C1

C2
C3
C4

100k
1MB

R1

R2

R3
R4
1:15

R6,7,12,13
R8,14,15,29,36-39
R9,17,20,22
R10,16,23
R11

R18,19
R21,26
R24.25
R27
R28
R30
R31
R32
R33

5k6
3k3
1k5
470R (4 off)
100k (8 off)
22k (4 off)
3k9 (3 off)
18k
1k (2 off)
15k (2 off)
8k2 (2 off)
33k
270k

C5,6

1M

TR2,3

C7

C8,10,12
C9
C11
C13

Semiconductors

3M3
1M5
47k
27k (2 off)

R34,35

VR2
VR3
VR4

IC1,2
IC3
IC4,6
IC5

LM13600N or LM13700N (2 off)
LM386N
CA3140E (2 off)

TR1

BC547 (see text)
BC550 (2 off)

CA3240E

Miscellaneous
spst min toggle
spdt min toggle
3.5mm stereo jack socket
9 volt (6 x HP7 size cells in holder)
61
VA1056S or similar thermistor
Th1
Case about 200 x 150 x 100mm, 0.1 inch pitch stripboard
measuring 64 holes by 39 copper strips, 8 -pin dil holder (3
off), 16- pin dil holder (2 offj, control knob (4 off), battery
connector (PP3 type), wire, solder, leads and electrodes (see
text), fixings, etc.
S1

S2
JK1

Potentiometers
VR1

100u 10V radial elect
2u2 50V radial elect
47n polyester (7.5mm lead spacing)
470u 10V radial elect
680p polystyrene (2 off)
4u7 50V radial elect
10u 25V radial elect (3 oft)
220u 10V radial elect
100n ceramic
1u polyester (10mm lead spacing)

4k7 log carbon
22k lin carbon
2M2 lin carbon
10k lin carbon
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Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

CHANGING STOCKS

LOW COST PC's -

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES

19" RACK CABINETS

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

SPECIAL BUY

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

6,000,000 items EX STOCK

'AT 286'

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SA VASS- CALL FOR SBOCONDuCTOR HOTLIST

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification

WAITED QUANTITY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems

Top quaky 19' rack cabinets made in UK by

Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature

designer, smoked amine In.. -de front door.
Made in the USA to an industrial specification, the system was
full height lockable half louvered tack door
desimea for total relabity. The compact case houses the mother anti louvered removable side panes. Fully
beard. PSU and EGA video card wth single SW 1.2 Mb nappy disk
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
drhe & Integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the kart Real tine dock
for any configuration of equipment maimi110
wen battery badrup is omided as standard. Suppeed wool
Plus ready mounted integral 12 way *3 amp
condition complete with enhanced keyboard, 6110k 2Mb RAM. lAttsubshl FA3415ETKL 14' SVGA Muftisync cobur monWr veal fre
socket switched mains distrtution strip make
028 dotptcnhtea tresoktonof 1024 x 768. A
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ever
sold.
Rags
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Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphos card
rrv, Bat. COMMODORE (rcLdrg Arrtga t270). require only two side panels to stand singly or in multda bays
£29.00
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donensions
are:
7716 H x 32W D x 22' W. Order as:
1.4Mrs3W tow/ O'sk Mee (instead of 1.2 Mo)
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Many *waxes Etched
£19.9
OPT Rack 1 Complete win removable sae panels £335.00 (G)
'Na:doerie:". 6.0 for Dos -*nen 315* FOD option ordered
loot, tad swichirq and LOW RADIATION MPR
£22.50
:'S:sf
speecaton
OPT Rack 2 Rack. Less side panels
Ethernet
n or twisted) retwork card
mareseed. srcoted in EXCEL£225.00 (G)
£29.00
lee im.ciconitim.

Artmonitors you will ever see

-A

At this price - Don't miss it!!

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM

TLEit

& Svireelle £475

Limited quantity d this 2nd user. supurb small size desktop ma_ VGA retie far MM PC Inducted.

Only £119 via

VGAS

F.f,-tested and guaranteed Rey experdatre
Many other options avalable - Carl to details.

On?).

£399.00 (E)

rack features all steel construction with removable
side front and back doors Front and back doors ere
hinged for easy access arid all are lockable well
Free secure 5 lever banal locks. The front dog;

only!!
15' 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res. colour monitors.
Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 31/2" - 8"

Just In - Microvitec 20' VGA (600 x 600 res.) colour monitor's.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info
PHILIPS HCS35 (same systi as CM6633) attractively styled 14'
RGB and standard composite 15.625
Massive purchases of standard 5W and 3W drives enades us to colour monitor with
preme pone product at industry beating low prices/ AU units (uniess Khz video Inputs va SCART socket and separate Mono lacks.
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed loom often bran new equip- integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses_
connea drect to Amiga and Atari BBC corny inure. Ideal for all
ment and are fully tested. aligned and Wooed to you with a 90 day
graranlee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard video monitoring / security apt:scat:ma won direct connection
to most colour cameras Him qual.ty win many features such as
All are IBM-PC compatible (if 314' supported on your PC)
front concealed flap controls. VCR correction button etc. Good
3W Panasonic .11.1363/4 720K et equivalent RFE
£24
used conation - fully tested guaranteed
3W Mitsubishi /0355C -L 1.4 Meg Laptops only
£25.9
Dimensions:
W14'' x H12U" x 151i* D.
(El
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-D. IA Meg. Non laptop
£18.95)B
SW Teac FD-55GFR 12 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
cuische PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact g' colour video monitor watt attenSW Teac FD -55F -03U 720K4590 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.95;13 dant composite 15.625 Khz video input va SCART socket Ideal
SW BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF50113 360K
£2295(13
far all numeoring / security appfcations. High quality. ex-equipmenl
Taos top case with integral PSU for HH 5W Flopp a HD £29.95 B hay tested & guaranteed (f,-est4e minor screen bums). In attracr Shugart 800/801 M SS refurbished & tested
£195.00'E) tive square black plastic case measuring W10* x HIO' x 13W D.
r Shugart 8108' SS HH Brand New
£195.ao(g zto V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (0)
r Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished & tested
£250.00(E)
Mitsubishi L12894-63
done sided NEW
liME 10' 15M10039 high &station colour monitors with 0.28' door
£275

5'/1" or 3" from only £18.95 !

only Eac

pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.,

Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U 8' DS sErnkne NEIV

Dial 3' cased drives with integral power su

2 Mb

£499

HARD DISK DRIVES

Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source. with RGB analog and composite sync

Archine&...5 & BBC. Measures Pray 13W a IT a
11. Geed used corkftion.

Only £125 (E)

£59.95(C) Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL
so.d slate colour monitors.
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive
£69.00(C
f.69
Cl teak style case. Perfect to Schools. Shops, Disco. Clubs. etoln
3W WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE OF Brand New £185. C EXCELLENT stile used condition with full 90 day guarantee
516' MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM LF (or equiv.) RFE
£49.95 C
20"....£135
5W SEAGATE ST -238R 30 rnb RLL OF Ref urb
£69.95 C
Sce COC 94205-51 40rrib HH MFM OF RFE tested
E69.95 C
5Si' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
£89.
C
5.4' HP C30102 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
£195.00 C)
5' FUJITSU IA -4=K 160Mb SMD 1fF RFE tested
£195.00 E) MRS. A FA3445ETKL 14' Industrial spec SVGA morotors £245
MY to 400 kW - 4001* 3 plate poser sources ex sleek
£POA
Raid ctear, condoners for MR,1. IDE. SCSI. RLL etc. from £16.95
IBM 8230 Type 1. Token Mg base unit driver
£950
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
£750
IBM MAU Token ring dstrbution panel 8228-23-5050N
£95
AIM
501
Low
cistortion
Osaltatos
9Hz
to
33010a.
IEEE
£550
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!!
Trend DSA 274 Data
with G7039A1) 54 if*
£POA

22"....£155 26"....£185(9

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

THE AMAZING TELEBOX

CABLE COUPATIBLE

Tre TELEBOX is an attractive fuSy cased mans powered unit. contanino ail electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
0" makers such as MICROWTEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc_ Tne compaste
voeo output we also plug drecdy into most vale o recorders. '
re..d.ion of TV channels not normally receivable on most tele
sion receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
pare/ snow reception of 8 futy tuneable Ott air UHF colour television
channels_ TELEBOX MB covers vihuany at television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composes video output is boated on tne rear panel
for drect connection to most makes of mentor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compabbaty - even for moneors .,ip-iout sound - an integral 4 wan audio amprIfer and low level Hi Fr
audio culprit are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with Mggr51 speaker
£3950
TELEBOX MB Mukbarsd VHRUHF
tuner E69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specifcaton.
For cable /ilYipet. bend nr-euti...iTek.box MB should be connestec
to a cable type service- St:Pero code an an Teetoxes is (8

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Virtually
every
of power
supply
you
can type
imagine.Over

10.000 Power Supplies Ex Stock

Call for info / list.

Marconi 6310 Progra=2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500

HP16508 Logic Analyser
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Enos Detector
HP APOLLO RX700 system units

HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIS PSU 0-7 V 163 watts
HP3081A Indostnia workstation der Barcode swipe reader
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU
HP54121A DC to 22 Gftz four channel test set
HP7S80A At 8 pen HPGL high speed drum pa ter
EG+G Eirooltdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
Ung Dynamics 2kW programmable vbraticri test system

£3750
£POA
£950
£1800
£175
£675
£POA
£1550
£650
£POA
£POA

Computer controlled 1056 x 560 mm X Y tabs & consoler £1425
Kelthley 590 CV cape -rtes 1 vottage analyser
£POA
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
£3750
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Leal UPS - New baits Dec.1995
£9500
ICI R5030UV34 Cearitne ultrasonic cleaning system
t2EP20A
Mann Tally MTE45 ttigh speed Erie printer
Intel S BC 486/133SE Mukbus 486 system. 5Mb Ram
E1200
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL fast drum plotters
£1150
Nikon HFX11 (Epriphot) exposure control unit
£1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List_ SAE /CALL £POA
Trio 0-16 volt: !near, metered 30 amp bench PSU. fibre
£550
Fuitsu/43041R 600 LPN band Weer
£19S0
Fujitsu 64104ID 600 LPM wader wen network interface
£1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer
£POA
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margn Meter £3750
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish +mount (For Vor.ser)r £950
Sekortic SD 150H 16 chanral date Hybrid chart recorder £1995
TAYLOR HOBSON Tans -surf ampefer 1 recorder

System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor

Test Lab -2 mt: square quetbed ar.t,sfc :est cat:nets
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vectetscope - ?SEW

:

enable status indicators to be seen through the ,
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack jr

-

features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing,

members to take the heaviest of 19" rack

equipment The two movable vertical fixing ants
(eidras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the' bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3 i
pin Euro soda's and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched

utility socket Overall ventilation is provided bye

louvered back door and double skinned top section '

w top and side louvres. The lop panel may be removed for feting
of Integral fans to the sub pate etc Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, preoesched ufitfy panel at lova-, rear to
cable / connector access etc. Suppied n excellent slightly used

condition with keys. Colour Ravi blue. External dimensions
mm.1625H x 635D x 603 W 64-

x 25* D x

)

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price !!

A superb buy at only

E195.00

(G)

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

314.' CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equry )RFE
3W CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE 1/F (or equiv.)RFE
315' ROOM E R03057S 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn)

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER

is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to

Over 1000 racks -19" 22" & 24" wide
3 to 44 U high. Available from stock !!
Call with your requirements.

-

such as Atari, Commodore Amiga. Acorn

End of line purchase scoop! Brae new NEC D2246 8' 85 Mbyte
rine will Industry standard SMD Intedace. re-Vaces Fujitsu
etp-vaent oder Fug manual. Only £299.00 or 2 for £525.00 (E)
3W FUJI PIC-302-2620mb MFM LF RFE
£59.95(C

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab

Made Cy Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,

FLir.y featured w.21 standard Siam connectors 30 & 72 pis Suppbed External cables for after types c4 cornier% CALL
writ keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM SVGA monitor output. 256k cache and
As New - Used on film set for 1 week
ntegral 120 Ma IDE drive with single 1.44 Mb 3.5* floppy crsk chva

The ultimate in 'Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts IdicroTouch - but sold at a price below cost II System consists of
a flat translucent glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 x 23.5 cm
connected to an electronic controller PCB Tne controller produces
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output vitith continuously gives
simple serial data containing positional X & Y co-ordnates as to
where a finger is touching the panel - as the fever moves, the data
"latently changes. The X & Y information is gven at an Incredible
matrix resolution of 1024 x 1024 positions over the entire screen
size f! A host of available translation software enabes direct COInc-ction to a PC for a myriad of appecaticns inoludintr control tran
els, pointing devices, POS systems, owl:Oen for the disabled or

computer untrained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with
Wndows'. instead of a mouse II (a driver is indeed available !) The

applications for this amazing product are only limited by your
imagination!! Complete system inducing Controller. Power Supply
and Data suppled at an inoeddle price of only.
...
Ful InCROTOLICH software sapped pack

arilmanus9 lot IBM compstebts PC's EMS

£745.00 al)

Tithed

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board Full length PC -XT
and PC -AT carripatiVe card wish 2 Mbytes of memory on board
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (266 processor
end above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE.
Ray tested and guaranteed. Windows cornp-o
£59.95{At
Hall length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
=ether 256s or 512k is 64k Flops May also be used to in
atom 64Ck DOS limit C.omplets with data
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 (Al)

111,114SPICIAL6

1 MB x 9 SPAM 9 crup 12Ons

Only £16.50 (Ali
or 7Crts
£22.95 (At)
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ins £21.50 or 70ra
£23.75 (A1)
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM with parityOnly £95.00 (Al)
WEL 486-DX33 CPU £55.00 INTEL 436-DX66 CPU £69.00 (41)

1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 dr* 80 ra £19.50

FULL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSORS EX STOCK - CALL FOR £££

FANS & BLOWERS
EPSON D0412 4n.40ion mm rov OC
PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12v DC

£7.95 10 / £65
£8.95 10 / £75

MITSUBISHI MMRD6D120L 6040125 mm 12v DC £4.95 101 E42
MITSUBISHI MMF-08C120M 8040,25 men 12v DC £5.25 10 / £49
MITSUBISHI MM Fs-091312DH 92x92125 nun 12v DC 0.95.10 r £53
PANCAKE 12-35 9a92x18 mm 12v DC
£7.95 101 £69
EX -EQUIP AC fans. ALL TESTED 120 x 120 x 38 mm -ve -Wy 110

£750
£485
£300 o 240 v £6.95. e0x130x38mm- speedy 110or 240v f5-95
£650 IMHOF 8261900 rack rot 31.1 x 19' Blower 110240v NEW £79.95

Please call for further details on the above items

Shipping on all fans (A). Mowers (B). 69.000 Fans Er Stock CALL

Issue 13 of Display News now available - send large SfIE - PACKED with bargains!
ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5:30

Dept ET. 32 Biggin Way
Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

-ELECTRONICS-

C eN

VISA

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On 61A Bus Rout*

Nr.Thorrkton Heath &

Selharst Park SR Rail Stations

DISTEL©

The Original
REE On line Database
20,600+ stock eons'

RETURNING SOON !

ALL V ENQUIRIES

0181 679 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

Al ores la UK Meted UK cust.iners add 175% VAT to TOTAL order arrant Merrnirn our £10 Bona Foe P,cc, CC ackvs armed ton Gcserna-t Smocs.-Urr,erso and Local Au:holies - nirehen amain Weer
Crecuas met £103 ae abed to 10 wokng days dea-ate Carrege crizgas (AK:3

03. CAI
ar.:050, (C).£83). (D£1200. (EK1SCO. (F)=EISICIO, (G)=CALL Mow apcmix 6 days fcr ship -g - %set CA.LL Sootand sJr&age CALL A3 geode suppled to or
Sanded Ccrobris of Sae iwd ItieSS Paled gamed for 9:1 drys A) gre.rarsees on a ream to base basa. Al risi-ft r; rued to a'range prow; secie::eens winos ma
race Orden siva foto& Means for v-Arre Top C.A._4-1 prices pad ix sxi=s scab AJ taderass
aidovosSeiged. CD-Adlay S1996 E &OE CBS

Dat

mote
ogger

Richard Grodzik has designed a PIC-driven low -voltage
portable data logger that uploads to your PC.
This portable data logger has many features, including:
3 volt (lithium 'button' cell) operation
1 second or 1 minute sample intervals
Samples stored in eeprom non-volatile memory
Uploads at home -base to PC via 300 baud serial link
Continuous logging mode operation when docked with a PC,
enabling unlimited sampling period
Protocol converter for importing into Lotus/Excel spreadsheets
8 bit +1- 0.5 bit conversion

he 5 volt Vcc power supply has been the standard
for most microprocessor ics, peripherals and logic
chips for many years, however, recent years have
seen the introduction of Intel processors and
memory operating on 3.3 volts. The advantages
are obvious for portable computers - lower power expenditure
with an associated reduction in heat produce a more reliable
machine with a consequent extension of the primary or
secondary battery life. If we take this one step further and
reduce the clock frequency to a low level - kHz as opposed to
MHz - power consumption by the ics is reduced to a very low

T

level.

This is the principle of operation adopted by Microchip's low
power PIC - the PIC16C54LP. Operating down to 2 volts, and
with a 32.768 kHz clock, the current consumption barely
reaches 10 microamps. Try measuring that with your
mutimeter!

Three parts, low power
The remote data logger consists of three parts.
The first section is the low power PIC with serial RS232
output. two input switches to control operations, an LED
indicator and a simple jumper (J1) to select between second
and minute sample times. No electrolytic capacitors are to be
seen, since these capacitors have a
leakage current and the object of the
design was to keep current consumption
down to the minimum. The power -on
reset circuitry connected to the MCLR
line consists of a high value
resistor/diode network which provides
the necessary logic low reset on switch
on and consumes little current. The LED
is a low current type, and with a 2k
series resistor just allows a visual
indication when a sample has been
taken. Similarly high value (22k) pull-up

resistors for the two input switches and the jumper link further
reduce current consumption.
The second section is a serial A to D converter - the
TLC5491P - with 8 bit resolution and a low power
consumption of 6 milliwatts, operating on a wide supply range
of between 3 and 6 volts. A reference voltage of 2.5 volts is
provided by a REF25Z voltage reference device and with a 2:1
100K resistor divider network allows a 0 to 5 volt analogue
input voltage range, even though the Vcc supply to the is is
only 3 volts.
The third section is a serial non-volatile eeprom 255 byte
memory type 93LC56. which stores the logged data until it is
retrieved by uploading via the PIC's serial link to the PC. Again,
this is a low voltage device operating at voltages down to 2
volts and with a current consumption of mere microarnps.

How it works
As with any embedded processor project the chip count is
minimal - here only three ics are used, but the drastically
reduced hardware count is at the expense of considerable
expenditure in time and effort in constructing the firmware for
the PIC. Let us first consider programming the ADC: for data
logging, a sample is taken at a precise interval of time, in this
case either every minute or every second. The conversion
cycle for the TLC5491P is initiated with the 8th VO clock pulse,
so in order for a 'strobed' operation where conversion is
necessary at a specific point in time, a 'dummy' conversion
takes place (procedure 'RECEIVE') whereby 8 clock pulses are
used to bring the hold function (of the analogue voltage) to the
point in time where a conversion is required. Subsequent 8
clock input pulses (procedure 'CONV')will then clock out the
conversions result starting with the MSS of the 8 bit
conversion. If the dummy pulses were removed, the resulting
conversion would provide data from the previous conversion,

Figure 1: the circuit of the Remote Data Logger
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instruction will restore the
original address, to be
decremented by 1 for the
next write operation.
Eight data bits are then
clock;d into the Din line from
the BUFFER register, starting
with the MSB (bit 7) of the
data. A 10 millisecond delay

Figure 2: the component layout
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that is, a second or minute earlier in time. As each bit is
clocked out the serial data is presented to port line RB2 and
shifted left -wise into buffer register OAH.
The next part of the operation is to write this 8 bit
conversion result to the eeprom. However configuring the
eeprom and writing or reading data is a complex operation
since the 93CLC56 is a programmable memory device. I will
therefore try to explain in stages the operation of the eeprom

Start bit Opcode Address
1
10
X A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 Al AO

Data
D7 -DO

Procedure 'READ' shifts in the start bit, Opcode and 8 bit
address into the Din pin of the eeprom. A further 8 clock
pulses are then applied to the CK clock input of the eeprom to
shift out the 8 data bits on the Dout line to the data register
BUFFER. Procedure 'INVERT' then logically inverts the data to
satisfy RS232 logic protocol. Procedure 'Transmit' shifts each
data byte to the RA1 pin of the PIC for serial transmission.
Note that the bits are now shifted out using the 'RRF (shift
right) instruction since the previous writing and reading of data
from the eeprom had caused a reversal of bits, that is. bit 0
occupying bit 7 position and so on. Transmission of serial data
at 300 baud required a bit 'cell' period of 3333.3
microseconds. Since each instruction takes 122.07
microseconds to be executed by the PIC using a 32.768 kHz
crystal, the' software overhead time in shifting and counting the
transmitted bits is quite considerable and has to be accounted
for when computing the 3333.3 microseconds delay between
each data bit. It was therefore decided to use simple NOP
instructions to add to the software overhead time to define an
accurate 'cell' delay period.
In association with writing and reading the serial data to and
from the eeprom, both the CS (Chip select) and CK (Clock)
signals have to occur at precise times and in the correct order.
A close examination of the firmware will show how this is done.

here.

Before any writing or reading of the eeprom is possible the
'EWEN' erase/write enable and disable instruction must be
sent serially to the eeprom via the Din line. This instruction has
the following format:

Start bit Opcode Address
1
00
1 1 XXXXXXX
Twelve clock cycle are therefore needed to clock in this
information - (procedure 'EWEN').

To write data into the eeprom. the 8 bit data held in the
BUFFER register is shifted out to the Din line, using register
COUNTER to count the 8 data bits. The instruction to write
data has the following format:

Start bit Opcode Address
1
01
X A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 Al AO

automatic erase and write
cycle by the eeprom.
When 255 conversions
have taken place, thejogged
data is stored safely in the
eeprom whose contents will
be preserved (for
approximately 40 years) even
it the battery supply is
removed. By connecting the
logger to the serial port
(COM1) of a PC and pressing
the 'SQUIRT' switch,
procedure 'FLUSH' is
executed:
This consists of three subroutines: 'READ' INVERT'
and TRANSMIT. Again, an
instruction must be sent to
the eeprom in order for the
stored data to be read. The
format is as follows:

Data

07-00

Since the address (contained in register BHIGH) is clocked in
serially to the eeprom Din line using the RLF BHIGH instruction,
once eight address bits have been clocked in. a further RLF

Construction
A 90 degree 9 way D type PCB socket allows for the unit to be
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connected directly to the serial port of the PC. If necessary, an
extension lead can be fabricated as follows:

9 way D type plug (to Logger) 9 way D type socket (to PC)
pin 2
pin 5

WRITE('ENTER FILENAME:
READLN(W0);
NUM:=LENGTH(W0);

');

clrscr;
UNTIL NUM>0;

ASSIGN (TXT,W0);
REWRITE(TXT);

pin 2
pin 5

END;

A battery holder is used to retain the lithium cell. This can be
obtained from Electromail, Order No. 430-669. The 93LC56B
ic is also available from the same source; Order No. 831-769.
The other components are available from most component
suppliers. Note that the press to make miniature switches have
commoned connections and the 'squirt' switch must be
oriented correctly to provide a 0 volt line continuity on the PCB.
Testing the unit is quite simple since the PIC software, if
executing, will light the I Ff) for an instant when the battery is
inserted into its holder. A voltage check on pin 1 of the
TLC549P ADC ic should be exactly 2.5 volts.

Data presentation and graphics software
The data 'squirted' from the data logger is in a binary format
and has to be scaled and converted into an ascii format in
order to produce a meaningful representation of the captured
data. Pascal source program '3DISC' shown below converts
the binary data, scales it and writes each sample, together with
a sample number in asdi to disk to produce a file which can
then be printed out or presented as a graphical XY plot using
either Lotus or Excel spreadsheets. Since the ADC produces a
0 to 255 bit output for an input analogue voltage range of 0 to
5 volts a scaling factor of 51 will give a true indication of the
actual voltage. An executable file, together with a real time data
logging software package (VGA3) is available free of charge
from the author with each pre-programmed PIC.

PROCEDURE LETTERS;
VAR
CODE:INTEGER;
BEGIN
repeat
WRITE('SCALING FACTOR ? :');
READLN(r0);
VAL(rO.R,CODE);
clrsCr;
UNTIL CODE=0
if r=0 then
r:=1;
END;

PROCEDURE WRITETEXT;
BEGIN
CLRSCR;
BUF[X]:=A;
X:=X+1;

BUFSAMPLEIYI:pSAMPLE;
Y:=Y+I;
','Receiving
WRITE('
Data.
',SAMPLE:2:0);
.

END;

PROCEDURE COM;
BEGIN
INLINE($BO);
INLINE($43);
INLINE(SB4):
INTAm ( $ 0 0 )
INLINE(SBA);
INLINE($00);
=Alm($00 ) ;

(* coal

*)

INLINE,(SCD);

INLINE(S14);

Continuous mode

END;

A facility is available in the firmware so that if the data logger is
docked with the PC ie connected to the serial port, continuous
logging of data takes place at 1 second or 1 minute intervals.
This together with PC driver 'VGA3' produces a real time graph
of logged data.

PROCEDURE DATA;

VAR
POLL:WORD;

hpv:MRD;
realdata:real;
CODE:INTEGER;

BEGIN

PROGRAM 3DISC(INPUA,OuiYu1);
($f+)
(Si-)

REPEAT
POLL:=PORT[S3FD];

USES dos,crt;

POLL: =POLL AND 1;
THITTT POLL=1;

VAR
sample:REAL;

HEX:=PORT[E3F81;
A:=HEX/R;
sample:=Sample,1;

_.real;
RO:STRING[5];
WO:STRING[20];
s:striag(20);

*)

R=ITIN

BUF:ARRAY[1,.5000]0F REAL;
BUFSAMPLE;ARRAY[6000..1000030F RFAT;

X.Y:INTEGER;
LABEL

I' pond

END;

TXT: TEXT;

A: REAL;

(* corm )

X:=1;
Y:=6000;
.
CON;
SAMPLE:=0;
RECORINUME;
LETTERS;

WRITMN('

'Waiting for nm-R.

REPEAT

FINI;

BE=

PROCEDME RECORDNAME;

DATA;
WRiTs.rhX1;

IF SAMPLE>254 THEN GOTO FINI

VAR

END;

NUM:INITA.ER;

UNTIL KEYPRESSED;
READLN;

BEGIN
CLRSCR;
NUM:=0;

PINT:
X:=1;
Y:=6000;

REPEAT
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Operating

instructions

Insert battery. Note this must be Lithium type CR1616.
3 volts.
2. Insert jumper J1.
1.

3. Press the start switch.
4. Data will now be logged at 1 second intervals. Every time
a sample is taken, the I Fl) wit light briefly. Once 255
samples have been taken, the LED will remain off. Connect in

Resistors
22k
1k8
100k

Miscellaneous
32.768 kHz crystal
90 degree 9 -way Dtype socket
J2
2.5mm PCB -mounting jack socket
JP1
2.5mm jumper
3V CR1616 lithium button cell battery; battery holder (eg
Electromail 0/N 430-669): 2 x press -to -make miniature
switches; 2.5mm socket; jumper leads and wire links
Y1

PIC16C54LP
TLC5491P

PLEASE CHECK that your jack socket and miniature switch
pin -outs match the PCB layout - if you use a different layout,
you need to alter the position of the pin holes on your PCB
foil print to fit.

93LC5 (eg Electromail 0/N 831-769)
1N4148

D1

.

J1

Semiconductors
IC2
IC3

Low current LED (eg Electromail

10k

100n
22p

IC1

REF25Z

590-547)

Capacitors
C2,C3

To invoke continuous logging, insert the battery while keeping
the start button pressed.

D2
LED1

R1,R2,R4,F110
R3,R6
R5,RB,R9
R7

C1

the data logger to the COM1 serial port of the PC. Run either
3DISC.exe or VGA3.exe . (VGA3_2.exe for COM2 serial port)
5. Press the squirt switch. 255 bytes of data will now be
transferred from the logger to the PC. For a 1 sample/minute
interval to be selected, simply remove the jumper.

SAMPLE: =0;

REPEAT

EQU
IOU

WRITE(TXT.BUF[X]:9:2);
X:=X+1;

EQU
EQU
EQU

;REAL TIME TIMER/COUNTER
;PROGRAM COUNTER
;STATUS REGISTER
;PORT A
;PORT B

TEl

LOU OFH

;MODULUS 31 COUNTER

DLYCNT
COUNT
COUNTER
BUFFER
COUNTR

EQU 8
EQU 9

;TIMING LOOP COUNTER
;8 BIT SHIFT REGI itrt

write(txt,");
WRITELN(TXT,BUFSAMPLE1Y1:2:0);
SAMPLE:=SAMPLE+1;
y:=y+1;

UNTIL SAMPLE=255;
delay(1000);
CLOSE(TXT);
CLRSCR;
WRITE('

,'Completed capture

HIGH
SIXTY
FLAG
REG

');

END.

PIC FIRMWARE LISTING:
LIST
processor

p=16C54

'REMOTE.

.

26

EQU
LOU
EQU
EQU
EQU
ORG

;ADC CONVERSION BUFFER
; TIMING COUtatit

ODH

;TTL TO RS232 LEVEL
011H ;255 SAMPLE COUNTER
012H ;1 MINUTE COUNTER
013H

014H ;RTCC VALUE
0

ASM'

MOVLW OCH
;

PIC16C54 is the target

SC = 122. 0703 FOR XTAL
EQU

OAH

LOU OBH

START
NOP
NOP

;RAOSERIAL OUTPUT
;RA1 LED
;RA2 JUMPER
;RA3 SQUIRT SWITCH

TRIS PORT _A
BCF PORT_A, TXD
BSF PORT_A,GREM.U.Fn

32. 768 KHZ
LE

EQU

;10 Millisecond EEPROM WRITE

TIME

MOVLW 04C

TXD
GREEKLED
SELECT
MIN
SQUIRT
EEPROM

EQU 0
EQU 1
EQU 2

;RAO TRANSMIT SERIAL RS232
;RAI LOW = ON
;RA2 IOW = 1 SEC, HIGH = 1

EQU 3

;RA3 SWITCH ,LOW = PURGE

CS_ADC
CK_ADC
DATA ADC
START_1
CK_EE
CS EE
DOUT
EEPROM

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

DIN
EEPROM

EQU 7

;RS232 START BIT LOW
;LED OFF

;RBO CHIP SELECT ADC
;RBI I/O CLOCK Are
;RB7 DATA OUT ADC
:..3TART SWITCH

LOCK EEPROM
;RB5 CHIP SELECT EEPROM
;RB6 DATA OUT EEPROM
;RB7 DATA IN FRPROM
TRIS PORT_B

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

;RBOCHIP SELECT ADC
;RB1I/0 CLOCK
ADC
;RB2 P F=T SE -.1.7., ADC

DATA

1,02_::* SWITCH

;RB.i

;RB4
;RBA

BSF
BCF
BCF
BCF
BCF

EEPROM
F_PROM
;RB6 SERLAL DATA OfP FOR
=

PORTLB,CS_ADC
PORT_B,CK ADC
PORT B,
PORT_B,CK EE
PORTLB,DIN

CALL EWEN

;R37 SERIAL DATAIN I/P FOR

INITIAL1FE EEPROM

CYCLE
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;DISABLE ADC
;START WITH CLOCK LOW
;DISABLE EEPROM
;START WITH cLopc LOW
;AND DATA LOW

The Low Cost Controller 0.
That's Easy To Use
$57

The K-307 Module provides the features
required for most embedded applications
4 Channels in 1 Channel out
36 Digital in or out & Timers
RS -232 or RS -485 plus I2C

LCD both text and graphics
Upto 8 x 8 matrix keyboard
> 2Mbytes available on board
Many modes to choose from
The PC Starter Pack provides the quickest method
to get your application up & running
Real Time Multi Tasking
Operating System
' C , Moduh-2 and Assembler
lam:Pr
Easy to expand to a wide range
Expansion
of peripheral cards

Real Time Calendar Clock, Battery Back Up,
Watch Dog, Power Fail Detect, STE I/O Bus,
8051 interface, 68000 and PC Interface

j

Cambridge Microprocessor
Systems Limited

\vJ

\ip

-ir-

' tf,

ChelmsfordUnits17-i 8RZo :tin e Ind'p 'Est

Great Dunmow Essex CM6 1XG.
E-mail cms@clial.pipex.com

f71

Phone 01 371 875 644

omprehensive PIC solutions from F D+
,

PIC BASIC

PICDESIM
PICDESIM is a fully integrated Windows PIC Simulator, to use
with our Development Environment. It features:
Single step, skip over, and run, Conditional breakpoints, watch
variables, trace any number of variables, graphical interfaces.
Up to 50 times faster than MPSIM. Wide range of stimuli
including asynch serial data. Integrates with our PIC
Programmer

£30.00, £25.00 if purchased with our PIC Programmer

PIC Programmer
Program 16C54/55/56/57/58, 16C623cc 16C64, 16C71/73/74,
16C84. Uses serial link to a PC. Windows and DOS software
provided. Includes PICDE, the Windows based PIC
Development Environment with on-line help, project
management, editing, assembler.
Kit £40.00, Ready Built £50.00
PIC16C74IJW Erasable 20MHz £24.00
PIC 16C74-04 OTP 4MHz £8.00, 20MHz £11.00
PIC 16C57XTIP OTP 4MHz £5.00
PIC16C84-04P EEPROM erasable 4MHz £6.00
24LC65 8Ior8 serial EEPROM £5.00

Forest Electronic Developments
10 Holmhurst Avenue, Christchurch,
Dorset, BH23 5PQ
Phone/fax: 01425 270191, Technical 01425 274068

Easy to learn BASIC in a Windows Development
Environment. No need for assembler or a UV eraser to
program PICs. Modules operate from a serial link to your
PC. The 16C74 module has these features:
8k EEPROM, up to 2000 lines of BASIC, 27 lines of
programmable I/O, 8 ND inputs, Interrupt deriven serial
RS232 interface, Peripheral l2C bus interface, optional
external ram.

16C57 Module Kit (8k, 4MHz) £30.00, Pre -built £36.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k, 4MHz) £35.00, Pre -built £42.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k, 20MHz) £40.00, Pre -built £46.00

PIC BASIC Compiler
New! A PIC BASIC compiler for the 16C74. It
produces a hex code to program your 16C74 directly.
Compatible with the EEPROM versions of PIC 16C74
BASIC modules.
Compiler £50.00
i-Serial Cable for Programmer or BASIC Modules £7.50

Prices are inclusive, please add £3.00 for
P&P and handling to each order.
Cheques/POs payable to Forest Electronic
Developments.

r
VISA

Visit our Web page at http://wwibrnpcug.co.ukt-gmwamerifed.htm
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4:?

MOVLW B'00000001'
OPTION

;RTCC PRESCALE VALUE

BTFSS PORT_E,STARTJ.
GOTO AUTO

;CONTINUEOUS MODE

BCF PORT_A,GREENLED
CLRF RTCC
CALL UPLOAD
BSF PORT_A,GREENLED

;TEST LED
;LED OFF

BCF PORT B, CX_ADC

MOVLW OFFH
MCVWF BHIGH

;255 BYTE ADDRESS COUMeR

DECFSZ COUNTR,I
GOTO NEXT

MOVLW 8
MOVWF COUNTR
CLEF BUFFER

;8 DATA BITS

BCE PORT_B,CS_ATC

;CS LOW

NEXT

DELAY

BSF PORT_B,CK_ADO

MOVLW 8
MOVWF COUNTR
BSF PORT_E,CS_ADC

POLL
CLRWDT

BTESS PORT A,SQUIRT
GOTO STOP_FLUSH
BTFSC PORT B,START_1
GOTO POLL

;CLEAR BUFFER

;IF SQUIRT SWITCH PRESSED
;SQUIRT DATA
;WAIT FOR START SWITCH

CQNV
TSF PORT_E,CK_ADC
PCP PORT_B,CS_ADC

;WAIT FOR START SWITCH TO

RLF -BUFFER

;RELEASE

BTFSC PORT_B,DATA ADC;
BSF BUFFER,0
BCF PORT_B,CK_ADC

;CLCCE HIGH

;8 DATA BITS
;CS HIGH

;CLOCK HIGH
;CS LOW

ECF STATUS,0
RELEASE
BE

;INCLUDE DEBOUNCE TTY
CLRF RTCC
DEBOUNCE CLRWDT
BTFSS RTCC,7
GOTO DEBOUNCE
BTFSS PORT_B,START_I
GOTO RELEASE

CLOCK -LOW

DECFSZ COUNTR,1
GOTO CONV

BSF PORT_B,CS ADC
RETLW 0

;CS HIGH STOP

READ

;START BIT LOGIC 1
;OPCODE 10

CALL SB
CALL Di_l

;ADC CONVERSION AND WRITE TO EEPROM

CALL DI _O

CYCLEADC
CLRF RTCC
CLRWDT
BCF PORT A,GREENLED
CALL RECEIVE
CLRWDT
CALL WRITE
BCF PORT_B,CS_EE
CALL DELAYEE

CALL DI_0
;CLEAR TIMER

MOVLW 8
NOVWF COUNTR

;GREEN LED ON
;PERFORM ADC CONVERSION
;WRITE CONVERSION TO EEPROM

;CLOCK IN 8 BIT ADDRESS
BITZ_

B SF PORT_A , GREENLED

;GR=N LED OFF

BCF

D ECFSZ BHIGH,1
GOTO CONT.

;NEXT EEPROM ADDRESS -1

BSF PORT_B,CK EE
BCF PORT_B,CK_EE

GOTO POLL 1

;255 SAMPLES TAKEN

PE?

HIGHA CALL SECOND
.

;Nitwit.

=

DECFSZ COUNTR
GOTO NEXT TB

BTFSC PORT A,SELECT ;MINUTE SELECTED BY J1?
HIGHA
;1 M7NUTE DELAY
SECOND
;1 SECOND DELAY
CYCLE ADC
;REI'EAT FOR 255 SAMPLES

MOVLW
59
MOVWF SIXTY
CALL MINUTE
GOTO CYCLE_ADC

;8 BITS

1_=_TUS,0

;10 MILLISECOND DELAY
;FOR SELF TIMED EEPROM WRITE

CONT
GOTO
CALL
GOTO

;ADDRESS A8 LOGIC X

COUNTER

ELF BHIGH
MOVLW 8
MOVWF COUNTR
CLRr BUFFER

;RESTORE ADDRESS
;8 DATA BITS

CON

;CLOCK OUT 8 DATA BITS
;INTO BUFFER REGISTER

BSF PORTE,CK_EE

;CLEAR DATA BUFFER

BCF STATUS,0
RLF BUFFER

POLL_1
BTFSC PORT B,uut.ri
BSF bueehlt,0

BTFSC PORT_A,SQUIRT
GOTO POLL

BCF PORT_E,CK EE

DECFSZ COUNTR1

STOP FLUSH
BCF PORT A,GREENLED
CALL UPLOAD
BSF PORT_A,GREENLED
MOVLW OFFH
MOVWF BHIGH
FLUSH

GOTO CON
BCF PORT 0,CS_EE
RETLW 0
WRITE

;SQUIRT DATA AT 300 BAUD
;FROM RA0

CALL READ

MOW BUFFER,0
CALL CONVERT
CALL TRANSMIT

CALL SB
CALL DI_O
CALL DI 1

;WRITE S_.ART BTT INTO.FF'DROM
;OPCODE 01

CALL DI_O

;A8

MOVLW 8
NOVWF COUNTR

(X) BIT ADDRESS

;8 DATA BITS

CALL UPLOAD
NEXT_TA
WOT

DECFSZ EHIGH,1
GOTO FLUSH

2:=JS,43
-=:_=.DIN

GOTO CYCLE
RECEIVE

;AD:: CONVERSION
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;8 BIT ADDRESS
;SHIFT ADDRESS SERIALLY
;INTO Din

Is your PCB design package not
quite as "professional" as you

thought? Substantial trade-in
discounts still available.
9

aptare

1

--

BoardMakerl - Entry level

Schematic Capture Design Tool
Direct netlist link to BoardMaker2
Forward annotation with pan values
Full undo!redo facility {50 operations)
Single -sheet, multi -paged and hierarchical designs
Smooth scrolling
Intelligent wires (automatic junctions)
Dynamic connectivity information
Automatic on-line annotation
Integrated on -the -fly library editor
Context sensitive editing
Extensive component -based power control
Back annotation from BoardMaker2

E395

r.;
1

Board aker

.

PCB and schematic drafting
Easy and intuitive to use
Surface mount and metric support
90. 45 and curved track corners
Ground plane fill
Copper highlight and clearance checking

£95

BoardMaker2 - Advanced level

1E395

All the features of BoardMakerl
Full netlist support- BoardCapture,
OrCad. Schema, Tango. CadStar
Full Design Rule Checking
both mechanical and electrical
Top down modification from the schematic
Component renumber with back annotation
Report generator- Database ASCII, BOM
Thermal power plane support with full DRC

6-41'1

Router

Y14-

Gridless re-entrant autorouter
Simultaneous multi -layer routing
Sfv1D and analogue support
Full interrupt, resume, pan

£200

and zoom while routing

Output drivers

-

Included as standard

Printers - 9 & 24 pin Dot matrix.

111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111111111

.HPLaserjet and PostScript
Penplotters - HP. Graphtec & Houston
Photoplotters - All Gerber 3X00 and 4X00
Excellon NC Drill and Annotated
drill drawings (BM2)

For futher information contact
Tsien (UK) Limited
Aylesby House
Wenny Road, Chatteris
Cambridge, PE16 6UT
Tel 01354 695959
Fax 01354 695957
E-mail Sales@tsien.denion.co.uk

'744"1
(

tsien

BSF PORT_B,CK EE
BCF PORT B,CK_EE

;ISSUE CLOCK PULSE H -L

NOP

;ADDRESS SHIFTED IN

RLF BHIGH

;RESTORE ORIGINAL ADDRESS

MOVLW 8
MOVWP COUNTR

;8 DATA BITS
;TO COUNT

;122.

NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
RETLW 0

;DATA IN BUFFER REGThleat
;cRTFTED INTO Din

BSF PORT_B.CK_EE
BCF PORT_B,CX_RE
DECFSZ COUNTR
GOTO NEXT_T
RETLW 0

DELAYER

;10 MILLISECONDS EEPROH WRITE
;DELAY

MOVLW EE
MOVWF DLYCNT
RDO DECFSZ DLYCNT,1
goto RDO
CLRWDT
retlw 0

;LOGIC 1
;OPCODE 00
;LOGIC 1
;LOGIC 1

UPLOAD

MOVLW 1
MOVWF RTCC
UPL
CLRWDT
BTFSS RTCC,5

;7 FURTHER BITS LOGIC K

MINUTE
MOVLW . 2
MOVWF RTCC
MIN
MOVLW
15
.

CLRWDT
BCF FORT_B,CK_ER

;CLOCK LOW

ESE FORT_B,D.IN

;START BIT -HIGH

BSF PORT_B,CS_EE
NOP
9SF PORT_E,CK_EE
NOP
BCP FORT_B.CK_RE
RETLW 0

;CHIP SELECT HIGH

MOVWF TH_LRTYTWO

CALL SHORT
NOP
NOP
NOP
DECFSZ SIXTY,'
GOTO MINUTE
RETLW 0

;CLOCK HIGH

;CLOCK LOW

SECOND
MOVLW
15
MOVWF THIRTYTWO
.

;DATA IN LOGIC LOW
;CLOCK
HIGH
;CLOCK LOW

SHORT
CLRWDT

BCF PORT_EENLED
CALL RECEIVE
MOVF BUFFER,0
CALL CONVERT
CALL TRANSMIT
BSF PORT_A,GREENLED
BSF FLAG.0
MOP
NOP
CLRWDT
BTFSC FORT_A,SELE77
C-OTO HIGH_B

BTFSS PORT_A,SQUIRT
GOTO CYCLE

MOVWF REG
BTFSS REG,7

CALL SECOND

GOTO SHORT
CLRF RTCC
DECFSZ THIRTYTWO,1
GOTO SHORT

HIGH_B
CLRWDT
MOVLW
60
MOVWF SIXTY
BTFSS FLAG,0

;EXCLUSIVE -OR DATA WITH FFR

MOVLW
31
MOVWF RTCC
HO
CLRWDT
.

;LOAD 8 BIT COUNTER

MOVE RTCC, 0

TRANSMIT
CLRWDT
BSF PORT_A,TXD
HIGH
EXTT CALL DELAY_3
RRF BUFFER

;SEND START BIT TXD LINE

BTFSC STATUS

;TEST CARRY FLAG

MOVWF REG
eltSS REG,7
GOTO HO.
NOP
NOP
NOP
CLRWDT
RETLW 0

;TEST AND TRANSMIT BIT

AUTO

0

MOVLW 1
MOVWF RTCC

MOVE RTCC, 0

CLRWDT
BSF PORT_B,DIN
BSF PORT B.CK_EE
BCF PORT_B.CK EE
RETLW 0
DI_1

BSF PORT_A.TXD
BTFSB STATUS,0
BCF FORT_A,TXD
DECFSZ COUNTR

olumn)

RETLW 0

SB

CONVERT
XORLW OFFH
MOVWF BUFFER
MOVLW 8
MOVWF COUNTR
RETLW 0

(Cont. from previous

C-OTO UPL

BCF TORT B,CS_ER
RETLW 0

DI_O
CLRWDT
BCF PORT B,DIN
9SF FORT_B.CK_EE
BCF FORT_B.CK_EE
RETLW 0

07 us DELAY

NOP
NOP
NOP
NO?
NOP
CLRWDT
NOP

BCF PORT B,DIN

CLRWDT
CALL SB
CALL DI_0
CALL DI_O
CALL DI_i
CALL DI_i
CALL DI_1
CALL DI_1
CALL DI_1
CALL DI_1
CALL DI_1
CALL DI_1
CALL 01_1

3 us DELAY -

NOP

rsitSS STATUS,0

EWEN

;3333.

SOFTWARE O\ ER:

DECFSZ COUNTR
GOTO NEXT TA

NEXT_T
CLRWDT
RLF BUFFER
RTFSC STATUS.°
BSF PORT_ILDIN

DELAY_3

;DELAY
;ROTATE BUFFER

C-OTO AUTO

.

CALL MT 1U

MOVLW 06FH
MOVWF RTCC
BCE FLAG,0
CALL MIN

GOTO AUTO
org
loto

01FFh

CLRWDT

;UNTIL ALL 8 BITS

TRANSMMED
GOTO NEXTE
CALL DELAY_3
BCF PORT_A.TXD

A pre-programmed PIC is available from the author with
free software protocol converter and real time
data logging software. A pre -drilled PCB is included.
Price £27.50 P&P inc. From: R. Grodzik (MICROS).
53 Chelmsford Road, Bradford, BD3 SON.

;1 CRIS BIT PERIOD
;STOP BIT

CALL DELAY_3
REPL-W 0
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TEL NE
8 CAVANS WAY.
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773

RIM

rage

£150

cno
rein

Gould OS 3351 40Mat Dual Grottier

_0150
from £175

Gould 5110- 100MHz inteGgenicascekosogre
Gould 3602- 20 MHz D.S.O. with printer exesors).

Hameg -333203-6213-51203-6 - 20 Wiz Mg Chanzsel _
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A. 17744A, 100MHz dual di _
Hewlett Packard 1707A. 17078-75M11: 2ch

from £350
from E275
£1000
£1750

Hewlett Packard 54200A - 5CA1Hz- 2 ChDegsbang
6
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 3001.841 0 4 channef____
Hewlett Packard 54501A - ICCetitz .

r1950
£4500

Hewlett Packard 541000 - 1GHz Digizing
Hewlett Packard 182C -4 channel -100 FAlz
Hitachi I/650F -60 LOU Owl Channel
Heade vcsass- 103 ktelz Dreilei Sloro
NEW) GPM

ern

On

0250

Neon
2020 - 20 Leg Diglai -..-Skrage (NEW)C750
1175
Matsu SS 5702 -2010(z Dual Charnel
£425

Matsu SS 5121 - 100MHz Dual Channel

Kikusui DSS 6522 - 20,842 *Welk* Skaacla

Phillips 3211.3217, 3240, 3243, 3244,3261,

___11500
___C750
£400
£191
£250
£471

___2750

£425
£450
a977

Tektronix 2213 - 63ktetz Due Gurnee
Tektronix 2215 68Mitz dual trace.
Tektronix 2236 - 100MHz Dual Choral with Counbeflimer

___£75(1

Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 103=Ortabile

£1250
1165

Tektronix 2445 150 Lett - 4
Teldronix 244SA - 150/0112 4 Centel..

____C450

Tektronix 2225 - 5061tz dual ch____

---£350

Tektronix 455 - 50M it Dual Crarred
Tektronix 4641466- 100Mitz An slorage
Tektronix 46514658 - 100MHz gat oh

from £3.93

from £350
from £475
from £300
from £650

Tektronix 475475A -2C01947.0elitz Dual Dunne

Tektronix 7313. 7603.7613, 7623. 7633. 100MHz 4 de
Tektronix 7704 - 25001)Hz tat
Tektronix 7904 - 5001Aelz

from 050

from £1000

Talented: 7934 wei.tHz oral
Telequipmere D63 - 50111Hz DtsSanner_
Telequipment De103 20/AHz -4 Charnel
Other scopes available too

£150

=

£180
£200

___£6995

£2750
£995

Arabs's mil0i15709A HO Impedance estartace (As Noe_

ono

_C2500

HP 3582A - 25KHz ankijeer. ds....

Howlett Packard 35501A ...e..-ts-,_--. e-e2,:.r interface
Hewlett Packard 1417 .85529 6555A - (10141tic-113GHt)
Hewlett Packard 8505A - Network Analyser (500*er-1.304z)
Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel =Mc Ses. ease/see
Hewlett Packard 8590A 15 10101z-1.5

£1950
£1950

Hewlett Packard 6623A Trot* Crated Sream Plekwr 544311/

Hewlett Packard 6652A System Pall 20v -25a

MOO

Hewlett Packard 6253A Power Supply 201/-3A Twin
Hewlett Packard 6181C D.C. current seem
Remake! Packard 6255A Power Supply 40V - 1.5A Tam
Hewlett Packard 625%8 Power Stagy 40V -5A
Hewlett Packard 62718 Power Supply 60V -3A

Hewlett Packard 6032A - Autortuvrg P S.U. 50V - 10A__
Hewlett Packard 6034A -0 -60V -10A Severn PS LL
Hewlett Packard 7475A - 6 Per. Mono

£150
ckl

_020
__0590

__e'15190

_050

Hewlett Packard 7550A - 8 Pars P-geer A3 -A4

HEWLETT PACKARD 6261B
Power Supply 20v -50A E450 Discount for Quantities
. £500

Hewlett Packard 6403A - re:....,_e-,

Hewlett Packard 85600 - %vows -sad Seg Gan 10 Ke2-2.6 Ghz_________14500
Hewlett Packard 83499 fecruave Broadband 'Ample*" (as nem) 2 - 203Hz _____24250
21750

0250

Hewlett Packard 81E2A - Optical Aver. aga Power Meter

moo
cns

Hewlett Packard 81588 - Cgcal Affaluaror (OPTS 002 011) _
Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source 1 AxeAa 265 to 40 Gliz.
Hewlett Packard 2444A - Trackng Generator
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gee 0.1Hz-20114

-015110

1500
£400

Hewlett Packard 6620C Sem osceakx mailrerre

Hewlett Packard 5750A &craw normaisser
Hewlett Packard 6684A 5.
to to 12-5/3111=en
Hewlett Packard 8011A Paso gen. 0.1Hz-Hewlett Packard 66200 Sweep ceceator makerarne
Hewlett Packard 8750A Stga7r nomakser
Hewlett Packard 8754* - Network Analyser 4- 1300Mlo
He elan Packard 853A with 8559A -(0.01- 21GHz)

Hewlett Packard nevi- (0.01 -zzGH2)

Hewlett Packard 6634A 5.4Ghz to 12,50Hz Sig -Gen
Ilene_ tt Packard 6903* - Aucio Anaeser (20Hz -10EKHz)

11:319

erne

090

_from £250

075

____4:2950

aarnm
01730

__£3500
12800

__14060
0400

Hewlett Packard 8958A - r-ekeir Po* Interface
Hewlett Packard 89014 - Mock:aeon Analyser
Hewlett Packard P382A Varowe Affereetor
Hewlett Packard 117299 - Carrier Noise Test Set
Krohn -Hite 2200 Lesee-3 Sweep Go-A:rake
Krohn -Hite 4024A Os-el-,_.-tior.

Krohn -Hite 6500 rte.

Meter--

X260

11000
£995

_1250
cowl

___000

Memel 2432A 500kritt ?fora) trao-rneer
Marconi - 2019A- BOKHz - 10406Hz - Syr-ere:ere% &seal Generator
klaroore 2871 D_a ConTrIS moron+

ktarcont 6500 Atm= Arnpilade Vetoer

0650

cao00

_ ___E17190

_0300

- Mistreake Power Meter
Marconi 6950(6 6910
SpeseseafAkent 5enal Gererkror
Marconi 2016 -60K1z Philips PM 5167 10/.0g fixer= gen

£950

.C400

-000

PfWips 5190 L F. Synthesiser (G.P113.1

...0250
0500

Melees 5390 Revues. uritid RC srjrai Gen ticeo kW)

500

Proms 400 -6 1/2Digt Lkireneter (NEW)

' '-: - 21GHz)

*wrote Packard 182T with 8555k

£995

0500

Hewlett Packard 6034 91:40a Syston Power Supgy

Philips (5518 -TX) TV Pattern Generator

SPECIAL OFFER
HITACHI V212 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE
HITACHI V222 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE + ALTERNATE MAGNIFY

Hewlett Packard 37099 Conste

£450

OPTS COI 6030114.005

52750

_E400
£1950

Phil* 3263 - 1000.tHz Dual Cnarrel ewe Mcnexoceeeer Crelbelled-Trnee
Philips IMO - Logic Scope (251.titz Scapa & Logic Analyser).Teldrong 434 - 2.5Melz - 2 °tarot Analogue Storage

050

£1650

Iron £125

3262 rah - 4e,)
Philips 1219 - 500.114.2 wen e-t=ueo=sa

050

£2250

Hewlett Packard 6656A - Syrosessed Scree Gen ( I M g -99019W
Hewlett Packard 8663A acrovrave Signal Gan (2.2 &MHz)

£2.500

Hewlett Paquin! 3503.4 - -51-tz-ire -

'1600

Hewlett Packard 63508- Seems Oiraterr Varewea (various Pkg-ins ereastasiega _12650

_0100

.

Fixcron- aer 9_

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

E1500

Hewlett Packard 8165A - 50 MHZ Prier...Kase Serial Sown*

Panasonic VP574111- 100 MHz cksa wit, Digest readout- wavelet:se wa%ry -.TV legal Arales.e-

Adrantest 4133A - 100Ketz -20 GHz
Eaton/Allis:eh 757- 1GKHz -22 Getz

£900
eveg
_1800

1'475

2425
£750

Kikusul 055 6522 - 100leet2 Dual Chant

Tektronix Asa - 'Watt - 0 S.O.

15110

0475

5

Matsu SS 5710 60194eflual
Klkusui COS 6100 -10060; 5 Channel. 12 Trate

Tektronix 454 - 15011.1Hz - 2 Channel _

_17050

Hewlett Packard 5314A - (NEW) 100MHZ Wirers& Coxeer.
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Warolorm Recorder
Hewlett Packard 523U Frequency Cougar 100MHZ
Hewlett Packard 5370A - 1006etz Univesal Tinerreereer
Hewlett Packard 53S5A Fragrancy Courser - 1GHE (HP113)
11,711

Coeur 3102 - 60enfr Eked Chans,
Gould OS 255 - 19.11etz Disk °went

PtuTrps PlA 3315 - 601.tHz - 0 q 0

E2000

Hewlett Packard 5342A - lecratrase Frequency CounterCounter (180Hz)

ORES

Props PM 3285A - 4COkeiz
Philips PM 3295 - "01111-tz Dal Channel

6275

Hewlett Packard 432A - Power Melee (wen 478* Sensor)
Howlett Packard 435A or 9 Power Meter (well 84191/01494A)
Hewlett Packard 4948A - illelS) Transmission impairment %Set
Hewlett Packard 47298 - Corner Noise Test Set.
Hewlett Packard 4261A - LC_R. Wet (MAO)
)
Hewlett Packard 427113 - LCR. Meter
Hewlett Packard 5420A 111nd Sepal AreAreei_
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Principles

Electronics Principles 3.0 now contains fifty-eight
Wndov.s and an extended range of nearly 300
fully interactive analogue arld digital electronics
topics Currently used in hundreds of UK and
overseas schools & colleges to support GCSE,

3.0

A -level, BTEC, City & Guilds and university
foundation courses. Also NVQS and GNIVQS

For Windows 3.1, '95 & Ni
If you are looking. for an easy and enjoyable way
of studying or improving your lmowiedge of
electronics then this is the software for you.

where students are required to have an
understanding of electronics principles.
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Other titles available.
Electronics Toolbox 3.0.E19.95*
Presents commonly used electronics formulae and
routines in a way that makes calculations easy. Just select
the topic, 'pop' in your values and find the result.

Mathematics Principles 3.0 £49.95*
Study or revise mathematics in what we believe is an
interesting and enjoyable way. Nearly two hundred topics,
including the GCSE syllabus with interactive, full colour

graphics to enable learnina through

Inputs & outputs use electronics symbols.
Scientific notation avoided where possible to make
numbers & calculations meaningful.
Experiment Wth standard textbook examples. even
check your homework!
Hundreds of electronics formulae available for circuit
investigation.
Multi-user site licence for schools & colleges.
Produce CLIP slides & student handouts.

Electronics Principles 4.0 £99.95*
Contains all of the extended version 3 and many more
digital and analogue topics. Pius: Microprocessor &
microcomputer operation, registers, arithmetic and logic
unit, ROM. RAM etc. Addressing modes and full
instruction set can be executed on the screen.

[-Complete Package just 549.95*
For more information, upgrades or softv,ore by return.

Telephone (01376) 514008.

EPT Educational Software. Rimp House, Lockram Lane, Wham, Essex_ U<, CMS 2BJ. Telir-cot 01376 514008.
E -Mail sades@epfsoft.demon.co.uk 1.1C.b pages http://wv.woctacon.co.ukrext/eptitoftv.cre.htm
' UK Please Add £2 per order for post & paci4ng + V. Make cheques payable to EPT Educational Softs...are.

Switch, Detta, Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number and expiry date.
OVET6EAS ORDERS: ,Add £2.50 postage for countries in the EEC. Outside EEC add £3.50 for alrmdl postage.

Cupid's
Watch out - Cupid's about!

-

he Valentine's Day
party is in full swing. A

.,
_i: ,--

, TA:

smoothy CD is playing.
Suddenly laughter is heard

- couples are taking it in
turns to try each other with Cupid's Arrow
- the modem way. There are no little arrows sticking in your
clothing and your hair, but if you have the potential for passion
this little light -emitting dart will surely go straight to your heart or are you secretly aiming at someone else? Are you merely a
lemon -coloured lover or a red hot Romeo? Whatever you
prove to be, the gales of laughter will show that you are
making someone happy!

-

,

Get the message?

On the front panel of the 'arrovi is a row of ten
I Fns aimed in a dead -straight line. The lowest three are
green, followed by two yellow, two orange, two red and, finally,
a flashing red. When the button is pressed for an instant, the
"reading" on the display slowly risios from the green end
towards the red. After several seconds it stops. The obvious
message which the colour conveys is the subject of the
laughter.

It may be a disappointment to learn that operation of
Cupid's Arrow is entirely random, but isn't that always the way
it works out? It is impossible to predict where the display will
stop - just like one of those little darts A simpler circuit could
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have been devised if an instant readout was considered
satisfactory. However, the gradual response of this design
completes the suspense.

Figure 1: the circuit for Cupid's Arrow

Circuit description
The circuit diagram for Cupid's Arrow is shown in figure
1. Power is derived from the 9V battery, B1. However,
this cannot be taken directly be:ause correct operation
relies on absolute voltage levels. Since the supply voltage
falls as the battery ages. some stabilisation is needed.
This is the purpose of voltage regulator, IC4 which works
in conjunction with capacitors C3 and C4. The regulator
will maintain a constant 5V output for the rest of the
circuit until the battery voltage falls below 7V
approximately. A battery pack consisting of six alkaline
M cells was used for the prototype power supply and
this may be expected to give about 50 hours of service.
The first section of the circuit is an astable based on
101 and associated components. Providing the reset
input - pin 4 - is high (positive supply voltage), the
astable provides a train of pulses at its output, pin 3. The
frequency of operation (number of pulses per second) is
determined by the values of resistors, R2 and R3 in
conjunction with capacitor, C1. With those specified, this
will be several hundred pulses pe-r second and since it is
not critical, no adjustment is provided.
Push -to -go switch S1 is of the two-way type. In its
released position, it maintains pin 4 in a low state through
the push to break contacts and therefore no pulses are
given. When S1 is pressed. pin 4 is made high via fixed
resistor, R1 and pulses are produced until it is released.
Even a momentary press will generate several tens of
pulses due to the high frequency of operation. The exact
number will therefore be completely unpredictable.
The pulses from the astable are applied to the clock
input, pin 14, of decade counter, 102. On the arrival of
each one, the ten outputs. 0 to 9 (shown by the numbers
in inverted commas), will go high in turn. On the next
pulse, output 0 will go high again and the cycle will
repeat until Si is released. With a short prkss of Si, this
cycle will therefore repeat several times. Wien the pulses
stop, the one which happens to be high 'freezes"
remains high).

Scaling factors
Each 102 output is connected to a potential divider
consisting of two fixed resistors. On each operation of
S1, one of these will therefore be left active. For example,
output 8 (pin 9) is connected to resistors R5 and R15.
The potential dividers have the effect of scaling down the
basic,5V output by certain known factors - the lowest
value being derived from output "0" and increasingly
higher ones from successive outputs. Table 1 shows the
voltages provided by each potential divider.
With one of the potential dividers active, a certain
voltage will appear at the common cathode of diodes D1
to D10. These prevent the low state of the other nine IC2
outputs interfering with the action of the high one. This is
because the diodes prevent current flowing back to
"sink" into the low outputs. The voltage is applied to the
top end of a further potential divider consisting of fixed
resistors, R24 and R25 and preset potentiometer, RVi. If
RV1 sliding contact is adjusted to mid -track position, the
voltage will be divided by two. It is then applied to
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capacitor, C2. This will charge slowly from zero taking several
seconds to develop a steady voltage across it.
This increasing voltage is applied to the input, pin 5, of
bargraph driver IC3. This responds to an analogue (smoothly
changing) voltage and, according to its value, the ten outputs
(labelled by the numbers in inverted commas) will go low
respectively. The device is designed to respond in 0.125V
increments with the corresponding output going low. When
0.125V is applied to pin 5, output "1" (pin 1), will go low. At
0.25V, output "2" (pin 18) will do so -and -so on. Thus, when
1.25V is reached, all ten outputs will be low. The device is
configured in "bar' mode so that preceding outputs remain low
as higher ones are reached.

provide correct operation. It is needed because the voltage
levels may not be exactly as calculated.
Switch S1 is a single pole 2 -way (SPOT) type. Its push to
make contacts apply a virtual short circuit to capacitor C2
(since resistor R26 has a very low value) while the switch is
pressed. This will ensure that it is completely dischaged at the
time it is released. The display will therefore rise from zero each
time. Resistor R26 limits the discharge current which could
possibly damage the switch contacts in time.

Construction
Begin by drilling the four mounting holes and soldering the
three i.c. sockets in position. Follow with the two link wires
then all diodes and resistors (including preset, RV1). Note that
resistors R8, R12, R13, R11, R7, R6 and R10 are indicated
using letters A to G for clarity. Take care to observe the polarity
of the diodes: These are arranged in two sets. In the horizontal
group of seven (D7. D3. D4, D8, 010, 09 and 05). the striped
(cathode) end is to the right. In the vertical group of three (D2,
DO and 01), the cathode is at the bottom. Add the capacitors
making sure to observe the polarity of electrolytic capacitors,
G2 and C4. The slightly shorter end lead is the negative one in
each case.
Solder the LEDs in position - the green ones are at the end
closer to the regulator. All anode ends (those having the longer
end lead) are soldered to the right-hand pads which are all
connected together. Care must be taken to ensure that the
LEDs stand equal distances above the panel and higher than
any other component. In the prototype, the tips of the LEDs
stood 20 mm above the panel. Add the regulator. again, taking
care over its orientation. Using the specified component, the
Rat face is adjacent to the row of LEDs. Note that certain
similar regulators have their outer pins interchanged. If
necessary. refer to the supplier's data. Solder pieces of
stranded connecting wires to the points labelled S1 "push to
make contact", "push to break contact" and "common
contact". Soldera similar piece of wire to the pad labelled
"S2". Adjust RV1 to approximately mid -track position.
Insert the ics into their sockets with the.correct orientation.
Since these are CMOS devices, they are vulnerable to damage
by static charge which might exist on the body. It would be a
wise precaution to touch something which is earthed - such as
a water tap - before handling the pins.

Down the sink
The LEDs operate by allowing current to "sink" from the
+5V line into the appropriate output. The first LEDs to light will
therefore be the green "cold" ones followed by the "warmer"
ones through yellow, orange, red and flashing red. Note that no
conventional series resistors are needed for the LEDs since
current limiting takes place within IC3.
Each operating voltage applied to IC3 pin 5 is calculated to
exceed that required to switch on a particular LED but less
than that needed to operate the next one in line. An example
will help to make this clear. Suppose, when switch S1 is
released, 102 output 3 (pin 7) happens to be high. Note that
this is actually the fourth output since the first one is output
"0". The active potential divider will therefore be R10 and R20
and with the values specified, the voltage produced at their
junction will be 1.5V approximately (see Table 1).
Table 1

IC2 Output

Voltage

0

0.76
1.06

1

2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

1.32
1.50
1.79
2.02

2.25
9.50
2.83
3.21

Just in case
Taking account of the 0.45V lost' across diode D7, there will
be 1.05V at the top end of the potential divider R24NR1/R25.
Note that the forward voltage drop of the diodes is much less
than expected (usually taken to be 0.7V approximately). This is
because they are operating under very low current conditions.
If the sliding contact is at mid -track position, there will be equal
values in the top and bottom arms. The voltage applied to
capacitor C2 will therefore be one half of 1.05V - that is, 0.53V
approximately. As the capacitor charges, the voltage applied
to IC3 pin 5 will therefore rise from zero and gradually
approach this value. Successive I FDs will light - the first one at
0.125V, the second at 0.25V the third and 0.375V and the
fourth at 0.5V. The fifth one will not light because this would
need 0.625V which is not available. The display will therefore
stop at the fourth LED

The prototype unit was built in a plastic box with an aluminium
lid. This gives a good appearance. However. any case style will
do as long as it can accommodate the components.
Everything, except the battery pack, is mounted on the top
panel. The circuit panel will be attached so that the red LEDs
are at the top,of the display. Misure the positions for the LED
holes and drill them to a diameter of 5mm and at 7.5mm
centres. The final appearance of the device depends largely on
the neatness of the row of I Ffls so take great care to ensure
that they are equally -spaced and in a perfect straight line. Drill
holes for circuit panel mounting, for on -off switch S2 and push
to go switch, S1. Mount the circuit panel using plastic stand-off
insulators on the bolt shanks. Cut these to such a length that
the I Ff1s protrude through their holes by about 3 mm.
Mount the switches and referring to figure 3, complete the
wiring. Take care that Si tags are correctly connected. With
the component used in the prototype unit, the tag labelled -1'
is the push to make one and the one labelled "3" the push to
break. This marking will be found in small lettering next to the

Over the threshold
Pre-set potentiometer. RV1, provides an adjustment to the
operating voltages. This will be used at the setting -up stage to
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Figure 2: the component layout
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Figure 3: wiring up the arrow
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1
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terminals themselves. The centre tag is the common one and
is connected to the negative battery snap wire together with
the "S1 common contact' one leading from the circuit panel as

result where no I Fn operates at all, the RV1 setting should be
increased a little (by anti -clockwise rotation of the sliding
contact as viev.ed from 03 position). If the first LED never
comes on its own, the setting could be reduced. Once
correctly adjusted, the preset should require no further attention
and the lid may be secured. Note that the flashing red LED
may not flash fully on and off. Tnis is a consequence of the
unusual way of driving it. The box may, of course, be
decorated with a suitable heart motif.
The first sign that the batteries need replacing is when
sometimes no I Ft) comes on and no one ever gets the flashing
red! We did warn you that this was true to life!
Press the button - you never know, you might be lucky in love!

shown.

With switch S2 off, insert the batteries, snap the connector
in place and secure the battery holder using a small bracket or
adhesive fixing pads. Rt the lid without the screws for the
moment and switch on. Some of the I FOS will light to give a
random display. Press S1 for a short time. Successive LEDs
should light from the green end taking several seconds to reach
the final outcome. Repeat a sufficient number of times to
check that each LED has a chance to operate. If it is clear that
the flashing red one never comes on and there is sometimes a

Resistors
R1, R2, R4 to R13, R16
R3

R14

R15
R17
R18
R19

R20
R21

R22
R23

R24, R25

Semiconductors

10k
220k
18k
13k

IC1

IC2
IC3

8k2
6k8
5k6
4k3
3k6
2k7
1k8
47k

IC4

LEDs

7555
4017
3914

LM78L05ACZ
3 green; 2 yellow; 2 orange; 2 red;
1 flashing red. All 5mm.

Miscellaneous
S1

All fixed resistors 0.6W 1% metal film
100k min vertical preset

Capacitors
C1

10n

C2

10m 16V electrolytic

C3

470n

C4

220m 16V electrolytic
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SPDT push-button switch (Maplin
BK68Y); S2 SPST miniature toggle
switch; printed circuit board; box;
8 -pin dil socket; 16 -pin dil socket;
18 -pin dil socket; holder for 6 AA
size cells; six alkaline AA cells;
PP3-type connector for cell holder.
All components for Cupid's Arrow
wore obtained from Maplin.

Schematic Capture
Easy to Use Graphical Interface under
both DOS and Windows.

Netlist, Parts List & ERC reports.
O Hierarchical Design:
O Extensive component/model libraries.
o Advanced Property Management.
o Seamless integration with simulation and
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Non -Linear & Linear Analogue Simulation.
Event driven Digital Simulation with

modelling language.

9C= c:ITEMT,

1111.=1111MM=1.1111

Partitioned simulation of large designs
with multiple analogue & digital sections.
Graphs displayed directly on the
schematic.

PCB

-

O 32 bit high resolution database.
o Multi -Layer and SMT support.
O Full DRC and Connectivity Checking.
O RIP -UP & RETRY Autorouter.
O Shape based gridless power planes.
Output to printers, plotters, Postscript,
Gerber, DXF and clipboard.
Gerber and DXF Import capability.
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Electronics

Call now for your free demo disk
or ask about the full evaluation kit.
Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857.
53.55 Main St, Grassington. BD23 5AA.

Fully interactive demo versions available for download from our WWW site.
Call for educational, multi-user and dealer pricing - new dealers always wanted.
Prices exclude VAT and delivery. All manufacturers trademarks acknowledged.

EMAIL: info@labcenterco.uk
WWW: http://wwwlabcenter.co.uk

The Shake'n'Etch in operation - this shows
the tilt of the tray and the approximate level
(shallow) of the etching fluid.

PCB

Shake'n'Etch
by Bob Noyes

Many of the messy complications of making your own PCBs at home or in a small
workshop can be overcome with the help of this dedicated rocking tray for
PCB etching solution.
his project was born out of total frustration: the
frustration of waiting for a board to etch in an
almost -cold PCB bath. Vinen etching solution is
fresh it is still hot from the hot water used to
prepare it, but it soon loses its heat and takes
longer and longer to work.
In the past I've used a PCB tank which has a heater and
bubbles air through the solution to speed up the prorPcs, but
you can't see what's happening and when the holder
containing the board is withdrawn to examine the PCB it drops
etching solution everywhere. Constant checks must be made
to stop it from over -etching, especially when very thin tracks

are used, and consequently a mess is made and ferric chloride
is a devil of a chemical to clear up.
To keep a constant eye on proceedings you can't beat the
good old fashioned etching trays, but these lose their heat very
quickly because the layer of ferric chloride has to be very
shallow (or you can't cc° the board). This shallow level also
means that commercial heaters on the market can't be used
as they require a fair depth of solution to radiate their heat.
After years of putting up with all these problems I finally
decided to do something about it, so here's the finished
project, the Shake 'n Etch; it has two distinct sections and
either or both can be built.
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Figure 1: the temperature control
circuit of the Shake'n'Etch
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The heater
Because of the corrosive nature of ferric
chloride it is not practicable to heat the
solution directly, i.e. by putting the heater into
the etching solution, so the only practical way
is under floor heating - an idea borrowed from
the Roman era of over a thousand years ago.
In this case, it consists of a piece of
aluminium at least 3mm.thick, or two thinner
pieces bolted together. The size is slightly
larger than the PCB tray which is going to sit
on it; the edges can be bent down for rigidity.
A heater is bolted under the aluminium plate.
The heater presented a problem at first until it
struck me that large 100 watt power resistors
are designed to dissipate heat to the
surrounding heatsink, so two of these have
been used to convert electricity directly into

Figure 2: the component layout for the temperature control board
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Now the problem was overheating; if the
TRIAC BT139F SHOULD BE INSULATED ic TAB SHOULD NOT BE CONNECTED TO MT2. IF TAB
IS NOT INSULATED USE AN INSULATING MOUNTING KIT. MICA WASHER AND PLASTIC BUSH
heaters can increase the temperature from
ambient up to, say, 60 degrees C they can
keep on going until either the plastic trays
melt or the solution bubbles away. This problem was resolved
producing a small wave; this washes over the board and
by using an LM391 1 temperature sensor IC, also bolted
removes the black gunge. When using both of these additions,
directly to the underside of the tray plate and used to control
the etching process is speeded up and a more even etch is
the heaters via a small PCB using a triac to switch the power
achieved as well as making the solution last longer.
on and off. A variable control allows precise temperature
setting of the temperature of the tray plate and hence the
solution.
For safety reasons a low voltage is used. Although this
increases the current needed to produce the same amount of
heat it is far safer; after all, a bath of liquid is going to sit on top
The second problem when using a PCB tray is that the board
of it when in operation. A supply of 12 volts AC was chosen as
lies in a layer of black gunge, (although there is probably some
these transformers are readily available and reasonably priced.
fancy chemical name for it). In a PCB tank air is bubbled
The value of the heating resistors is 4.7 ohms, 100 watts. So
through the solution and the board sits up vertically so that the
with no other losses the total heat generated is:
black gunge is bubbled away and drops to the bottom of the
tank. This method is impractical in a PCB tray because the
Two 4R7 resistors in parallel = 2.35R
solution is only a fraction of an inch deep, so another approach
was required. A way around this was to rock the tray slowly,
Current = I = V/R =12/2.35 = 5/1 amps

The heater in detail

The agitator

Power (heat) = I x V = watts

5.1A x 12V = 61.2 watts
or 30.6 watts in each resistor.

As can be seen from the above
calculation, 50 watt power resistors
can be used. but 100 watt ones are
larger and dissipate the heat over a
bigger area and as each one is only
run at 30.6 watts they are being run
well within their specification.
The total power of 61.2 watts is
well within the rating of the 100 watt
transformer even allowing a few
watts for the motor drive in the
agitator unit.
To control this 60 watts of heat, a
LM391 I temperature control ic is
used: this remarkable little ic is again
reasonable in price and contains all
the electronics to switch the heating

The Shake'n'Etch box (here seen propped on its side)
showing the layout of the control panel and the rocking tray.
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Figure 3: the circuit of the L200 power supply board. Mount
IC1. L200 on large heat sink.
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on and off digitally. Being a small DIL 8 -pin device it requires an
external power switch; this is because any high power switch
produces heat and would interfere with the temperature being
sensed by the internal thermistor. The pin out is as follows:
1. 0 volt
2. Output (open collector)
3. Temperature adjust input
4. + volts in: 6.8 volts internally regulated
5. 6, 7 and 8 not connected

MOUNT ON
LARGE
HEATSINK

Figure 4: the component layout of the L200 power supply
board. Pin 1 = OV out; pin 2 = +V out; pin 3 = ext pot; pin 4 =
ext pot; pin 5 AC in; pin 6 = AC in.

The output pin 2 takes the shape of an open collector output,
so R4 is required to turn on TR2 when the temperature being
sensed is lower than that set on pin 3. TR2 then turns on TR1
by drawing base current through it. TR1 then turns on the triac
output device via R8 as well as a monitor LED via R7. The triac
chosen, the BT139F, is a very high power device as, although
in this circuit its RMS constant current is around 5 amps, its
peak current is much higher. It has an insulated tab and can be
mounted directly onto the heatsink without the need for an
insulating set.
For correct operation the LM391 1 requires a stable supply
although it has a built in zener regulator. The 12 volt AC will be
higher off load, i.e. the heaters off and drop to 12 volts with the
heaters on. To remove this voltage change 101, a 7808 delivers
a constant 8 volts to the dropper resistor R3. Because of the
low current demand of the temperature circuit control, half
wave rectification is used; this also allows a common
connection for MT1 of the triac and the OV of the supply, not
the case if a diode bridge was used. When the temperature
being sensed is the same as the temperature set on Pin 3 (the
output), pin 2 goes low. This turns off TR2 which turns off TR1
which in turn switches off the triac and the monitor LED goes
out indicating that the heaters are off.
Because of the spacing of the temperature sensor 1G3
between the two heaters R9 and R10 there will be a thermal
delay which is caused by the heat generated in R9, R10 taking
time to reach the sensor. By the time the heat reaches it the
heaters have slightly overheated, that is, gone above the preset
temperature, so the sensor will turn off the heaters until the
sensor detects a temperature lower than that set by VR1. Then
the heaters will be switched on and stay on until the sensor
detects the correct temperature, so that again the temperature
will vary slightly, hovering around that set. Great care must be
taken when calibrating the control VR1. The LM3911 does not
respond to a setting of degrcco centigrade but to a voltage on
Pin3. This voltage sets the switching temperature. In both the
models made here the correct maximum voltage on Pin 3 was
3.3 volts. The higher the voltage the lower the switching
temperature and the lower the voltage the higher the
temperature set. Because of the large number of variables no
precise voltage can be given so it must be set by trial and
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Figure 5: connections to the temperature control board
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error. This should be set such that the tray plate is just
touchable quickly but cannot be touched for more than an
instant. The temperature of the solution will always be lower
than that of the tray plate because the plastic tray acts as a
kind of temperature insulator. The solution must be kept below
60 degrees C to minimise any vapour from being given off, as
it has corrosive properties. Anything much above this could
cause a health problem, as well as affecting the surroundings
with tell -tale brown dots associated with ferric chloride.
The monitor LED will give an indication that the heaters are
on. To test the circuit the base and emitter of TR2 can be
shorted together, which should turn off the triac and the LED
(this is simulating the effect of the temperature being sensed is
above that set). If shorting these points fails to turn off the LED,
re -check the circuit for errors to find out why.
As the set temperature approaches the monitor LED starts
to glow less brightly; this is because the output Pin 2 of the
LM3911 switches between off (high) and on (low). This is
achieved by pulse width, that is, the output starts off high then
pulses low with short low pulses. These pulses get wider and
wider until it is low with short high pulses, and the last stage in
the output goes low. This is done to provide a digital output.
The triac is always hard on or hard off. This pulsing makes the
use of a relay to do the power switching impractical, as the
relay contacts chatter during this pulsing time. The chattering
could cause the relay's contacts to pit due to the sparking of
the contacts, as they would be switching the full 5.1 amps.
If the agitator section is not going to be built, the tray plate
must be bolted to the box with four small -diameter bolts (3mm)
and a gap of 3mm left between the metal tray plate and the
external wooden box. This is to reduce the heat losses into the
box as well as leave a path for any heat under the tray plate to
escape. If you are going to build the agitator, only two
mounting bolts are used, M4 type (4mm), and these will be
used as the pivot points.

The leads from the sensor 1C3 to the temperature control
PCB should be as short as possible. The best way is to mount
the PCB onto the underside of the tray plate with spacers; the
leads then are only a few inches long. The heatsink with the
7808 and the triac mounted on it should be a piece of
aluminium with at least 10 square inches of radiating surface.
Do not bolt the heatsink directly on to the metal tray plate but,
again, use spacers (preferably not metal ones!). After all, the
tray plate is going to be heated by R9 and R10 - not the best
way to keep a heatsink cool. The leads to the temperature
control PCB and heaters must be long enough to allow the
tray plate to be moved up and down by the agitator without
straining them. Check that none of the wires actually tcoch the
tray plate or the heating resistors, as over a period of time this
may cause the insulation to melt, with obvious problems
resulting. (Always keep wires away from hot surfaces, in any
case.) See the suggested layout diagram.

The agitator in detail
This part of the project is more mechanical than electronic. The
object is to slowly raise and lower one end of the tray plate
about half an inch in order to produce a small wave to wash
over the board to dislodge the black gunge not to cause a tidal
wave. To do this a small electric motor fitted with a suitable
gearbox is used to produce the up and down motion. A lever
is fitted to a cog on the output drive of the gearbox, this lever
is connected to one end of the tray plate and as the cog
rotates the lever raises and lowers on each revolution. This is
shown in the diagram; care must be taken that the outside
surface of the cog is flat and the lever is not fouled by the
mounting bush on the axle or the axle itself. The speed of the
output of the gearbox should be in the range between 10 and
40 revs per minute. A little experimenting is required to get this
right. The speed of the motor, a DC model motor or similar, is
controlled by the motor speed control PCB. This is basically a
.
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Figure 6: motor speed control connections
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3-15 volt DC regulated supply. The motor gearbox used in the
prototypes was bought as redundant stock from Greenweld
but similar devices can be found from such firms as J. Bull, a
frequent advertiser in Eli. The motor is basically a 12 volt DC
motor and runs at 40 revs per minute at 12 volts but when the
voltage is reduced it slows down.
Because of the gearbox the torque is quite sufficient at this
lower voltage to raise and lower the tray plate and tray of
solution. It is advised to try out the design with a tray of water
rather than solution and to use a plastic sheet over the tray
plate. Needless to say, while these experiments are being
carried out the heater unit should be disconnected.
The final design should produce a small wave, little more
than a ripple, and even at the highest speed should not cause
the solution to splash.
The motor control board
can produce from 3 to around
15 volts, so care must be
taken if a low voltage motor is
used. The circuit is the
standard L200 regulated
supply almost out of the
reference book. 82 is the
current limit resistor which
causes the supply to begin to
shut down when the maximum
set current is approached. For
most small motors a 18 2.5
watt resistor can be used, but
if more current is required this
can be reduced to 0R22 2.5
watt giving well over 1 amp of
output. R3 has been added so
as to increase the minimum
voltage out of the supply its

value can be anywhere from a short circuit, that is, a wire link
to 2k2 . When a motor stalls due to lack of volts it draws more
current than it should, albeit not enough to turn the motor but
enough to damage it over a period of time, so by fitting a
suitable resistor in R3's position the minimum voltage can be
increased such that the speed control ,VR1, will run the motor
even in the minimum speed setting. The choice of value
depends on the minimum voltage required but it works out that
a 330R resistor increases the minimum voltage by about 1 volt.
Once the correct voltage range has been found from
experimenting say 6 -12 volts (example only). The minimum
voltage has to be increased from 3 to 6 volts, that is, 3 volts at
330 ohms per volt works out to around a kilohm. so R3 is 1k.
From 6 volts to 12 volts maximum is 6 volts, so again at
330 ohms per volt 6 x 330R = 1.980 ohms (1k980), so the

The Shake'n'Etch in its working position, omitting the
freestanding etching tray
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nearest value is a 2k2
Figure 7: a guide to laying out the outer box
potentiometer. To give full
range on the control VRI, a
standard 5k pot can be
used, and a resistor fated in
parallel. That is, to produce
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possibly damage the motor
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gigantic wave of corrosive
etching fluid! Once
everything has been sorted
out. it should be run
continuously for around half an hour without the tray in place to
After all the testing the whole unit should be inspected for
check everything is OK and the motor is not overheating. If
loose bolts, nuts etc. Only after these tests should solution be
bolts are used on the mechanical linkage as pivots, lock nuts
used. Care must be taken not to put too much liquid into the
must be used, or two nuts used with a shake proof washer
tray at once, so as to prevent splashes; also, the less fluid in
between them, to prevent them working loose with prolonged
the tray, the less the strain on the motor.
use. Then run a final test with the tray in place, but with water
When in use the advantage of the press button on the
in the tray instead of etching solution. Again, a full half an hour
agitator can be seen. It is much easier to level the tray plate
test should be carried out using the heaters and the agitator.
with this rather than with the switch.
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Figure 8: a guide to laying out LM3911, R9 and R10, and the
PCB plate.
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Figure 9: a guide to assembling the tray rocking plate
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(1) The Heater

(2) The Agitator

Resistors
'R1,'R2,'R3

Resistors

R5

22k
10k
4k7

R6

1k

R7

330R

R9,R10

4R7 100W (off board)

VR1

5k linear potentiometer

R4

R1

820R

R2

0.22R 2.5 watt for up to 1 amp
from supply
Link - see text

R3

Capacitors

'Adjust to suit temperature range: see text.
C1

Capacitors

C2
C3

C1

C2,C4
C3

2200uF 16V radial
2u2 16V radial
100n 16V disc

C4

Semiconductors

Semiconductors

IC1

D1 - D4
IC1

IC2

7808 regulator
LM3911 temperature controller (off
board)

02

BC307
BC237

D1

IN4001

TRIAC1

BT139F (Electromall 284949)
red 5mm 02 0.2in (off board)

01

LED1

4700uF 25V radial
1uF 25V tantalum
4u7 25V radial
10u 25V radial

L200 regulator
IN5401 3 amp

Miscellaneous
Motor/gear box 3.12 volts DC motor and gearbox in the
range of 10.40 revs on output. See text. (If all else falls,
Maplin WC687 seems to have a suitable specification but
has not been tested with the prototype.)
Speed control pot 5k linear
Knob for above
Switch - single pole onioff 1A
Switch - press -to -make 1A
Metalwork to suit; cog. etc. to fit output of gearbox
cam -lever; Vero pins or 6 -way x 0.2in pin plug (e.g. Maplin

Miscellaneous
6-0-6 volt 100VA (e.g. Electromail
211351 torroldal; 207289 chassis
mount; 805259 frame mount. The frame mount is
suitable and cheapest) Mains switch 2 -polo on/off
3 amp; knob for temperature pot; 10amp wire for
T1

JY91Y); PCB.

heaters; metalwork to suit (see text and diagrams); PCB.
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A Heritage site on the
World Wide Web

STONE ENu.
tectonics has brought one of the world's oldest
scientific calculating machines - Stonehenge - into
virtual reality, and made an interactive, real-time
reconstruction of the site accessible through the

Internet.
The ancient megalithic monument on Salisbury plain in
England is famous for the large size of its stone structures, the
'trilithons", in which accurately cut stone slabs weighing
around 7 tons each are carefully fitted onto stone uprights
weighing between 25 and 50 tons apiece to form a ring of
square stone arches - and the mystery of its origins. The
designers and builders of Stonehenge are lost to history, but
the favoured interpretation of the stone circle's use is that it
was a kind as astronomical compass, to assist priests (and
farmers) of a long -gone age in predicting when sunrise and
moonrise would fall at certain times of year so that seasonal
religious ceremonies could be carried out at the proper time.
Stonehenge as we know it is in fact a series of stone circles
built at different times. The oldest stones of Stonehenge are
about 4,500 years old, dating back to around 2500 BC, but
there are stoneworks and other traces in the vicinity of ritual
activity going back to 4000 BC and beyond.

Virtual reality
The project has been developed by virtual reality specialists
Superscape VR in collaboration with the modem monolith,
semiconductor giants Intel, who regard it as a fine example of
how semiconductors, virtual reality -and the Internet can make
a dramatised and educational presentation available to a
worldwide audience.

The virtual reality model has been designed to provide
"scaled performance" on the Internet, so that users with a fast
Pentium processor -based PC computer based on one of the
faster Pentium processors can get the maximum accws to all
the details, and a fast frame rate, but users with an older
Processor can still get into the virtual environment.
The 3D Viscape software that runs the Stonehenge
program runs at the moment with Netscape Navigator 2.0 and
above on Intel -based PCs with a 486 processor (or higher)
running Windows 3.1, Windows 95 and Windows NT. This
demonstrates the amount of processing power needed to
carry a moving VR image, even one that is limited to shifting a
viewpoint, rather than moving figures around independently.

\--)N
LTD STEVENAGE
Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry

Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 3W disc
Cable Harness Assembly/loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax details of your requirements to us
on (01438) 352742
EQT LTD. Cromer House. Caxton way, STEVENAGE. HERTS, SG1 2DF
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Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & 'Bum in' Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Rates

Using Windows 95 and a P150 processor, with a 28.8 modem,
it still took over 5 minutes to download Viscape and the virtual
world before the Stonehenge site could be viewed.
Superscape developed the virtual Stonehenge using their
PC -based Superscape VRT. a VR authoring package, using
photographs and illustrations taken from all around the site.
The "viewing area" covers such a distance that it is quite
possible to head for the mysterious grove on the horizon, and
then find that you are not sure how to get back to the standing
stones. You can move all round.the site, and over it, gaining a
full aerial view either from close to, or quite a long way up,
giving a complete overview of the layout of the site.
Sometimes tourists who have come across the world to
visit Stonehenge - perhaps expecting something on the scale
of the pyramids - express surprise that it is not bigger. After all,
it takes much longer to drive to the area from the nearest town
- and park your car, buy a ticket, and walk to the wire
enclosure that now surrounds the stones - than it does to walk
around the immediate enclosure.
If visitors were to "walk" the entire site, perhaps from the
nearest settlement, a different idea of the scale might emerge.
The virtual standing stones have been "built to scale" using
photographs and photo -CD techniques to give a certain
amount of texture to the stones as your viewpoint comes
closer to them, and sharp showing to make the layout clearer.
The display is split to give the virtual world on the right and an
information display on the left, and a 'Timeline" near the top of
the screen allows you to scroll along and choose the age of
the view that you want to explore.

Canadians in recent
centuries. Other
phascc covered are the
woodland clearances
before 4000BC and the
appearance of long
barrows and the
Neolithic causewayed
enclosure, Robin
Hood's Ball, the
appearance of the
smaller Bluestones
from Wales, the
erection of the famous
Sarsen stones (the
largest stones in the
structure), and the last
phase, only 3500 years
ago, when the
Bluestones were
moved around several
times, for purporco
we can only guess at now. The most recent 'redesign"
seems to have remained unfinished. Perhaps this is a
demonstration that even the most ambitious engineering
projects must come to an end at some time.

Hypertext
Using the "intelligent links" feature of Viscape, the user can
click on words in the text and "hot -link" to connected features
in the virtual world, as well as related texts. This demonstrates
one of the first public applications of 3D hypertext, say
Superscape. The commentaries themselves are good potted
histories of England's most famous ancient monument. The
section under "Era 7: Phase 3: 2400-1600BC" describes how
the main axis of the site is aligned to midsummer sunrise and
midwinter sunset. Each time section is accompanied by a
picture.
As an additional attraction, the software writers have built in
the ability to observe the sunrise or moonrise over Stonehenge
at each. The moonrise is a little disappointing, even on a fast
processor - the full moon rises part of the way up the sky, but
then seems to get stuck in the trees. The sunrise is more
dramatic, with changing colours and shadows.

Heritage
Superscape and Intel developed the Stonehenge project for
English Heritage, the organisation that advises the UK
Government on all matters concerning the conservation of the
historic environment within England. The Chairman of English
Heritage, Sir Jocelyn Stevens, has said that the project was "a
fundamental part of our vision for increasing access to this
mysterious monument and increasing our understanding of the
enigma that is Stonehenge." Certainly "high-tech 'tourists'" will
be able to "visit" the monument at any time, "day or night,
present, past or future, from their own home or office".
The times that you can visit the site are split up into a series
of "time bites" from various phacP_s of the development of
Stonehenge, from a speculative earliest phase when there
were tall upright posts made of pine in the vicinity. One
interpretation of these is that they may have been totem poles,
not unlike those built by some native Americans and

iI

Virtual reality Stonehenge can be found at web site
httpJ/www.superscape.com.
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!)ractca iv Speak° g
BY TERRY BALBIRNIE

The last few months of Practically Speaking have been devoted to various aspects
of connecting wire. This time we shall continue by looking at the way
the thickness of a wire is expressed.
t would seem logical to specify the thickness of a
wire as the diameter of its core. For example, a
typical light -duty connecting wire may have a
diameter of 0.6 mm. Remembering that the
current -carrying capacity of a wire depends on the
area of cross-section of its core, it might also seem to be a
good idea to express it this way instead. For example, the 0.6
mm diameter wire above would have a cross-section area of
about 0.28 square mm. Incidentally, this figure is obtained by
regarding the cross-section of the wire as a circle of radius 0.3
mm. The formula for the area of a circle is then used:

A = 7tR2 (where the constant 7t is approximately 3.14)

Illogical
However, life is not always as easy as that. A typical instruction
for winding a tuning coil for a radio might read "wind 16 turns
of 28 SWG enamelled copper wire on to a cardboard tube of
diameter 20 mm". It is the "SWG" figure which often confuses
newcomers.
The SWG (standard wire gauge) relates the diameter of the
wire to some arbitrary number (in this case, 28). The picture
becomes less clear when we consider that there are four or
five wire gauges used around the world, all with their particular
idiosyncrasies!
In Britain, SWG is the most usual system used. American
readers will note that they have their own similar American Wire
Gauge (AWG). In both systems, the diameter corresponding
with a given wire gauge is almost arbitrary (that is, it does not
follow any particular plan). However, the rule to remember is
that the lower the SWG, the thicker the wire will be. In the
British system, 24 SWG wire has a diameter of 0.559 mm. In
the American system, 24 AWG wire has a diameter of 0.510 mm.

Using the micrometer to measure the diameter of a wire.
Insulated wire must have the insulation stripped back first.

express the thickness of resistance wire, which will be the
subject of the next Practically Speaking.
To find the SWG figure of an "unknown" wire, you will need
to use a micrometer (see photograph). It is a simple matter to
measure its diameter and compare this with the table. Note,
however, that the diameter relates to the metal core only. With
plastic insulated wire, it will be necessary to strip some of this
off first. With enamelled wire, the insulation is very thin and it
may be possible to make the measurement with the insulation
in place. Although the diameter obtained will be slightly on the
high side, when this is compared with the figures in the table.
the correct SWG figure will still be found. There is a further
point that the diameter of a wire is subject to a certain
tolerance. Rarely will wire of a given SWG be found with its
exact specified diameter.

Thick and thin
The thickest wire likely to be encountered by the amateur is 16
SWG and the thinnest, about 42 SWG although data tables
often go as low as 10 SWG and as high as 50 SWG. Very thin
wire becomes extremely difficult to handle without snapping it,
so its use is really limited to automatic coil winding machines.
On the other hand, very thick ones are better described as rod
rather than wire.
Note that it is usual for wire to be used only in the even
SWG sizes. For example, although it is possible to obtain 21
SWG wire, in practice it is usual for suppliers to list only 20
SWG and 22 SWG. The table below, therefore, only shows the
even SWG sizes and how they are related to the diameter of
the wire. Note that the SWG figure applies to wires made of
materials other than copper. They are therefore often used to

The Standard Wire Gauge Table

SWG
16
18

20
22

Diam (mm)
1.63
1.22
0.914
0.711

24
26
28

0.559
0.457
0.376

SWG

Diam (mm)

30
32

0.315
0.274
0.234
0.193
0.152
0.122
0.102

34
36
38

40
42

That's all for this time. Next time we shall look at resistance wire.
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RADIO + TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
12 MOOR VIEW DRIVE TEIGNMOL I H. DE1 ON. T(.214 9UN

START training NOW with the SPECIALISTS for the following
courses. Radio Amateur Licence C+G, Micro Processor,
Telecomms, Tech C+G and Introduction to Television.

For our FREE Brochures Call 01626 779398
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SMARTCARDS

PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS

STAND ALONE PIC->PIC
COPIERS AND BUSTERS.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
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SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD. CH SNICK, LONDON W4 5BB
TEL 0181-995 1560 FAX 0181-995 0549
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £10

VISA
40.
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SMART CARD PRODUCTS
Smartcards, Readers/Encoders.
Evaluation & Development Kits...

ELECTRONIC
VALVES

MCJ DESIGN
Tel: 01202 770121
Fax: 01202 770121
E-MAIL:MCJDESIGN4gAOLCOM

aoki net`use-rsict96iepsoer' I him

E-MAIL: epsilon@powertech.no
EPSILON ELECTRONICS
Brynsengvn.1A.
0667 Oslo. Norway
TELIFAX +4722640810

Itj WILSON VALVES
FI5H 0513,
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Almost all computsc Otis accepted
Easy PC! Arias / Nara/ / Caditar Gerner
HPGL P.Dras. Ali away abler.
Fast Intematicatal service
Contract Assembly .1 Test evallable

TELEPHONE 07232 473533
mITF_FMAROMAL -43 1232 473533
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FAX 01232 4 73533
Email - agardargonelorwi
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ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES
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PO( complete factory clearance

COLES-HARDING & CO
AC

£50 BT INSTRUMENT
FOR ONLY £7.50

we also welcome the op portirrety tO quota

TKUW-

Ca.

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR
Typa :3114EC-22 DB 2 NO A.,1 2 x to 230V

, Fist frortn; dears Front marling tr2
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COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFOFUIERS-LT-ISOLATION & AUTO

4410.0.1 caa

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS. ICS ETC INTO
CASH immediate settlement.

£12000 *VAT

Ca ...VAT.

patisLuourtnne

0_90142_51100 aux £33.e

62_ _pee-
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SAE fea

VALVES WANTED FOR CASH

28 Banks Avenue, Goiter, Huddetstield,
West Yorks HD7 412
TA) 01484 654630
Fax: 01484 6556)9

LIGHT ENGINEERING
SERVICES
(PRECISION),
Machining.
sheet
metalwork. instrurnentloolrnaking etc -

most engineering processes in most

TRANSFORMERS
VVy Variable Voltage
Technology Ltd

TRANSFORMERS

materials. One offs, par's. prototypes.

For valve and transistor circuits
HT Filament chokes high & low voltage

projects. For catalogue. SAE to

panels, mods, jigs, repairs, anything - nO
job too small - trade or private - for quick
friendly service contact - Richard -

Plancentre Publications, Unit 7, Old

Tel'Fax 01954 280E434

surveillance devices, pyrotechnics
and com-puter graphics tablet. 150

Standard and custom design
large and small quantities
Una 24E Samuel Whites Estate, Medina
Road Cane.5 t5r2 CA Wight P031 7LP

Wharf Industrial Estate, Dyrnock
Road, Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8

Tet 01983 280592 Fax 01983 280593
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KITS

BURGLAR KITS

DO YOU WISH TO LEGALLY
TRANSMIT AUDIO SIGNALS OVER

CANCELLED EXPORT ORDER

Brnic.1-1 TFI t-_-r,nro

rrirc-.1

BURGLAR ALARM KIT

Professional Quality, Glass PCB,
Timed Entry, Exit Delays (audible),
Open & Closed Circuits, Anti Tamper,
Panic etc, Siren Driven Direct, 12v DC,
Fraction of price at only £8.50 inclusive,
Full easy instructions,
Money Back Guarantee.

Manufacturers of approved Interface
Equipment for use on public switched
telephone network, for narrow or wide
band private circuits, also manufacturers
of telecom line safety barriers.

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS
55 Fleet Road. Bentleet Essex 557 SJN. England.

Tel: 01268 793256 Fax: 01268 565759

Veronica!
Pi KITS

C&G Trading, 65 Roseland Road, Waunarlwydd
- Swansea. SA5 4ST. Tel: 01792 - 874246

SERVICE MANUALS

88-108MHz FM

(N.,_ Technical Books

TRANSMITTERS

Available for most equipment, any make, age or model.
Return the coupon for your FREE catalogue

Professional PLL transmitter, Stereo Coder, and
Compressor/Limiter kits licensable in the U.K.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (F_TO
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4QY.

Also very stable VFO transmitter kits. Prices
from under £10 and a 'Ready Built' service is
available. Contact us for a free brochure

Tel, 01844-351694 Fax:- 01844 352554.

Please forward your Wrist catalogue for winch I end= 2 x Irt aim Stamps.
£3.50 for tit complete Servne Manuals Wei on PC Dsec plus raiiilogu,

NAME

including prices and more detailed information.
18 Victoria St, Oueensbury, BRADFORD. B013 1AR

Tel 01274 816200 Email veronica,Ellegend.co.uk
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The Challenge -Things that electronics hasn't fixed yet
This month I have to pass on a passionate cry from one of our colleagues: PROBLEMS
THAT ELECTRONICS HASNT FIXED YET - why does my modem think it is sending stuff
when it isn't?"
This is not the only modem that is sometimes economical with the truth about where the
data has gone. Perhaps it needs a visit from a service engineer. Perhaps it needs to be
monitored to find out where the connection breaks off. Perhaps the modem software isn't
accurate enough in its send/receive reports. Or is it just possible that he needs to exploit
the oalloping pace of technical innovation and "fix it with a new one".
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Next Month
In Volume 26. no. 2 of Electronics Today International, arriving at your newsagent in early
February, Douglas Ciarkeson Returns to Mars ... look out for Experimenting with Video
(Part 2) ... Dr. Pei An has a Centronics Mini Data -Lab ready to operate ... Terry Balbirnie
has been checking batteries quickly and neatly, and Robert Penfold has been seen
checking out an RS232C port. Mike Rhodes has found a new way of not only counting
his Strides, but calculating exactly how far he has walked. And more
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So-nnt. kts,ren Kitt OnS/9n, Lexestersnra. LETS
US subsn-notiona h N'ton Ora Worktcrrle P1.--or-roos. 4314 West 235th
SInhat. Torrance, CA 3591 USA. For Veragitaxterstard order kl USA Telephone (3101 375 6255 Fax (3101 375 054E- Pac2e rem
Weekdays. ICKen-Som Vit,AenfiL Typteatt.-g 25-4 oxigeaf'Jtn by Ebony.
La:wand. Conn. -al. Freted by 1" ft.....hre Ltd. Botta

Nexus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST
Telephone (01442) 66551
Fax (01442) 66998

Get the best Universal
Diagnostic tool kit on the market
Our servicing turnaround time has
been reduced by an

SOFTWARE

average of 324x. Of
all the diagnostic

& HARDWARE

packages tried this
is the first to live up
to its advertising.

THAT REALLY
We have been using
Microscope and
Postprobe for two
months with great
success. It really is
as good as you
have said in your
publeit
iff Wales
Airport.

WORKS!

Fully 0/S independent
diagnostic software

I !me .siiiikiiItTo-our
engineers about the
Mimi 2000

softwartAarthmre
package and received
favourable reports.
'Hwy say the lxst
advantage Micro 21E0
has MCI -other
packagesis the fact

Use this Power -On -Self -test card to

debug any "dead" PC that won't boot

.

['

that it is (waling

Lit! laillr\.rit'
A proven way to
increase quality
control

system independent.

A must -have
Remote
Diagnostics Tool

I:

lb be truthful we at
Catalyst use

N

Micro -Scope on

every machine when
it "walks" in or out
of the.
offic

yst Computer

askEsu:5T41
Lets you keep track of
hundreds or even
thousand of computers

rw

EASES

Call about our Tutorial and
Troubleshooting Series on video
cassettes!

A

wealth of technical

help at your fingertips.

MICRO

2013E1

-Fr

United
Kingdom
Tel +441462 483483
Fax +44 1-162 481484

It\\ Netherlands &
France
Tel ( +31) 020 638 4433
Fax (+31) 020 620 3437

Germany
Tel (+49) 069 420 8278
Fax (+49) 069 420 8270

Spain
OPEN JUNE/JULY
Call UK for details.
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ELECTRONICS LIMITED

FOUNTAYNE HOUSE, FOUNTAYNE RD., LONDON N15 40L
TEL: 0181-885 2884

FAX: 0181-885 2496

